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Technology and Art:

Anthroposophy, a way of thought rather than a
body of dogma, springs from the work and teaching
of Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925). He spoke of it as
"a path of knowledge, to guide the spiritual in the
human being to the spiritual in the universe

The aim of this Annual is to publish writings which
bring the outlook of Anthroposophy to bear on ques
tions and activities relevant to the present time.

The title derives from a reference by Rudolf Steiner
to an old Persian legend. "Djemjdid was a king
who led his people from the north towards Iran, and
who received from the God, whom he called Ahura
Mazdao, a golden dagger, by means of which he was
to fulfil his mission on earth .... It represents a
force given to man whereby he can act upon and
transform external nature ".

Their Bearing on Modern Culture
R u d o l f S t e i n e r

A Lecture, hitherto untranslated, given at Dornach on December 28, 1914*

The essential aim of the lectures given here recently has been tobuild a bridge from knowledge yielded by Spiritual Science to a
view of life demanded by present conditions, and I should like now
to say a little more about this.

"Modern life"—as we call it—makes a strong impact upon
those who have been torn away from any direct connection with
Nature by life in cities and towns. And it is common knowledge
that ever since the onset of this modem life, men have been appre
hensive about its effect upon the material as well as the spiritual
progress of humanity.

The important thing now is that the impulses we feel coming to
us from Spiritual Science should find their place in this modem life.
We must come to feel that Spiritual Science is a necessary counter
balance for elements in modern life that have an injurious or even
destructive effect upon the divine-spiritual life-forces of man.

When a man who has reached, shall we say, the first stages of
initiation is in a position to allow the effects of modern civilisation
to work upon himself, he has experiences which inform him more
deeply about what this modem life signifies for the human being
than external observation can ever do. For example, anyone who
has taken even the first steps of the initiate-life lives differently
through the experience arising from a night spent in a railway train
or in a steamer—especially if the night has been slept through.
The difference between one who has reached the first steps leading
to initiation and one who has no connection whatever with it is that
in the former case the experiences become conscious: the person
realises what actually happens to him when he spends a night in a
steamer or a railway train—especially if he has been asleep.

Naturally, the influences that play on the human organism from
such an experience are just the same in both cases. As far as the
effects upon the constitution of man are concerned, there is no
d i f f e r e n c e .

If we are to understand what is really meant by these indica
tions, we must remind ourselves of a familiar tmth of Spiritual
Science: during sleep the Ego and astral body are outside the
physical and etheric bodies. In such circumstances, owing to certain

* From a shorthand report unrevised by the lecturer. Published by kind
permission of the Rudolf Steiner-Nachlassverwaltung, Dornach, Switzerland.
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restrictions inevitably imposed upon us by cosmic laws, the Ego
and astral body are generally in the immediate neighbourhood of
our physical and etheric bodies, so that while we are asleep in a
railway carriage we are right inside all the hubbub, the turbulent
creakings and rumblings of the wheels and machinery of the train.
It is the same in a steamer. We are within all this turmoil; we are
caught up in these anything but musical experiences of our environ
ment, and even if only the preliminary steps have been taken
towards initiation, one can notice on waking from sleep how the
Ego and astral body, as they return into the physical body, bring
with them the effects of the strain and pressure caused by the
mechanical contrivances in which they were actually involved and
which they passed just before waking.

The effects of all the discordant hubbub, the jerking and the
dragging, are brought into the physical and etheric bodies, and
anyone who has ever woken up with the aftermath of what the
machinery in a steamer or a railway train has stirred up in his Ego
and astral body—anyone who has carried this over into his waking
consciousness— îs fully aware how little it conforms with what toe
Ego and astral body experience as the inner law and order prevailing
in toe physical and etheric bodies. He really brings with him a
frightful pandemonium and tumult—a rattling, jangling tumult—
and toe effect upon toe etheric body is the same as if toe physical
body were being crushed to pieces in a machine. This is of course
a crude simile, but you will not misunderstand it. These things are
a quite inevitable accompaniment of modern life, and at toe very
outset I must utter a word of warning, because what I am projmsing
to say might easily arouse a certain hidden arrogance which is
abundantly in evidence here and there.

Naturally I say this without making toe slightest implication,
either general or specific, for in speaking of such a thing one
immediately opens toe way for toe passing of judgments. What I
mean by this arrogance is that someone may say to himself: "I
must guard against exposing my own body to these destructive
forces; I must strictly protect myself from all the influences of
modem life, retire into a sanctum with toe right surroundings and
walls painted in colours suitable for spiritual sensitivity, so that
none of the adjuncts of modem life may come into contact with my
bodily constitution."

The last thing I want is that what I say should have this effect
All desire to withdraw, to protect oneself from the influences of
unavoidable world-karma, emanates from weakness. But it is
Anthroposophy alone that can make toe human heart and will
vigorous enough to develop toe force which arms and strengthens
us in face of these influences. Any kind of advice to withdraw
from modem life, or to engage in a sort of hothouse cultivation of
toe spiritual life, should never find favour in the sphere of our
movement In a true culture of toe spirit there can never be any

question of such procedure. Although it is understandable that
w e a k e r n a t u r e s w o u l d l i k e t o w i t h d r a w f r o m m o d e m l i f e i n t o
communities where they will be untouched by it, it must never
theless be emphasised that such an attitude is not toe outcome of
strength, but of weakness of toe soul. Our real task is to strengthen
toe soul by permeating it with toe impulses that come from Spiritual
Science and spiritual research, so that it is armed against toe
influences of modem life, can hold its own in spite of all toe
surrounding hubbub, and be able to find its way through toe tumult
and din of toe Ahrimanic beings into toe spiritual-divine world.

One fact of which I have often spoken must be clearly borne in
mind. As hiunan beings we do not sleep only by night. We
actually sleep by day as well, only toe day-sleep is less noticeable
than toe night-sleep. In nightly sleep, man's life of thought is
dimmed, and because in soul he lives in his thoughts he is natmally
more aware of toe dimming of toe life of thought during nightly
sleep. By day it is the life of will that is more wrapped in sleep,
and this sleep is not so noticeable because man is less conscious in
the l i f e o f w i l l .

One result of this is the controversy waged among philosophers
on the subject of the freedom and unfreedom of the will. They
take no account of the fact that when they are investigating toe
will they do it as day-sleepers, and being for this reason unable to
discover its real nature, they come out with a great deal of pre
posterous nonsense about free will and unfree will, about inde-
terminism and determinism. In fact, we are conscious of our life
of will to a very small extent indeed during toe wide-open con
sciousness of the day; the will sinks down into toe subconscious,
into toe region belonging exclusively to the astral body.

During waking life, therefore, we are also entangled in all toe
tumult arising from toe products of technical science surrounding
us in modern life. In nightly sleep, we sink into this tumult more
with our life of thought and feeling; in day-sleep, more with our
life of will and feeling.

Now this modern life, as we call it, was not always part of toe
evolutionary path of mankind. It has existed, in essentials, only
since the beginning of toe Fifth Post-Atlantean epoch of civilisa
tion. The beginning of this epoch synchronises with that of modem
life. How does external culture speak of this phenomenon?
Extemal culture, as we know, is proud of what has been achieved.
It says, in effect: Through the whole of antiquity and the Middle
Ages, men were not capable of studying Nature in a way that
could have led to an actual science of Nature; this has been done
for toe first time in our modem age. Then at last—so it is said—
men freed themselves from toe old way of observing Nature and
now they study toe natural world purely in toe light of its abstract
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laws; through knowledge of the laws of Nature, science has also
succeeded in achieving an 'unprecedented' mastery of the forces
of Nature. (This word, ' unprecedented', is very popular.) That
is modem technical science; it arises because men have come to
know the laws of Nature and are able, with the aid of these laws,
to shape matter into the machines with which in turn they work
upon Nature and upon life. So they fill modem life with products
of the mechanical arts and thus create the technical environment
characteristic of the present day. The acquisition of genuine
natural science and the mastery of Nature and her forces are
therefore achievements of our modem age.

This sort of talk is very general. But those who speak in such
terms are speaking the language of Ahriman. We will try to
translate this language of Ahriman into the true language we
endeavour to master through Spiritual Science, in which the words
have not only the meaning resulting from observation of external
Nature, but also the meaning they receive when the Cosmos is
viewed in its totality—in its manifestation as Nature and in its
spiritual life at one and the same time.

Let us think, to begin with, entirely from the external point of
view, of what happens when modern technical science is put into
apph'cation. What happens is, fundamentally, a performance thattakes place in two stages. The first stage consists in destroying
Nature's coherence. Quarries are broken up and the stones carried
away, forests are maltreated and the wood transported . . . many
more examples could be given. In short, raw materials are obtained
by the destmction, the demolition, of Nature as a coherent whole.
At the second stage, what has thus been extracted from Nature
and shattered is in tum combined into mechanical devices according
to the laws that have been recognised as natural laws. These are
the two stages when the outer aspect of the matter is under con
siderat ion.

But what of the inner aspect? From earlier lectures we know
that when Nature is demolished—the mineral world first and fore
most—this demolition is associated with a certain feeling of pleasure
experienced by the elemental spirits within Nature. We shall beless concerned with this point to-day. The important thing is
that we drive out of Nature the elemental spirits, belonging to the
sphere of the progressive Hierarchies, by which the coherence of
Nature is maintained. Elemental spiritual beings are present
throughout Nature, and when we demolish Nature we drive out the
nature-spirits into the sphere of the spiritual. This is always part
of the first stage. We demolish physical Nature and thereby release
the nature-spirits, chasing them as it were out of the sphere assigned
to them by the Jahve-Gods into the realm where they can flit around
in freedom and are no longer shackled to their allotted habitation.

The first stage can therefore also be called: Eviction of the
nature-spirits. T̂ e second stage is when we put together, according

to accepted natural laws, what has been extracted from, hacked out
of. Nature. When in accordance with a recognised law of Nature
•we construct a machine or a system of machinery out of raw
materials, we again transfer certain spiritual beings into what is
t h u s p r o d u c e d . r • v t «

A construction of this kind is by no means devoid ot spint. in
producing it we create a soil for other spiritual beings, and the
spiritual beings we have now enticed into our machinery belong tothe hierarchy of Ahrimanic spirits. In the first stage, therefore,
we come upon the nature-spirits which are continually evolving,
and drive them forth; in the second stage we unite the Ahrimanic
spirits with the mechanical constructions or other products of
t e c h n i c a l s c i e n c e . .

But this procedure in the modern age, when we live in a milieu ot
applied technology, means that we create a thoroughly Ahnmanic
environment for what is asleep in us alike by night and by day.
No wonder that when someone who has reached the first stage of
initiation brings back with him on waking the effects of what he
has lived through amid the hubbub and clatter, he feels it as a
destructive element when in his Ego and astral body he comes down
into the etheric and physical bodies. For he brings back with him
into his very organism the effects of his association with the
Ahrimanic elemental spirits. In this third stage, the cultural stage,
we cram ourselves through and through with Ahrimanic spirite as
the result of the technical science in application around us. That
i s t h e i n n e r a s p e c t o f t h e m a t t e r . , u ^

We will tum now from what we have thus come to know about
the occult side of modem life to those earlier times when man's life
was such that in sleep he was separated from Nature only by veils
easily penetrable in the spirit, while by day he worked in a Nature
that was still the habitation of the good spirits of the Jahve-
Hierarchy. In those times the souls of men—Ego and astral body-
brought into the etheric and physical bodies nature-spmts and
nature-forces which quickened the inner life of soul. And the
farther back we go in the history of the evolution of humanity, the
more do we find a state of things that is nowadays becoming steadily
rarer. Men did not in those days fill themselves with the Ahrimanic
spirits living in the products of technical science, but with the
normally progressing nature-spirits which—if one may put it so—the good Spirits of the Hierarchies have united with all the processes
and activities of external Nature. f t, -c +«

Now man can reach the position he must occupy if he is to be
truly Man only by seeking for it in his inner life, by being abtetodescend so far into the depths of his soul that he there finds the
forces which unite him with the spiritual realities of the Cosmos in
which he is embedded. He can be, and indeed already has been,
severed from these cosmic realities through sense-perception and
intellectual thinking, and now also, as we have seen, because



modem life crams him through and through with Ahrimanic spirits.
It is only by descending into the depths of his own inner life

that man comes into connection with the divine-spiritual Beings
who work for his good, the normally evolving Beings of the spiritual
Hierarchies. This coming together with the spiritual Hierarchies
for whom we have in tmth been spiritually born, this community
with them, is rendered very much more difficult for man by the fact
that the world is becoming more and more steeped in the milieu
created by modem technical science. Man is as it were torn out of
the spiritual-cosmic setting, and the forces he must unfold in order
to be linked with the spirit-and-soul of the Cosmos are stifled and
suppressed within him.Therefore one who has already taken the first steps on the way
to initiation perceives that everything which permeates modem life
in the form of machinery and the like presses into the life of the
human spirit-and-soul in such a way that a great deal is kUled,
destroyed. And he becomes aware that this destruction makes it
particularly hard for him to develop those inner forces which bring
him into connection with the lawful—^please do not misunderstand
the word—the lawful spiritual Beings of the Hierarchies.

If while in a railway carriage or steamer someone who has taken
the first steps towards initiation wants to find his way into the
spiritual world in meditation, he naturally makes efforts to develop
the power of vision and seership which will bear him thither; but
he perceives how the Ahrimanic world fills him with everything
that opposes this striving to reach the spiritual world, and the battle
then waged is intensely fierce. It is an inner battle, producing in
the etheric body an experience of being crushed, hacked to pieces.
Naturally, those who have taken no steps on the way to initiation
are also involved in this battle, the only difference being that those
who have taken these steps are consciously aware of what is
happening. Eveiybody is obliged to undergo the battle; in its
effects it is experienced by everybody. There would be no greater
fallacy than to say: We must rebel against what technical science
has brought to us in modem life, we must protect ourselves from
Ahriman, we must withdraw from this modem life.

In a certain respect such an attitude would be an indication of
spiritual cowardice. The real remedy lies, not in allowing the
forces of the soul to weaken and to withdraw from modem life,
but in so strengthening these forces that its pandemonium can be
eadured. World-karma demands a courageous attitude to modem
life, and that is why genuine Spiritual Science calls at the very outset
for effort, really strenuous effort on the part of the human soul.

One hears it said so often: The literature of Spiritual Science
available to us is written in such a difficult style; it demands such
effort and such intense development of the forces of the soul if
any real headway is to be made. "Well-meaning" people— t̂he
adjective in inverted commas—are always coming forward with the

suggestion that difficult passages should be simplified for their
fellow-men; they want to trivialise—this I say without inverted
commas—what is written in a rather difficult style.

But it is of the very essence of Spiritual Science that activity
should be demanded of the soul; that Spiritual Science should not
be easy to master. For in Spiritual Science it is not a matter merely
of absorbing what is said about one thing or another, but of how
things are absorbed—by dint of effort and activity of the soul.
What Spiritual Science has to offer must be assimilated with sweat
of the brow. That is a sine qua non in the whole business— f̂orgive
the colloquialism.

To try to escape from the difficult concepts and ideas presented
in Spiritual Science indicates that its very essence has been mis
understood. And how many there are who try to escape . . . how
many prefer to dream (the Lord giveth to His own in sleep!), how
many would far rather let things be conjured before them in all
kinds of dream-images of the spiritual world than acquire know
ledge through activity and effort of the soul. We know well that
many people are much happier to have some kind of visionary
experience than to grapple with difficult chapters of Spiritual
Science in a book that can speak to those forces in the human soul
which in ordinary daily life are wrapt in slumber, that kindles to
life what is otherwise unconscious in man and so transports him
into the living reality of the spiritual world.

To face the waking life of day with dullness and lethargy, to
linger in vague obscurities, is not the right way; the right way is to
strive with activity of soul to follow and master the development of
the thoughts and ideas presented in Spiritual Science. For when
we grasp these trains of thoughts and ideas by dint of bold, deter
mined effort, we reach the stage where mere theorising, mere
cogitation and intellectual acceptance of what they contain, change
into vision—and we are actually within the spiritual world. But a
real understanding of modern life makes it evident that through
the milieu of applied technical science we pass into an î rimanic
sphere and allow ourselves to be filled with Ahrimanic spirituality.

*

The most terrible catastrophe would have befallen earth-evolution
if in earlier times provision had not been made in advance for what,
in accordance with world-karma, modern humanity is bound to
experience under the sway of this Ahrimanic spirituality. Life
proceeds, by necessity, in a perpetual pendulum swing. It swings
out to one side or the other, like a pendulum. Nobody can say
with truth that he is protecting himself from Ahriman, for there
are no means whereby he could do so. And if anyone were to
long to retire permanently into a sanctum with suitably coloured
walls, as far away as possible from anything like a factory or a
railway, and thus withdraw completely from modern life—even sothere are many other ways whereby the Ahrimanic spirituality can
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be led into his soul. He may tear himself away from modem life,
but modern spirituality finds access to him nevertheless.

The catastrophe has been warded off from human evolution by
something of which I spoke in a lecture-course at Munich.* All
these things must be taken together, for that too is necessary if
modern Spiritual Science is to become living reality. Mankind has
been given art—art which also draws its raw materials from Nature,
pulverises them, and at the second stage assembles them together
again into a new creation, breathing into it a certain life, even if
only an imaged life. This life, given by the art-impulses of the
past, is adapted tO' permeate the things of the material world with
a spirituality of a more Luciferic character—with " beautiful sem
blance whatever works upon man in the form of art leads him
out of the material into the spiritual, but by way of the material
life. Lucifer is the Spirit who wants always to flee from the material
and transport man in an unlawful way into the spiritual life. That
is the other swing of the pendulum. It is only because in the present
incarnation we are obliged to live in the milieu created by technical
science that it is possible to come into connection Avith the
Ahrimanic spirituality, into connection with what in earlier incarna
tions could be submerged in a more essentially artistic element.
In this way we set over against certain Luciferic forces the
Ahrimanic forces of to-day, and so we establish a balance, whereas
formerly the pendulum of life swung now to the one side, now to
t h e o t h e r.

Spiritual Science must necessarily desire that men should not
live through in the drowsiness of sleep and dream what world-
karma ordains for them. Those who do not want to know anything
of Spiritual Science sleep and dream their way through all the
influences of Ahrimanic and Luciferic life. They are exposed to
these influences and to their effects, although they are entirely
unaware of it.

But life cannot make progress along these lines. It can make
progress only if there is consciousness of these things, and the
purpose of Spiritual Science is to ensure that men shall not maketheir way through the world in the drowsiness of sleep and dream,
but shall be aware of the nature of the environment in which they
are living.

This also requires attentiveness to subtle distinctions used in
presenting Spiritual Science. These subtle distinctions are often
unheeded, as I know when I read transcripts of lectures I have
given. I find that points I regard as important often do not appear
in the transcripts. To take an example from something I said a
moment or two ago; I used a sentence in which I said that Spiritual
Science "must necessarily desire" — not "desires" — something.

* The Secrets of the Threshold. Lecture VI. (August, 1913.)

That is a turn of phrase which comes quite naturally and spon
taneously to one who speaks out of the essence of Spiritual Science;
for Spiritual Science leads as a matter of course to a more imper
sonal grasp of the truths of spiritual life than the other sciences do.
Speaking in the style of the other sciences, one would say: Spintud
Science " desires " or " wants " this or that. Spiritual Science itself
speaks of what it must necessarily desire, ̂ d I say: this is how
/ ant bound to express such-and-such a thing; not, this is how I
e x p r e s s i t . . . . x uThere is a very great deal in subtle distinctions such as these
and they should not be overlooked. We must begin to be convinced
that Spiritual Science reaches into the innermost forces of toe
human soul and is also able to transform them; hence it is unfitting
to approach Spiritual Science with the same kind of thinking that
is customary in external life. There is really very little conscmus-
ness of the things I am referring to here, as can be observed from
certain glaring symptoms in the procedures of ordinary science and
s c h o l a r s h i p . , . . • * * j . . , . , ,' Here is one example from many that could be given. Modem
theology, irreligious theology, has taken particular pnde in having
discovered certain similarities between sayings and precepts in the
New Testament and sayings and precepts in the Old Testament and
in Pagan religions.* For example, the origin of each separate
sentence in the Lord's Prayer has been traced back, and it is said:
this particular sentence is already to be found here, this otner
sentence there, and so on. . . . At first hearing this may seem
plausible; but the moment we approach the Mystery of Golgothain the light of a spiritual contemplation of world-history, we realise
that all these things have a new setting. What is important is not
the discovery that all the sentences were already there in an earlier
age, but to realise that the circumstances in which they were uttered
give them a new shade of meaning. This shade of meaning is
always different in the Old Testament and the New Testament.
What came to pass through the Mystery of Golgotha takes effect
in very subtle, intimate ways. The words themselves are often still
the same, the verbal sequence, too; but the nuances and shades ot
meaning are different. That is the essential point.

There is tremendous significance, for example, in the fact that
in the development of language the Ego-Incept, the concep̂ ^' I', is entirely different—more and more different the farther back
we go into pre-Christian ages— f̂rom what it afterwards became, in
the time from the Mystery of Golgotha onwards. The way of
giving expression to the T changes, as can be perceived m the
very configuration of language. For example, when the I in
many languages is part of the verb itself, this is an entirely different

* Cf J M Robertson, Christianity and Mythology, Part III, "The
Gospel Myths," pp. 415-21. See also Rudolf Stemer's lecture on Apolloti.usof Tyana," printed in Anthroposophical Quarterly, Vol. 3, No. 1 (Spring,
1958).



matter from when it is separated from the verb and uttered
separately.

The important thing is that we should work our way through
Spiritual Science to an understanding of life, that we should reach
the stage of consciously perceiving the influences brought to bear
upon our human constitution of spirit, soul and body. The relation
between man and his mechanised environment, as I described it
just now, is of course only in its initial stages. The conditions pre
vailing to-day began to develop about four centuries ago. And the
19th century, with all its pride of achievement, made a tremendous
stride in this Ahrimanic infiltration of human life. But in the
future, too, great strides will be taken in the same direction. We
have been involved in the process for some four hundred years; it
takes effect by slow degrees, and to-day it has already reached a
certain peak for all those people—and they are numerous among
our contemporaries—who as the result of segregation in towns and
cities have hardly any connection left with the true nature-spirits.
I once said as a figure of speech that to be able to distinguish oats
from barley is essential for a man's evolution. But there are many
town and city dwellers to-day who cannot do so. They may per
haps be able to distinguish the grown plants, because that is easy
in the case of oats and barley, but they cannot distinguish the seeds.

Now the process of evolution is such that whenever a step for
ward is taken, this advance is always linked with another experience
which occurs at another stage, as it were, of a parallel stream.
And this has actually happened. In coming nearer to Ahriman as
the result of the mechanisation of life, modem man has come
nearer to Ahriman in still another way. When the cmde conception
of history engendered by materialism is replaced by a spiritual
conception of history, what Spiritual Science has to say about this
subject will certainly be understood.

In the age prior to the last four centuries, not only was man's
relation to his surroundings different from what it is to-day, but he
was quite differently related to something that comes to manifesta
tion actually in himself: he was related in a different way to his
speech, his language.

Speech is by no means only what modern materialistic science
conceives it to be; in speech there is something that is connected in
many ways with a realm of not fully conscious human experiences,
something that takes place in the subconscious regions and there
fore teems with spiritual beings. Spiritual beings live and are
active in human speech, and when man formulates words, elemental
spiritual beings press into them. On the wings of words, spiritual
beings fly through the area where men are conversing with one
another. That is why it is so important to pay attention to certain
subtleties of speech, and not to give way to the arbitrariness of
passions and emotions when speaking.

Right on into the 15th/16th centuries, man's connection with

his speech was such that he still had some living experience of &e
elemental spirituality in speech. He perceived something of this
elemental spirituality which was still actively at work, for m many
respects speech is more ingenious, more spiritual in fact, than the
individual human being. Even to-day it can sometimes be noticed
how men slip from the materialistic frame of mind into a feelmg of
the ingenious spirituality of speech and language.

I once gave a very clear, though simple, exainple of now,
through his inner feeling, men can depart from the role played by
materialism in the present age. This still happens wim many
people, but they are not actually conscious of it. When, tor
example, somebody journeying along the Rhine speaks ot tne
"ancient Rhine", what does he mean by this? Surely such an
expression must be prompted by some kind of feeling. But whatdoes he exactly mean? I hardly think that when people speak ot
the "ancient Rhine" they can be thinking of the nver-bed, the
indentation in the earth, which would be the only permanent
feature—but what else the "ancient Rhine" is supposed to be,
nobody knows, for the water is certainly entirely new; it is flowing
onwards all the time, and if, apart from the river-bed, you try to
find something that is ancient . . . well, you will not be able to
find it. The "ancient Rhine" . . . speech is more ingenious than
man, for naturally what speech indicates here, although men are
not conscious of it, is the River God of the Rhine. The elemenml
being belonging to the Rhine is quite adequately designated by the
e x p r e s s i o n t h e " a n c i e n t R h i n e " . . .That is only a simple example. Speech is full of this spmtuality,
of this belief in spirituality. And a feeling—at least for this con
nection with spirituality through speech—still lay in the name ctt
the human soul in all the peoples of Euroi» during the Fourth
Post-Atlantean epoch of civilisation and on into the modem age,
into the 15th and 16th centuries.

If this is not perceived, there can be no true feelmg for the
opening of the Gospel of St. John: "In the Beginning was theWord." This sentence was bom of the consciousness that through
the word as a power in the whole human organism and in human
life man is connected—in the first place through elemental
spirituality—with the world lying behind the world of the senses.

When with the means afforded by Spiritual Science we study
life in the Middle Ages and on into modern times, we find, if we
can look into men's souls, that their relation to speech was qmtedifferent during the Fourth Post-Atlantean epoch, even m its final
phase which lasted into the 14th or 15th century. Men still fi®̂ rd
undertones, actual undertones, in every word and utterance. No
credence is given to this to-day because the spoken word is heard
as physical sound only. But until the 14th or 15th century
something spiritual resounded together with the spoken sound,rather as though the same sound was reverberating in a lower



octave. So when man spoke or heard others speaking, something
as yet undifferentiated in one language or another sounded forth,
something having a universal human quality. One can say: Nowthat the separate languages are in full flower, they are experienced
as a kind of sound-vibration in the ear, and the sound is experienced
as something that carries meaning. In earlier times it was different:
speech was bathed in an element that resounded in and together
with it, and was not differentiated into separate languages.

To-day
I5/I6- Centun

The boundary between the two forms of experience was estab
lished during the 15th/16th century. Humanity was wrested away
from the genii of speech.

Without enquiring into this silencing of the undertones once
heard in speech, nobody can understand the jolt that was given to
humanity during the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries. Something of
real significance was then lost to man. In the very events of the
times—whether warlike or peaceable—it was a factor in everything
experienced by the human soul prior to these centuries, when the
undertones in speech were still perceived. Hence the whole of
history before this period has a different stamp from that of later
history. In the study of Spiritual Science, spiritual ears must be
trained to detect how completely the ring of events even in the
Middle Ages differed from that of events to-day, because the souls
of men responded in a quite different way to the experiences then
available to them.

As an example, I will single out the Crusades as an experience
in the souls of men. In the form in which they took their course in
the Middle Ages they are conceivable only when it is realised that
the spiritual undertones in speech were an immediate reality. The
cry that rang out from Clermont,* "It is God's Will", "Dieu le
veut", would certainly not have the effect upon the men of Middle
and Western Europe to-day that it had upon the men of the Middle
Ages. But this can be understood only in the light of what has just
been sa id .

A significant phenomenon in modern civilisation is also con
nected with this—indeed, the whole configuration of modern history
is connected with it. Try to let this factor of the intimate experience
of the undertones in speech flow into your conception of history

* F r o m t h e C o u n c i l o f C l e r m o n t , 1 0 9 5 .

and then you will discover why, during the period indicated, new
groupings are formed among the nationalities of Europe. Pre
viously, these nationalities had quite different relations with one
another, and in establishing these relations they were prompted by
quite different impulses. How the single nationalities foma alliances
in particular territories of Europe, how they are grouping them
selves to this day—all this is connected with impulses upon which
an entirely false interpretation is placed if—going backwards from
the present time—the birth of the nations is sought in the Middle
Ages or in antiquity without taking account of the fact that a
momentous step was inevitable in the life of the hiunan soul.

*

In raising subjects which really call for many lectures, I can
give indications only. The most important thing of all must be
left to your own meditation, which will discover to what such
intimations can lead. What I should like to have achieved is to
have given some idea of how the bridge can be built from Spiritual
Science to vision and understanding of life; of how Spiritual Scmnce
can lead us consciously to a sure footing amid the realities of the
m o d e m w o r l d . . . , .

When the true foundations of these matters are indicated,
be quite evident that this modem age of ours needs a great dem
that must act as an impulse of renewal over against the old. It
world-karma places us to-day in a strongly Ahrimanic
that we must strengthen our forces of soul in order to the pam
into the spiritual world through all the obstacles presented ̂  tnis
Ahrimanic spirituality, the soul needs means of support different
from those available in former times. And this is wnnected with
the fact that art, too, must take different paths in all its br̂ ches.

To souls less exposed to Ahrimanic influences, art was bound to
appeal differently than it can do to modem souls who are far inore
vulnerable to them. With our Building,* the aim has been to take
the very first steps—nothing even remotely
but the very first steps—towards a new form of art. The atternpt
that has been made to create in this
activity on the part of the soul is connected with the whole con-cept J wp must have of modern life-but it ̂ 't aconception. Recall to your minds the shockingly homely simfle Iused a few weeks ago in reference to the Bmlding. * .,
does the effect that should be made by our BuiWing compare wiAthat made by earlier buildings, by ancient works of art in genĵal?

An ancient work of art made its effect through its forms and
colours: the forms and colours in the space they occupied worked
upon the eye; the colours on the wall areas produced the impression.I said that in our Building it is not meant to be so, but tha.t our
Building—and here comes the shockingly homely simile—is m-

* The first Goetheanum.
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tended to be rather like a cake-mould which is not there for its own
sake but for the cake's sake. The point is that what is inside ihs
mould is given shape, and when the mould is empty it is obvious
that it has been there for some pmrpose—namely, for the cake.
What the mould makes of the cake—that is the real point. And in
respect of our Building, the thing of importance is what the soul
experiences in its deepest foimdations when, lingering in this
Blading, it flows out to the boimdaries of the forms.

So the work of art is brought to life entirely through the influence
of the forms. This, in fact, is the work of art: not the Building
itself, but the experience induced in the soul by the forms of the
Building as the soul flows around them. The work of art is, as it
were, the cake; the Building is simply the mould. And that is why
we had to try to work according to an entirely new principle.

The painting, too, that will be found in the Building will not
be there in order to make its effect as painting—as was the case in
earlier art, but so that the soul's experience, when it encounters the
limpact of the painting, may itself become a work of art. A
transformation is thereby brought about—I can merely Mnt at
these things—^the transformation of an old into a new principle of
art which can be designated by saying: When carried to a fur&er
stage, the plastic-pictorial element becomes a kind of musical
experience. And there is also the opposite direction: from the
musical to the plastic-pictorial.

These are not matters arbitrarily created by the hmnan soul;
they are connected with the innermost impulses that are our lot in
the first third of the Fifth Post-Atlantean epoch. These things are
ordained for us by the spiritual Beings who guide and direct this
phase of evolution.

A beginning must everywhere be made. When people come
and find much that is imperfect in our Building, they may rest
assured that those who are actually working there will find many
more imperfections than the critics find—many, many more.
Expression will have to be given to things that entirely escape
anyone who is merely an onlooker. But leaving that aside, the
important point is that a beginning shall be made, as is the case
when anything at all is to be achieved. It is not a matter of the
degree of perfection with which we can express what we have to
aim at, but of doing, of making an actual beginning wi4, the
things that must here be brought to life—great though the imper
fections are bound to be. Everything new that comes into the
world is imperfect by comparison with the enduring achievements
of the past. These are in full flower, and the new is still in infancy—
that is of course quite obvious.

In the lecture to-morrow* I will start from this theme of renewing
a truly artistic conception of the world and its connection with the
cultural life of to-day. Translated by Dorothy Osmond.

* Art in the Light of Mystery-Wisdom.
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Some Recollections of
Rudo l f S te i ne r

Ajter a translation of the German symposium, " Wir
erlebten Rudolf Steiner", had appeared in last years
double-number of "The Golden Blade", it seemed
appropriate that for the next issue some recollections
of Dr, Steiner should be sought also from people in this
country. It Was naturally impossible to aim at any
thing approaching the scale of the German volume, but
all such personal recollections of Rudolf Steiner have
value, we believe, and We are most grateful for the

contributions that follow.—The Editors.

The "Angry Young Men"
A l f r e d H e i d e n r e i c h

■ffN October, 1919,1 returned from a British prison camp in France
to an impoverished and dispirited Germany. I had two years of

study, law and economics, to my credit—on paper. In reality I
had never been inside a University. In November, 1919,1 went to
Munich. The student body was torn by political passions. The
trial of the young Count Arco, who had murdered the Bavarian
Premier Eisner, aroused wild emotions. Most of my friends of
pre-war days had nationalist leanings. I felt myself hmnanly more
at home among young Communists, whose brotherliness and inter
nationalism attracted me: the shadow of Moscow was to me not
yet clearly discernible.

Although officially a law-student, I attended classes of many
kinds, including philosophy and chemistry. It all seemed rather
pointless. At the end of my first term I took my bicycle and my
rucksack and cycled through the whole of Germany to the
University town of Rostock on the Baltic (where, as I learned later,
Rudolf Steiner had taken his Doctorate) and continued there. It
soon seemed equally pointless. I had no difficulty in following the
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prescribed course with a minimum of effort. But most of my time
I tramped through the country in search of—^what?

During the summer vacation I spent three months as a farm
labourer on an estate near the Polish frontier and saw people and
conditions I had never dreamt existed. After looking briefly into
the Universit ies of Berl in and Breslau, I returned to Munich and
changed my subject. History and languages took the place of law
and economics. I had good friends and a happy social life. But
the University was as disappointing as ever. Was it all my fault?
Was I the incurable " odd man out"? Or was something wrong
with the world? On one occasion I gave a talk on " The Dignity
of Man " (the first of the interminable series of talks and lectures
which I was to give in years to come!) But my best friends shrugged
t h e i r s h o u l d e r s .

About th is t ime I rece ived an inv i ta t ion to the fi rs t an thro-
posophical Hochschulkurs (Course for Students) which was to take
place in Germany. I did not particularly like the enormous claims
which the prospectus made. I can still see myself throwing it into
the waste-paper-basket with deliberation. It seemed to me a typical
example of overstatement. Besides—Rudolf Steiner? I had some
curious memories of his name from childhood. There was a cousin,
much older than myself, who at the beginning of the century studied
architecture in Munich. He was brilliantly gifted in painting and
music, but for me as a little boy he had the particular attraction of
being able to whistle out of the corner of his mouth. He died
young from consumption, but it was said in the family that he died
"from Theosophy". For he was one of the first ardent followers
of Rudolf Steiner among the young generation at that time. Later
on I inher i ted his notebooks, in which he had taken down wi th
great care many of the early talks given by Rudolf Steiner in Munich,
beginning with 1903. (These irreplaceable notes were later
destroyed in an air-raid before I had time to transcribe them.)

My cousin's sister, who was deeply devoted to her brother,
fo l lowed h im in h is in te res ts . In the summer o f 1910 her d is
approving family sent her on a holiday tour with my father and my
sister and myself. On the second morning of our journey she did
not appear at breakfast. During the night she had gone off to
Munich to attend the first of Rudolf Steiner's Mystery Plays.
From these few incidents it will be understood that " der Steiner"
was not an unknown name in our family. But I had personally
never taken the slightest interest in what seemed a very odd body.
And now came this invitation, sent from a friend whose judgment
I had every reason to trust.

I made up my mind to take a sample. I went to an anthro-
posophical lecture in the very luxurious headquarters of the
Antlnoposophical Society in Munich. The name of the lecturer
shall be passed over in silence. I had fortified myself by taking a
few friends, and for part of the evening we couldn't help shaking

with suppressed laughter. It was a hopeless affair. But I bought
Rudolf Steiner's "Three Lectures on Adult Education" which had
just appeared, and read them right through during the following
night. It was just as well, for the next morning the detailed syllabus
of the Hochschulkurs arrived by post with my friend's marginal
note: " That you may know what you are missing!"—I sent in my
application to attend.

*

It was during the opening lecture of the main morning series
on Mathematik, wissenschaftiiches Experiment, Beobachtung und
Erkenntnisergebnis vom Gesichtspunkt der Anthroposophle that I
saw Rudolf Steiner for the first time. I sat in the front row of the
balcony at the back of the hall opposite the platform. The place
was filled to capacity; there must have been about 600 people, if
my memory serves me correctly. Let me confess at once that I didnot grasp a single sentence of what Rudolf Steiner said. But the
human picture was fascinating.

There he stood, a rather elegant figure with fine features and
jet-black hair, wearing a long black frockcoat which on him did
not at all look old-fashioned or peculiar. He spoke in a measured
flow of words which seemed to come from a centre different from
those from which other people usually spoke. He made wide
gestures with his arms, but they were not commanding or com
pelling; though sweeping, they were rather delicate, seeming to
indicate the wide range of his argument. He closed his eyes most
of the time. He did not speak at the people, but seemed to pro
nounce truth as such. I repeat, I did not grasp a single word of
what he said, but by the end of the hour I had lost the last trace of
the cynicism with which I had come.

I attended nearly every session of the course. Most of it was
conducted in the form of a " Seminar". Apart from his principm
lecture course, Rudolf Steiner attended these seminars in turn and
took part in the discussion. I remember a characteristic incident.
In a session of the philosophy group a young University lecturer
said that he had come to assume a stage of pre-logical consciousness
in the history of humanity. Rudolf Steiner stopped the discussion,
walked straight to the back of the meeting room and shook hands
with the speaker who happened to sit next to me. This was my
first" close-up " of Rudolf Steiner.

One day, halfway through the course, while we were walking
down the innumerable steps from the Waldorf School to the centre
of the city, I said to my friend, "If I stay to the end, I shall be
converted " It was not all plain sailing, though, particularly in my
own subject where I fancied that I knew something. I remember
tossing about at night in our very primitive quarters, where we slept
on double-tier structures, consisting of metal frames with a ground-
sheet suspended on them, hammock-fashion.
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There came a next step. Among the yoimg people present were
some who like myself had been members of the Wandervogel, the
original pre-1914 German Youth Movement. It is ve^ dilScult to
convey an adequate picture of that Movement, as it was in its
spontaneous origin at the beginning of the century, before its forms
were taken over after the first world war by the political parties,
the churches, and nearly every conceivable organisation; and only
very one-sided histories have been written of it.

Perhaps its most curious feature was that it was a revolution of
High School boys and High School girls which flared up as if by
magic all over Germany. ITiey simply had to find a different way of
life firom that of their elders who worshipped Caesar and Mammon.
It was a jolly fight for going to school haUess, with open-neck shirt
and shorts. It was a spontaneous urge to dig up the priceless
treasure of medieval German folk songs. And above all the Move
ment foimd its characteristic expression in the practice of turning
to the open country, of walking the countryside at weekends as well
ais during long holiday weeks, camping, sleeping and living vdth
the peasants, helping with the harvest, reading and studying living
history in church, castle and village.

No adult leaders were tolerated. These groups developed their
own code of ethics—^teetotalism was taken for granted—and &ey
gradually organised themselves into a kind of federated new society.
No holder of the V.C. can ever have worn his decorat ion more
proudly than the members of the Wandervogel in these early years
wore their badges in their buttonholes, in spite of school regulations
forbidding them.

Now, as I have said above, there were present at the Hochschul-
kurs some " Old Wandervogel Scholars ", as one might have called
them. We thought we had rather special questions to ask—we had
in fact an inkling that there might be a curious link between what
the Wandervogel had tried to do instinctively and what Anthro-
posophy was trying to do consciously—and on behalf of our group
I asked Rudolf Steiner for a special interview. He showed neither
surprise nor annoyance, but took out his notebook and pencil—a.
gesture of assent I was to witness very often later—and offered a
meeting on the following Sunday afternoon, which happened to be
Palm Sunday.

On that day, March 20,1921, for the first time a group of some
twenty yoimg people sat with Rudolf Steiner round a table and had
him to themselves. He received us in one of the committee rooms
of the Anthroposophical Headquarters (in the Landhausstrasse) in
Stuttgart; he sat at the head of the table, the rest of us all round the
sides. I sat next to him (still with open neck, shorts, bare knees
and all), and after having welcomed and thanked him, I took down
what he said. These notes have recently been published in the
collection Die Erkenntnis-Aufgabe der Jugend, pp. 31-38.

Rudolf Steiner knew how to place our movement into the world

wide historic context of the time. " If one approaches the Youth
Movement with spiritual-scientific historic knowledge, it becomes
clear that it has its roots in the historic turning-point which strongly
impresses itself upon the Initiate as having occurred at the end of
the 19 th century, and which is an inward turning-point affecting all
humanity. . . . There is nothing against the Youth Movement
finding its way into Spiritual Science. One can even speak of a
certain predestination of the Youth Movement for Spiritual
Science. . . ." Such were some of the highlights of the talk.

At the time it was not so much what Rudolf Steiner said, but
the impression of his personality, which gave us Ae sense of an
historic occasion. The difference between the altitude on winch
his mind moved and on which our minds moved made an immediate
contact of minds almost impossible. But there was no difficulty
in the contact of hearts. One could not say that there was any
"personal magnetism" in Rudolf Steiner on such occasions. He
was in a sense cool and detached. And yet to have niet him for
the first time as a human being, to have sat at a table with him for
an hour or so, was an experience which had a curious effect. We
were so stirred that after the meeting we began to dance m the
street in front of the house, to the astonishment of sedate Stutt-
garters (Palm Sunday afternoon!), and to the annoyance of eager
""̂Dmlng this time, at the end of the Hochschulkurs, Rudolf Steiner
gave a deeply moving lecture on the cause of the war and onthe question of " war-guilt". How far he was out of range of the
ordinary academic historians! How topical he could be, and at the
same time with what perspective he was able to look at contem
porary events. Some of his views on these matters aftowards
became public, as will be remembered, in an interview with Jules
Sauerwein in Le Matin. Perhaps the most astonishmg fact tor us
to realise was how close Rudolf Steiner himself had been at tunes
to the actual centre of world events, how full of first-hand informa
t i o n h e w a s . , „

After the Hochschulkurs, an announcement was made that a
four-week's special course would begin after Easter to team
leaders of Anthroposophical Student Groups. Any volunteers? I
volunteered. Some thirty of us met with Rudolf Sterner on the last
evening to discuss the forthcoming course. The discussion went on
^̂^̂Dr Steiner̂suggested that during the Easter break ̂should
study, as a preparation, the collection of his essays on the ThreefoldCommonwealth {In Ausfuhrung der Dreigliederung des Somlen
Organismus), which had just appeared. Could we get told ofcopies before we left Stuttgart? It was by then 2.30 a.m Yes, godown to the "Kommende Tag" (the then Publishing Company)
and get some copies right now. So someone else and I went dô ,woke up Herr Fried Geuter, who was then an employee of the



"Kommende Tag", extracted some 50 copies and returned to the
meeting. When the meeting finally broke up at dawn, I was insuch high spirits that I climbed the facade of a three-story building,
jumped down on to the balcony of my friend's room and woke him
up to join me on the train home.

The Presskurs ("High Pressure Course", as the special training
course came to be known) was a great delight. We were at it for
a full month, from 8 a.m. until late at night. The rising young star
lecturers of the Society, Dr. Stein, Dr. Kolisko, Dr. Hahn, Dr.
Schubert, were our teachers. Rudolf Steiner himself came only for
a short spell.

Very soon after this, in July, 1921, I was to hear and meet
Rudolf Steiner again. Among the students of the Technical
Academy at Darmstadt a lively group of young Anthroposophists
had succeeded in arranging a substantial conference. I was by now
so deeply in the stream that I could ask Rudolf Steiner's advice as
to what I should do about a job. He seemed pleased at the idea
that I should join the College of Teachers at the Waldorf School,
but he advised me to finish my formal doctor's degree. In the
course of the conversation he suggested, as a subject for my thesis,
a comparison between the rhythmical principles of ancient Greek
poetry and those of ancient and medieval German poetry. I foimd
later that this was a problem in which Rudolf Steiner himself took
great interest. But at the time I felt too diffident about it. It
would have meant further study, and I was desperately keen to get
the University behind me.

Meanwhile, our rounding-up all over Germany of " angry young
men and women"—or, as I should rather say, of Old Wandervogel
Scholars—for the newly-found world view continued. Goethe's
l i n e s

Was suchf ich den Weg so sehnsuchtsvoll.
Wenn ich ihn den Briidern nicht zeigen soli *

were our motto. My own efforts led to the publication of my first
small book, Jugendbewegung and Anthroposophie, which appeared
in February, 1922, in the Kommende Tag. Its edition of 5,000 was
sold out within less than a year. To this day I meet people, now in
their fifties and sixties, and some of them prominent leaders in the
Anthroposophical Movement, who teU me that this youthful effortof mine was their first contact with Anthroposophy. I had been
too shy to show the manuscript to Rudolf Steiner and to ask his
advice. But afterwards he said I should have done so. He would
always be at the disposal of people who wrote in the service of
Anthroposophy.Our endeavours to bring Youth Movement and Anthroposophy
together reached a certain climax and first fulfilment during the

* " Why did I seek the way so full of longing,
If I am not to show it to my brothers?"

Anthroposophical Congress which was held in Stuttgart from
August 28 to September 8, 1921. For the first time an appreciable
number of Old Wandervogel Scholars were assembled, perhaps
100-150, and they held several special meetings in one of the
assembly halls of the Waldorf School. It was decided to form a
special body within the Anthroposophical Movement. A first
committee of three members was elected and I became the first
chairman. It became my duty to announce these facts to a meeting
of some 1,200 members of the Society, which was held during the
Congress (on September 4) in Dr. Steiner's presence.

*

In bringing these brief reminiscences to a close with the story
of this meeting, I cannot resist the temptation of describing how all
this was brought vividly back to my memory not very long ago.
During my visit to South America in the summer of 1956, ffie
friend with whom I stayed in Rio de Janiero read in the local
German paper an advertisement which said that a series of bound
volumes of Das Goetheanum were for sale erbschaftshalber (in the
course of winding-up an estate). When my friend returned from
calling at the address given, he brought not only the bound volumes
but stacks of other papers. As we sat on the floor to sort them out,
I fingered through a very faded and crumpled brochure, and to my
amazement read my name. "Herr Heydenreich," I was spelt.
And there was recorded in the published proceedings of that special
meeting {Mitteilungen des Zentralvorstandes der Anthroposophis-
chen Gesellschaft) my first speech and announcement, as leader of
the angry young men and women within the Anthroposophical
Society.

I remembered then the curious circumstances. I still wore open
shirt, shorts, bare knees, etc., and when I sent my name in to ffie
chairman, I noticed that the solemn gentlemen at the executive
table viewed me with grave suspicion. Dr. Friedrich Husemann,
the leading psychiatrist among the Anthroposophical doctors, was
sent down to test my intentions. Apparently he was satisfied. For
I was allowed to speak.

It was wonderful how Rudolf Steiner reacted. In his concluding
address he said; "A representative of the Youth Movement has
spoken here. A whole number of representatives of student bodies
are sitting here. My dear friends, the fact that members of such
movements, members of such bodies, have come to our Anthro
posophical Society is something we must consider as epoch-making
in the history of our Anthroposophical Movement. We must find
ways and means to do everything which from those parts can rightly
be expected from the Anthroposophical Society."

At the end of the Congress, Dr. Steiner agreed once more to a special
meeting with the ex-Wandervogel. A record of this meeting, on the
basis of my verbatim shorthand notes, is included in Rudolf Steiner's
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Die Erkenntnisaufgabe der Jugend (pp. 39-74).* But some delightful
asides I refrained then from taking down. Dr. Steiner amused us
greatly by telling us how at one time in Berlin he was a member of
a kind of dining club called Der Verbrechertisch (the "Criminals'
Table ") and that he took a great delight at the time die Philister zu
drgern (in annoying the Philistines). And at one moment, of which
I cannot recall the exact circumstances, I had the temerity to ask
him why there were so many elderly ladies in the Anthroposophical
Society, a fact which we young people found difficult. " They were
the first people who were willing to listen to me and to make
financial sacrifices for the Anthroposophical Movement," was
Rudolf Steiner's perfectly quiet and simple reply.

With the developments set in motion by these meetings and
discussions, a process was well started which in the following years
broadened out and culminated after the Christmas Foundation
Meeting in the establishment of a special Section at the Goetheanum,
fiir das Geistesstreben der Jugend (Youth Section). In the course
of this process the stature of Rudolf Steiner began to appear more
and more clearly also before the younger generation. At first it
was the exciting human being, the man who had the answers, who
attracted us. Gradually the teacher of inner development, of
spiritual discipline, became discernible, the great Teacher of the
esoteric path for the West, who helped the " angry young men and
women " to become workers for the future.

Seeking and Finding
V i o l e t P l i n c k e

Many, many years ago I used to spend my summer holidays inFinland. There I once met a lady who evidently thought my
face too serious for a girl of twenty. So with a suave smile she
said; "Read Rudolf Steiner and he will make you happy." The
lightning reaction on my part (fortunately silent) was: " Then I will
not even touch a single book by Rudolf Steiner."

A little later I heard Rudolf Steiner's name again, when some
body told me that Mereshkovsky (whom I had often seen at the
meetings of the Religious Philosophical Society in Petersburg) had
recently been to Paris, with some of his literary friends, in order to
attend Rudolf Steiner's lectures there. A tone of perplexity was in
the speaker's words, and I did not ask him why—I was not
sufficiently awake to do so.

* Published by the Rudolf Steiner Nachlassverwaltung, Dornach, 1957.

A few years passed. I was studying philosophy in Freiburg.
On a Saturday morning a special seminar was held by our professor,
"Special" because it took place not in the University but in the
professor's dining-room, and students from all faculties were
admitted. So one could see many unfamiliar faces of those who
n e v e r c r o s s e d t h e t h r e s h o l d o f t h e r o o m w h e r e l e c t u r e s o n
philosophy were given.

One such "unfamiliar" student lived in the same part of
Freiburg as I did, so we walked home together. Occasionally
strange words fell from his lips—for instance, "Lucifer and
Ahriman." And I thought, "Surely Ahriman's name should be
coupled with Ormuzd—^Lucifer belongs somewhere else."

I did not interrupt him—it all sounded somewhat foreign and
strange. But a day came when we happened to talk in my room,
and something "out of the blue " impelled me to say (to my utter
surprise): " You are an educated German—perhaps you could tell
me something about Rudolf Steiner." He sat bolt upright " What
makes you ask that?" " I cannot tell."

The next few minutes' conversation revealed that the student
had been a member of the Society for a few years; that he had
heard many lectures by Rudolf Steiner, and that his mother and
sister were members, too. He continued: "I am expecting a tele
gram from my friends in Berne telling me whether Dr. Steiner is
coming to Berne, or not. If he is, then I shall certainly go. Would
you like to go too?" " No" was my reaction. It all seemed so
remote and strange. Three days later I had a postcard from Berne
to say that the lectures were taking their course.

Christmas was approaching; the students were all leaving Freiburg
to spend Christmas with their families; the town became quite empty.
Before going to his parents, who lived near Hanover, the student
brought me "Knowledge of the Higher Worlds," "Theosophy,''
and "An Outline of Occult Science." It was in the evemng of
December 22, 1912. He said he would call again on his return to
see how I got on with the books.

That same evening I plunged into "Knowledge of the Higher
Worlds." There was not a moment's hesitation as to which of the
books was to be tackled first. From the very first pages onward
there was only one dominant feeling: "At last! I always knew that
such a book must exist in the world—and here it is."

It is impossible to describe how I ate and drank the books.
For by the time the student returned in the evening of December 27
I had read "Knowledge of the Higher Worlds," "Theosophy," and
about two-thirds of "An Outline of Occult Science." Only when I
reached the chapter on the Evolution of the World, I thought,
"Why is this written in prose? It should have been written in
dithyrambic verse." The years of search (which had begun quite
early) had made me so desperately hungry that I could not do
otherwise than read and absorb at this whirlwind pace.
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A fortnight after I had opened the first page of " Knowledge of
the Higher Worlds," I announced that I wished to become a mem
ber. I was introduced to the local group-leader, who greeted me with
the words: "Are you aware that joining the Society is not like
joining a skittles-club (Kegc/WH6)?" I was dumbfounded. "Does
she not see how I want to join, why I want to join?" However, no
real objection was made—and my pink card of membership was in
my hands within a week or ten days.

Then, in the middle of February, 1913, Dr. Steiner was expected
to give two lectures in Tubingen. So we went there, and arrived
in the old Town Hall while members were leisurely streaming in,
stopping to greet one another and talk. The afternoon lecture was
for members only, the evening one for the public.

During this gradual gathering of the members I suddenly tinned
and looked at the platform: a man in a coat with a fur collar and
snow-boots on his feet was standing and looking through a lorgnette
at the people in the hall. " That is he!" I had seen a photograph
of him, but his actual presence—^what a difference! Something
shot through me: " What comes from this man's lips will always be
t r u t h . " T h a t i s a l l .

The subject of the lecture was Life after Death. He spoke of
his recent investigation in connection with the death of a man who
had lived in happy and close fellowship with his wife, but after his
death suffered sorrowful loneliness because he was unable to reach
his wife—nor was she able to reach him. The love of these two
hiunan beings had remained in the sphere of the soul and was not
rooted in the spirit. The rest of the lecture has lapsed from my
m e m o r y .

The evening lecture dealt with the same subject, but was adapted
for the public After the afternoon lecture I was introduced to
Dr. Steiner, and I ventured to ask him when I could come to see
him. As four further lectures were to be given in Stuttgart, he told
me a date and hour when I could come.

At the appointed time the door opened into that room where
Dr. Steiner received those who came to seek his guidance and help.
The walls were of a rich red hue; on the wall hung an oil painting
of a bowl of red roses; the light was subdued. He shook hands
and I sat down. Utter stillness. I did not venture to say a word.
So silence, utter silence, entered and stayed, on and on. I thought
it had lasted for hours. At last agony took possession of me, and
when I could bear no more I said, " You know why I have come
to you." Then only he began to speak in a quiet, even voice.
Widi endless patience he had waited until I had found the courage
to ask. For he had accepted that despairing outcry on my part as

For the autumn term of 1913 I decided to go to Berlin
University, in order to be present at all the lectures which Dr. Steiner
a question.

*

gave to the members, as well as those he gave publicly, in the
Architektenhaus. To the members he gave a series of sbc lectures
on the Fifth Gospel. I do not remember the other subjects on
which he dwelt.

The public lectures seemed to be not easier, but more difiicult,
than those for the members. This may seem strange, but it was
so—the public lectures were very long, and so vast in substance
that at times it seemed entirely impossible to hold their content.
The power of his word was coming out of every fibre of his being,
and therefore stretching the capacity of understanding among his
hearers to a degree previously unknown to them. Clearly, what he
desired to give to his hearers was the immediate experience of the
substance he was unfolding in his words. Whether the seed thus
received by the open hearts and minds would bear fruit in this life
or in a future incarnation—this he left open.

During one of these public lectures it suddenly flashed through
me: "He speaks, and we do not yet speak. ..." I was startled.
What does this mean, that "we do not yet speak . . .?" I put
it aside; it was beyond my power to fathom it. Later I found a
poem by Christian Morgenstern who had been present at the course
of lectures on "The Spiritual Hierarchies in the Heavenly Bodies
and in the Kingdoms of Nature," given by Rudolf Steiner at
Helsinki in 1913. In listening to Rudolf Steiner's words. Christian
Morgenstern experienced—in lightning flash—the movements of
the planets, the majesty of the Zodiac, the presence of Cherubim
and Seraphim— invoked by Rudolf Steiner's words.

It is only after having read Rudolf Steiner's lecture. Die
Wiedergewinnung des Sprachquells durch den Christus-Impids*
that I have come to realise the actual mystery of Rudolf Steiner's
spoken word. Only fragmentary indications of the content of this
lecture can be given here. Dr. Steiner speaks of three phases in
the development of speech. In the first phase, when speech was
primarily expressive of the forces of Will, the Archangels, donors
and rulers of speech, turned for help in an act of intuition to the
Hierarchy immediately above them: Exusiai, Dynamis, Kyriotetes.In the next phase, when speech was to be the bearer of the forces
of feeling, the Archangels turned in an act of inspiration to the
Thrones, Cherubim and Seraphim (the languages of Egypt, Baby
lonia and Chaldea are representatives of this phase and the last
fading elements of it can be traced even in the Greek language).
But now it is thought which has to be borne by speech. The
Archangels, in having to unfold imagination, have nowhere to turn
except to Christ Himself, v/ho has come to dwell in the hearts of I
m e n .

Through the fact that thought becomes ever more dominant in
* This lecture, given at Dornach on April 13, 1923, is available in a"̂

typescript translation (Z 170) with the title, "Of Speech and the Archangels, ^and the Coming of the Christ Impulse."
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speech, ever-increasing forces of death enter into it, and only He
who has vanquished death can become the living foimtain-head of
an entirely new power of speech. The secret of Rudolf Steiner's
power of speech lay in the fact that it sjprang from his being utterly
and completely filled with the Christ-impulse. His speech is the
embodiment of the goal to which we aspire.

January, 1914, saw the last annual general meeting of the
Anthroposophical Society before the long war-years. Reports of
anthroposophical work in the various centres were given by group-
leaders; a lectiure on Durer's "Melancolia" by an older member
and a moving display of Eurythmy (then in its earliest infancy)
filled two afternoons. In the evenings, Rudolf Steiner gave his
course of lectures on " Cosmic and Human Thought."

It was an unforgettable liberation to listen to those lectures
after having lived through years of lectures and work in philoso
phical seminars, where a rich opportunity was ofiEered to watch the
display of brilliant thought, superb historical surveys and agile
speculation—^but which vdtimately left you hungry and longing.
Here, at last, thought received its cosmic anchorage, and the con
stellations of the Zodiac came to be associated with the 12 funda
mental philosophical world-conceptions (Rudolf Steiner called them
Weltanschauungsnuancen), which in their turn could be coloured
and modified by the " moods " of the planets.

He taught us to move from Idealism to Rationalism, Mathe-
matidsm. Materialism, Sensualism, Phenomenalism, Realism,
Dynamism, Monadism, Spiritualism, Pneumatism, Psychism—^when
the circle was closed. And the planetary "moods" ran from
Gnosticism, Logicism, Voluntarism, Empiricism, Mysticism,
Transcendentalism, to Occultism. Impartially to experience the
validity of these forms of thought with ever-increasing flexibility
of mind—^this was a lesson brought home on a majestic scale to
the l i s t ene rs .

The cycle of these lectures closed with the words; " Meditate on
the idea, 'I think my thought', and 'I am a thought, thought by
the Hierarchies of the cosmos. My eternal being consists in this,
that the thought of the Hierarchies is eternal. And when I have
been thought out by a category of the Hierarchies, then I am passed
on—even as the thought of man is passed on by the teacher to the
pupil—from one category to another, in order that the latter may
ponder me in my eternal, true nature. Thus I feel myself within
the thought-world of the Cosmos.'" The feeling of boundless
expansion and, at the same time, the recognition of being closely
interlocked with one another, will remain as a memory for ever
with those who lived through these lectures.

*

Many, many are the memories which cannot be recorded here.
But, after a leap of ten years from the lectures on "Cosmic and
Human Thought", there was the Easter Festival at Domach in
1924, Rudolf Steiner giving then the lectures on the Ephesian
Mysteries and the Easter Sunday bringing us in the morning a
Eurythmy performance, where the humble building of the
Schreinerei seemed to be transformed into a temple. For the entire
Christmas Foundation Meditation was brought to visible mani
festation in the pure movements of the Eurythmists. Deep silence
filled the hall after the last solemn words of the Meditation were
uttered. The memory of this celebration is as fresh as ever.

And barely a year later came the end. Now we were knit
together in sorrow, stranger and greater than we had known.
When we were allowed to enter the Schreinerei in order to let our
eyes rest for a last time on the earthly frame of Rudolf Steiner,
then we could suddenly grasp with a clarity unknown before the
sacrifice in the sign of which his entire life had stood. His evei^
thought and word and deed was a never-ending outpouring of his
being. As long as he was with us, we may have been hardly aware
of it. But the sight of his countenance on the death-bed drew away
the veil from our eyes, and we can no more forget it.

The inner response to this is to be discovered and held by each
individual human being. Rudolf Steiner's strength will ever sus
ta in us .

T h e I n i t i a t e a n d t h e Te a c h e r
G l a d y s M a y e r

ONE has the feeling that anything one can write descriptivelymust seem naive and inadequate, everything one leaves out must
seem a crime of omission, in recording experience of the great
Initiate who lived amongst us, to whom we were privileged to
speak, and who is now no longer on the earth.

How would he himself have me write of him? I think he would
have me write not at all of him, but only of the work he came to
accomplish. Yet in so doing, I must try to recreate the picture of
the man, Rudolf Steiner, through whom so much was achieved.

I have in mind the picture of the last time he spoke to us in the
Schreinerei at Domach on Michaelmas Eve of 1924. Every seat
was occupied, and we waited in silence, knowing that he was
making a great effort, rising from his sick-bed, to speak to us once
more. As we heard his steps approaching, about eight hundred
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people rose as one and stood in silence until he had taken his place
at the lecture desk. It was a last tardy act of reverence and respect
for the sacrifice of a life utterly devoted to the spirit. It was a small
act, but significant.

Mine was a strange, perhaps unique, experience of him. It is
of the Initiate I must write, for I came to him late in his earthly
mission, and I was not permitted to speak with him in outer life,
until I had recognised him, supersensibly, as my Teacher.

Shattering events in life brought me to Rudolf Steiner. I came,
not for myself, but on behalf of others. I came with doubt in my
heart concerning him, yet the events which made me seek his help
were beyond the competence of any but an Initiate to understand.
I needed the advice which I knew he could give, yet a demonic
picture had planted doubt in me—doubt not of his powers as an
Initiate, but doubt of his genuine goodness. With this demonic
picture in my experience, although I never really believed it, I had
to approach Rudolf Steiner, not knowing with certainty that I could
trust him. For that doubt I can now feel some thankfulness, for
this made it possible for me to gain ultimately an overwhelming
certainty. I had seen an evil, lying picture of him. By force of
circumstance, I still had to come to him for help. He could only
help me when the evil picture was completely overcome. So this
had.first to be overcome by further supersensible experience, before
any fruitful relationship could be established.

*

To begin the story I must go back to 1915, when, among many
other books of an occult nature, I read " The Way of Initiation "
in the British Museum Library. This was the only one that made a
lasting impression. I had a curious feeling as though I knew all its
contents already; it was utterly familiar. After seven years packed
with intense life-experience, I met this book again, on the book-
table at Stratford-on-Avon, during the Conference on " Drama and
Education" in 1922. It was Rudolf Steiner's first visit to England
after the War. I picked up the book, and realised in that moment
why I had come.

I watched him from a far seat in the great Hall in Vienna a
few weeks later, as he was giving the East-West course of lectures.
Hearing only an uncomprehended flow of words, for I knew little
German then, I could see with a painter's eye the power which
streamed from him in his gesture, and saw how the thousands of
listeners were roused to enthusiastic response. I took a German
copy of Wie erlangt Man Erkenntnis . . . and lived with it in the
mountains of the Tyrol for some months. Friends outside the
movement asked me with curiosity what I thought of Rudolf
Steiner. I could give no answer. Something new and immense was
before me, for which I had no standard of measure.

It was a time of intense spiritual preparation amongst the peace
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and solitude of the mountains. Returning to England, I was soon
plimged into the great karmic crisis of my life. I have to explain
this a little in order to make subsequent events intelligible.

The months of intensive study of " The Way of Initiation." the
seven years previous in which it had slumbered in me, had prepared
me for what now happened as a kind of Threshold experience in
the outer life, of a kind symptomatic of our times. On not only
one ocasion, but three times in the space of about six weeks, I
had to face madness and impending tragedy in my own immfidiatp.
environment Twice in this period, on distinct occasions and
amongst unrelated people, I had to intervene when a murder seemed
imminent, and once to check an intended suicide. I began to ask
myself: " Is the world about me going mad?"

But " The Way of Initiation " had already begun to bear fruits
in spiritual experiences which guided me through events of terrify
ing responsibility, from day to day, and sometimes from moment
to moment. I knew the spiritual worlds as reality and Spiritual
Beings as my aid. I received pictured instruction, through which
healing was brought to the madness of one friend, and through
which I was able to save the life of another. At length, I received
the instruction to go to Rudolf Steiner for further advice.

This was not very easy for me. Although my spiritual develop
ment was won through Rudolf Steiner's writings, although I knew
his spiritual power, yet I had doubts of him. Occult training has its
dangers. As Rudolf Steiner has himself so often said: " Occultism
is not to be played with." My pictures had so far been true and I
owed my inner strength and certainty to them. I had battled with
demonic forces in the outer world; now they were attacking my
i n n e r w o r l d .

As a newcomer to the Society, I had seen and misinterpreted
something which took place between Rudolf Steiner and one of his
pupils. With that kind of spiritual arrogance which was bom of
my newly-won powers, I judged this incident, and a small doubt
formed in my mind. The demons transformed my doubt into
picture, and I saw, with apparently equal reality, a hideously evil
picture of Rudolf Steiner's face, which was terribly disturbing.
Although I never really believed it, yet I could not wholly reject it.

At this stage of seeing, everything depends on seeing rightly, on
understanding the pictures and perceiving their source. A sense of
truth and untruth is indispensable. I was faced with something
like the test described by Rudolf Steiner, in Scene III of his first
Mystery Play, when Maria's form is possessed by a demon; but I
was not so far advanced as Johannes in spirit pupilship, and let the
doubt remain in me as a question, never as an actual unbelief, but
as an unuttered question. It was in this state of inner uncertainty
about him that I gathered up all my resources to go and meet my
Teacher.

I was to experience similar demonic pictures again later, after
2 9
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his death, when I saw them as delusory pictures actually destroying
his work, attacking his closest friends and colleagues, and, at last,
setting friend against friend. But now, at my first meeting with
him, Rudolf Steiner showed how these could be dealt with in this
particidar instance.

I met him frequently for something over two weeks; each time
I met him he greeted me with a smrle and a warm hand-clasp.
Each time I asked him, "May I come and speak with you?" he
put me ofif with the reply: " Frage mir nochmal."

Friends in Dornach told me this did happen sometimes, and of
coiffse it had a reason. I was willing to believe there must be a
reason, but was utterly baffled as to what it could be, for my doubts
had by this time sunk into the background. Meanwhile my spiritual
instruction was going on, but it had developed a new phase.

Every night I awoke about two hours after midnight, and was
aware of a continuous experience. At first it was a Star, very
distant, that was shining on me: then it was gradually coming
nearer, and at length it was a man with a lamp who stood by my
bed. By the light of the lamp I was aware of another, greater
figure, and from this other one, thoû  I could not see him clearly,
came words instructing me in the spiritual understanding of what
was going on around me. I was shown, unexpectedly, the con
cealed suffering in the heart of a nearby friend: it was as though I
were lifted up by the unseen Teacher to leam to know, toough the
Light of the Lamp, what was happening behind the veils of sense
a p p e a r a n c e s .

At length, after about fourteen days, I became anxious to know
from whom I was receiving such teaching. I had become accus
tomed earlier to receiving instructions from an unseen Spiritual
World. I had been made aware of the reality of spiritual discamate
Beings. But this.Teacher was more concrete. I could see him
imclearly towering above me, too great, it seemed, to be in any way
connected with a human form. I could see the great form, but not
yet the face of this Being.

At last, I could bear it no longer: I felt I must know more. I
seized hold of him, as it were, with all my soul forces, and chal
lenged him, saying: "Who are you" Then, as there came no
answer, I asked wonderingly: "Are you the Christ?" "Nicht so"
came the answer. Then, because these were German words, a
further thought came to me. "Are you, can you be, he whom we
know on earth as Rudolf Steiner?"

There was an instant stUlness, and then the answer came softly,
" E b e n s o . "

I was still not satisfied. It seemed impossible for anyone so
spiritually great to be also a human being. So I pressed further." Then show me your face," I asked.

Immediately away to my left, where was situated the studio in
which Rudolf Steiner lived and worked, I saw a tiny distant picture

of his face and form resting with eyes closed, as is seemed to me,
not in sleep, but in deep meditation.

I understood now why I had been kept waiting. I had doubted,
and doubt came in through a false spiritual perception. It could
be put light only by my seeing and recognising him in truth, in
supersensible experience, as my Teacher. I came to him joyfully
the next day, and asked confidently: " Now can I come to see you?"

I knew what the answer would be and was not mistaken.
When we talked together, I felt that I had known him for all time.
I told him of all the terrible and wonderful experiences I had gone
through, where earthly disasters had been averted through spiritual
enlightenment, yet had eventually left me with responsibilities I
felt were too great for me to bear alone; and how these responsi
bilities had eventually brought me to him. He listened quietly, and
one had the impression he made his whole being receptive, soul to
soul. Then he explained my experiences with the simple words:
"Dies ist eine karmische Sache!" I felt enormous relief. Here,
at last, is someone who understands, who t̂ es all these astounding
events calmly, and is competent to give advice.

He told me I had come another Way; and that before he cotild
advise me I must decide whether I would go further along my own
Way, or would choose to go the way of the Anthroposophical
Society. He could help me further along either Way, but I mustchoose first, or his help might bring a ̂ eat hurt into my life. He
told me to go away for a few days and think it over.

I could not easily understand his meaning. His own book,
"The Way of Initiation," and a steady practice of the exercises
therein, had brought me to the experiences before the Threshold
which are there described. Life had put me through tests of the
utmost severity where I dared make no. mistake. I knew that my
experiences were real and true, and that their truth was not for me
alone. How then was my Way different?

I had only to put the questions in meditation and the answers
came immediately. I saw my Way as one in which I could receive
the light of the Spiritual Worlds and direct it in fuU consciousness
to others, to light them through spiritual darkness; but yet cotdd
not clearly see the Source from which it came. I saw the Anthro
posophical Way as one in which observation and thinking were
gradually raised into a clear perception of the living ethenc world,
so that thinking became true Imaginations, and feeling was raised to
Inspired perception in the Soul World.' This was shown to me m
pictures, and I asked Rudolf Steiner if I had interpreted them
correctly. When he assented. I made my choice.It was a difficult choice. I had to sacnflce the further thmgs
now in order to retain power to help my friends. Rudolf Sterner
gave me meditations to help this. Then he added: But I think the
Way of the Anthroposophical Society is also yours. I answered
joyfully: "I know it; I know this is my Way. and as soon as my
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karmic task is complete, I must come to it." I went back to
England and completed my task; then sold up all I possessed and
came back to spend all the time which was possible still with my
Teacher. I could see it might not be long.

I came only once more to talk with him in those days when he
was giving out so much to us all, and at the same time fighting a
developing illness. I came to ask how best I could help in the
work. He asked, did I want to help in painting? I was trained
professionally as a painter, but the Domach approach to painting
through intensive life in colour seemed so far from mine that I
doubted if my best opportunities lay there. Painting, writing,
speaking—^wherever I could best help? I knew only that I wanted
to give my life to the Movement. He gave no conclusive answer.

Arbeiten Sie tiichtig." "Work very hard, then perhaps you can
help," was all he said.

But the experiences in the night continued, and now they were to
teach me painting. I had shewed a painting, created out of colour
as I thou t̂, to my Teacher, and I asked myself: "How did it look
to him?" I saw immediately my own picture, looking hopelessly
muddy and grey. "How should it have been?" I queried. I saw
my picture transformed into radiant transparent colour.

I began to work hard at painting. There were few to advise,
and Rudolf Steiner's own work had for the most part been lost
in the fire of 1923, when the First Goetheanum was destroyed.
But I was getting advice enough. What I painted by day was
generally corrected for me at night. I discovered, out of my daily
experience in painting, a rh3dhm of seven, in which my picture-
imaginations developed out of the colour, and only towards the end
of the series revealed their theme.

I did not in this time see Rudolf Steiner, except when he gave
his lectures. Nor did I see him in supersensible spheres, but felt
his presence continually as my Teacher. Once only, as our paths
crossed in the Schreinerei, when he was hurrying by to his Atelier,
he turned back to give me a glowing smile, with shining eyes of
recognition. I mention this only because it brings me to the last
days.

This last summer of his lecturing life was so grand, yet filled
with a certain sadness. We could see Rudolf Steiner's physical
body fading before our eyes. Yet as we listened to that tremendous
cycle of lectures on " Karmic Relationships ", as he lightened it for
us ever and again by rousing spontaneous laughter, even when
unfolding the most tremendous themes, it was difficult to believe
that this individual Spirit, which was so amazingly triumphing
over physical weakness, could ever really succumb. We did not
want to think it. But the evidence grew clearer—saw him once
at dusk, stepping into a waiting car, with no-one near, and I could
see the pathetic frailty of the body. I was shocked at its frailty.
When he came to the lecturing desk, looking as though all his

clothes had become sizes too large for him, one held one's breath,
wondering: "Can he?" Then in five minutes he was dramatizing the
leading figures in the French Revolution, so livingly, so convincingly,
in his own person, that it was hard to believe he was even Ul.

*

When our Teacher passed through the Portal of Death, and his
pupils were, in a way, stunned by their loss, I was among those who
ffied throu^ the death-chamber to take a last look at that well-
loved face. I looked long, and memorized it carefully: the dark
sunken hollows of the eyes, the broad magnificence of the brow,
the full upper lip with so much love in it, the firm strong chin, the
great heart-breadth across the cheeks. I tried to memorize it so
tiiat I might never lose it.

That night, I awoke again after midnight from a clairvoyant
dream. I had been sitting at an easel trying to draw a picture of
Das Viergetier (the Fourfold Being of Man). I had been in diffi
culties over drawing the head. I was told, by a Voice behind me:
"Try to remember it clearly." I was awake now, and knew that
the head I must remember was that of Rudolf Steiner. I made a
strenuous effort and pictured it clearly. I was told again: "Belebe
es /" I m/ide it alive with an intense effort of recollection: I placed
the living face, as it was when he had given me that special personal
smile of recognition, behind the dead form I had studied. I brought
the living form into the dead until they were one. . . . Suddenly
he was there in face and figure, a living form.

What he said was for me—a personal gift; but the joy which his
presence gave can be shared, for it was one of oyerwhelniing
certainty that the Initiate does not die as other men die. He lives
on and works on amongst us, sharing with us his abundance of the
Spirit. We have lost only the presence of his outer physical form.

I had been on the Gempen hill the day before with some German
friends. We had climbed the hill and were resting on the lower
slopes; aU had been filled with the sadness of those bereft.

Suddenly, after a long silence, sitting in the simshine together,
one stirred and spoke as to a sudden awakening. " Now," she said,
almost in awe of the responsibility of which she had just become
aware, " now it all rests on us."

It all rests on us. It was heartbreaking to see and hear how
little we were ready to take up the challenge. The demons grew
bold. All our inner uncertainties of ourselves and of each other
were exploited. Those who were a little clairvoyant saw the faces of
others, even of our leaders, demonically transformed. Doubts were
sown abundantly; there were accusations, recriminations, the
opposing forces which Rudolf Steiner's living presence had kept incheck were scattering confusion among his followers. Once in
those first years I heard his voice again, in a kind of despairing
wonder: "Aber, meine lieben Freunde, was tun sie alle P"

It all rested on us, the cosmic task which was his task, which
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he bequeathed to us. and it seemed we were totally inadequate. I
saw enacted in Domach during the next years on a small scale the
tragic drama which was later enacted all over Europe. Doubts,
confusion, recriminations and suspicions, one of another, and then
tragic separation into two confyicting groups. Only in Domach it
was not a war with physical weapons, but with spiritual ones.

I confided something of what I was seeing to Dr. Ita Wegman.
She listened sorrowfully, and confirmed much of what I was seeing,
but she could do httle, for she was a principal victim of attacks.
But not the only one. I heard whispered around each leader in
turn the stories which bred distrust, and which, frequently, I had
seen earher in pictures. It was a terrible time of testing. I asked
myself: " Why does not everyone see that it is the demon-world we
should be fitting—^not each other?" But the tragedy went on.
We were like petrified onlookers, stupefied, as'the world was later
on, when the Nazi horrors were taking place.

Occultism is not to be played with! How often do those words
come to mind. " Three steps in moral development to each step in
occultism." It is our own feebleness, our own errors, which we
refuse to face, which the demons take hold of, and project dis-
tortingly on to the faces of our companions, so that we become
blinded to the Divine Spirit which is there in each one of us, at
work in transforming the earthly being, and we see oifiy the evil
and the faihngs. We become petrified in seeing the evUs at work
in the world, and lose courage to recognise that ours is the task to
t r a n s f o r m t h e s e e v i l s .

What has our Teacher given as message from the heights, in
the dawn of the Michael Age, into the chaos of the turning-point
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries? As it seems to me, he
has given certainty of the Spirit, guidance to the awakening faculties
of spiritual seeing, and example of strength, courage and love to
attempt the tasks of the New Age.

It all rests on us, and the darkness grows ever darker, the evil
powers grow more devastating potentially, and their challenge more
widespread. Again and again, our Teacher warned us of what was
coming, of the challenge of the demons, which only awakened
powers of the spirit could overcome. It is now almost upon us.

But are we awake enough? The Teacher is there working with
us, and through us, but he waits always for our conscious co
operation. Never do I know this with greater certainty than when
standing before a strange audience, on a public platform, with men
who are waiting to hear his teaching of the Spiritual World before
me; with my own inadequacy strongly pictured in my mind, and
the certainty of our Teacher's presence supporting me to do always
a little more than I can. Because men are so very hungry for the
certainty, the wisdom, and the good, which this teaching, entrusted
to Rudolf Steiner out of the Divine Worlds, can bring to our
suffering earth.

Early Days in the Educational Movement
H e l e n F o x

IT was my privilege to hear Rudolf Steiner lecture several times,and to meet him also in smaller groups and in personal talks.
Looking back, one is filled with thankfulness for these experiences
and also with deep regret that at that time one understood so litfle
of who he really was. All the more may we wonder at the infinite
patience and reverence that he had for each individual, no matter
how far he must have known us to be from an understanding of
what it was his task to tell us.

The first private talk I had with Rudolf Steiner was at the
Oxford Educational Conference in the summer of 1922. At these
conferences Dr. Steiner, with untiring readiness, would devote
nearly the whole of his time between lectures to personal interviews.
I remember so clearly sitting with others, waiting my turn, outside
the little room at Manchester College where he received us. A
friend with me was by nature shy and diflBdent, and she was
obviously feeling that the interview might prove an ordeal for her.
But she came out after her short talk, radiant and confident." Dr. Steiner told me just exactly what I wanted to know," she said.

That, indeed, was the common experience of us all. When I
went in. Dr. Steiner gave me a smile. "What is it that you wish
to ask me?" he said. This, too, was characteristic of his way ot
working. We had always to take a certain initiative, whether m
putting our questions and needs, or in taking up some piece ot
practical work. Then Rudolf Steiner, out of the great tieasure-
house of his wisdom and experience, would give us all the help ano
guidance of which we stood in need. This, surely, is the only ngnt
approach for modern man. On this occasion I did not at the toeunderstand all that Dr. Steiner said to me, but I knew that these
words could transform my whole life.

Mv few personal contacts with Rudolf Steiner dumg these yê swere chiefly in connection with the founding in London of to"New School" (now Michael Hall), which took place m 192̂
Ever since to 1921 Educational Course at Domach arranged
primarily for English teachers, a small group of us had nurtoedto thought of starting a school in England founded on Anthro-posoScIl pedagogy, and by the time Dr. Steiner came over for
to Educational Course at Dkley in the summer of 1923, we hadSded to make this attempt. We had a meeting with RudolfSteiner and Frau Dr. Steiner and a few fnends, and asked him rfthis plan would be in accordance with his wishes, ̂ ter a few
moments' thought. Dr. Steiner said "Ja! How often he used this
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little word, not, as with most of us, as a simple affirmation, but as
setting the seal on an act of will, lighting the fuse for an unknown
but maybe far-reaching train of events.

Dr. Steiner accepted the names of the four of us teachers who
had definitely offered for the work—^Effie Grace Wilson, Daphne
Olivier (Mrs. Harwood), Dorothy Martin (Mrs. Darrell) and my
self (CecU Harwood joined us before the school opened)—and
he then spoke words of earnest admonition to us, „ saying
that the school must succeed, and eventually become, not a small
and relatively insignificant experiment, but a school recognised in
educational circles in England as a good school. "It must be a
good school," he repeated. Looking back, one realises that these
words were spoken, not for our school alone, but for the whole
educational movement which was to develop in our cotmtry.

The project was laid before the Ilkley Conference, and three
generous donors. Miss Elizabeth Stuttaford, Mr, Christopher Gill
and Mr. Edward Melland, immediately offered the money to buy
the first school house. Miss Stuttaford, who died recently in Tun-
bridge Wells, was a well-to-do Anthroposophist of later middle age,
and on this occasion Rudolf Steiner laid it upon her heart to devote
her thought and care to this new project Without the continued
help and interest of Miss Stuttaford and others, the little struggling
school could not have survived.

In 1924 Rudolf Steiner came to England again, to lecture at
Torquay on " True and False Paths of Spiritual Investigation." He
had consented also to give the would-be teachers of the "New
School", and some guests from the Waldorf School at Stuttgart, a
private course of educational lectures, now known as the Torquay
Teachers' Course. During this Conference also we had some talks
with Dr. Steiner on practical and educational matters. The school
was to open in six months' time.

I should like to tell one characteristic little incident which
occurred at the end of the Public Conference. At the last session
Rudolf Steiner, with his customary courtesy, expressed his thanks
to all who had worked so hard to bring the Conference about, and
finally he paid a warm tribute to the understanding and accuracy
with which Mr. Kaufmann (now George Adams) had translated all
the lectures, and he then turned to Mr. Kaxifmann, who as usual
was sitting in the wings with book and pencil, and begged him to
translate these last words with his usual care and accuracy! A
warm hand-shake, and applause from an appreciative audience,
forestalled all need for further translation.

At this momentous time, August 1924, it was clear to us all
that Rudolf Steiner was seriously ill. But when he spoke we forgot
it, for the fire of the spirit which burned within him could over
come, for the time, all physical weakness. After Torquay he went

to London and gave several unforgettable lectures there. He
seemed always to speak rather differently to English audiences,
both in public and to the members. There seemed no need for
introduction; he led us straight into realnis of spiritual knowledge
and spiritual tasks which were vital to our immediate work, our
special responsibilities in this country and our present age.When he left England, a ̂ oup of us met at Victoria to see him
off. Sitting relaxed in the railway carriage, Rudolf Steiner looked
worn and ill indeed, but as we went in to take leave of him, his
whole face lit up with a warm smile. To me he said "Auf
Wiedersehen! Alles Gate!"—an earnest wish, intended surely for
the future of all our educational work. Little did we know that
this was the last time we should see him in earthly life. But to
some of us it was vouchsafed, on the first of April, 1925, to see him
after death lying in his studio at Domach, at the foot of the great
wooden Christ statue which was the work of his hands. His
beautiful hands, so strong and gentle, were clasped before him.
The sun was shining, a little chaffinch was singing in the roof, and
the whole of nature was filled with a mood of high festival,
accompanying the ascent of this great spirit to his home.

One longs to pass on to those who never knew Rudolf Steiner
some impressions of the qualities which a photograph can never
show, but this is not an easy task. What of his walk, his carriage,his eyes, his voice? He was so erect and so well poised that one
thought him taller than he really was. His walk was measured and
strong, even in the last years of physical infirmity. In the gaze
from his black eyes one could sense his certainty of spmtual
knowledge, his Christ-like love, his indomitable will and purpose.
His voice, neither high nor very deep, was clear a,nd resonant, and
modulated in a hundred different ways. He might be speaking
solemn words in a ringing voice which would echo round the hall,
as the earnest awakener of our sleeping, idle or indifferent selves;
or in lighter vein, often in the middle of a serious lecture (sensing
perhaps the danger of over-intensity in his listeners), he would
suddenly break off and make some humorous, even flippant remark
with a whimsical smile; or again in conversation he would speak
in a tender, fatherly tone to those who needed help.

iMwavs the voice expressed his infinite, canng understanding
for man and the world, and the memory of this voice, nay, of his
whole sun-fiUed personality, does not fade with the passing years.



Prelude to Eurythmy in England
Ve r a C o m p t o n - B u r n e t t

rr was in September, 1920, that I first saw Rudolf Steiner andcame into personal contact with him. My sister, a friend with
whom we had worked in the Theosophical Society, and I had come
to Domach together and were present at the opening of the First

I Goetheanum. It was a time of uncertainty and strain for all three
of us, and one day, when we were standing in the vestibule of the
building after a lecture, a somewhat forlorn and bewildered trio, a
voice from behind us said: "Have a moment's patience and I will
come to you." It was Rudolf Steiner. He came; he listened
intently to our questions, and his way of answering them removed
all doubt; removed too the pain caused by certain experiences we
had met with on this first visit.

In 1922 Rudolf Steiner came to England tlyee times, and it was
again as a trio that we attended his lectures in Stratford-on-Avon
and in Oxford. In the autumn of that year my friend was taken ill
and had to imdergo an operation. I wrote to Dr. Steiner, who was
then in Holland, telling him of this and sa5dng how much I hoped
that he would be able to visit her. I remember very early one
November morning standing with my sister and others on a
draughty platform of Liverpool Street Station, waiting for Dr.
Steiner's train to come in. ITie moment he got out of the train he
glanced up and down the platform, came straight up to me and
said: "How is Miss ? Come and fetch me this afternoon at
two o'clock and we will go to her."

The three of us went to Domach again for the Christmas
Conference 1922-23 and experienced together the burning of the
Goetheanum. This short accoimt of personal recollections is not
the place to describe an event of such tragic moment, nor could
words easily be foirnd to portray the figure of Rudolf Steiner as he
watched those smouldering ruins.

I did not return to London, but remained in Domach to study
Eurythmy. It was usua,lly on Monday that Fran Marie Steinerdecided on the programme to be given the following Sunday.
Dr. Steiner would generally be present for part of the time, and
would often bring with him the Eurythmy forms for any new poems
that were to be studied. Sometimes one had the good fortune to
see him draw the form for a musical composition while this was
b e i n g p l a y e d . t

I remember one occasion when he drew a form for a little Bach
Musette and gave it to a eurythmist who was anxious to learn it
About three weeks later she told him that there was too much form
for the music and she could not manage it. " So? Well, let me
hear it again." The Musette was played again; he drew the form

again, and it was the same form. "You see," said Dr. Steiner,
"there is nothing to be done about it, that is the form"—^and he
returned it to the astonished eurythmist, who finally mastered its
difficulties and performed it successfully.

There came a day when I was given a solo, and at the dress
rehearsal I was uncertain how to arrange my Eurythmy veil.
Everybody else seemed perfectly competent; only I was at a loss.
Suddenly I heard Rudolf Steiner's voice: "I must pin the veil for
your first solo," and this he proceeded to do with infinite kindness,
to my relief and joy.

The year 1923 was a significant one for the development of the
Anthroposophical Society in England. Two Summer &hools were
arranged. At Ilkley, Rudolf Steiner gave a course of lectures on
education, and these, together with those he gave at Oxford and
Torquay, proved to be the foundation of all the educational work
in England. At Penmaenmawr, at the request of Mr. D. N. Dunlop,
the organiser of the Conference, he spoke on "Evolution of the
World and of Humanity". Eurythmy played an important part
at Penmaenmawr, and it was mainly in preparing the arrange
ments for these Eurythmy performances that I had the oppor̂ ity
of going to see Dr. Steiner in his studio at Domach. This led
to other visits. I was the only English student at that tune
and was inevitably somewhat lonely. I often met Dr. Steiner on
the hill on the way from the studio to his house. Nearly always he
would stop for a kindly word, and there were occasions when he
would say' "After the workmen's lecture to-morrow I have toe.
Wait for me." I would wait and go with him to his studio, where
the great statue of the Christ carved in wood made an overwhelmmg
impression. Those minutes were few, but they were precious and
n e v e r t o b e f o r g o t t e n . ^ ^ r

In December, 1923, the time came for me to return to London.
I had worked extremely hard, but felt sorely inadequate to ffie task
of teaching even the elements of Eurythmy. Frau Mane Reiner,
naturally enough, took the same view. I made my farewells behmd
the scenes after a Eurythmy performance. Mane Steiner, always
very outspoken in her sincerity, said that it was realty impossible
foranyone to teach Eurythmy after so short a penod of trainmg.Rudolf Steiner said, "No, it is necessary for London that she goes
now. but she will come back to us again and again ; and taking myhand in his, he said, "Aufwiedersehen, aufwiedersehen, Sie wer̂nes schon machen" ("Goodbye, goodbye, you will do well ). TJewarm tone of his voice, the encouragî  T'S'f f 5^̂
hand—these things I took with me to England, determined to do
w e l l " .
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I saw Rudolf Steiner next in the summer of 1924 in Torquay,
when he gave the course of lectures on "True and False Paths
of Spiritual Investigation I saw him personally in London also.
He showed great interest in the English Eurythmy, asked how
things were going, seemed satisfied with the beginning that had
been made, but then, after a moment's silence, said with great
earnestness, "You know, there should very soon be work in London
for at least four eurythmists." That was the last time. I never saw
him again.

These recollections and impressions, although lightly sketched,
do not deal with little things. In a few words I have tried to show
Rudolf Steiner as I knew him, as I remember him. Such memories
do not grow dim with passing years, but continue to shed their light
upon the whole of life.

T h e L a s t M o n t h s

J u l i e t C o m p t o n - B u r n e t t

rr was in the autumn of 1922, after the educational conference atOxford, that the Eurythmy work in London began to be carried
on in a consecutive way. Rudolf Steiner took the deepest interest
in this beginning, and he always gave a specially warm welcome to
any of the English teachers who returned to Domach to continue
training. We tried to arrange the work in such a way that one
or the other of us could always be in Dornach, and great was my
joy when it fell to me to return just in time for the lectures on" Eiu^thmy as Visible Speech ".

TMs was in July, 1924. The first Goetheanum still lay in ruins
and all the work had to be carried on in the so-called Schreinerei,
the wooden building which had been used before the Goetheanum
was completed. Owing to a Eurythmy performance in London, I
had to arrive a day late for the course, and, as I had been absent
from Domach for some months, I waited at the door leading behind
the stage to speak to Marie Steiner as she went in. Going up to
greet her as she approached, I was dumbfounded when she said,
between severity and anxiety, " You should not go into the lectures;
people who do not follow the whole course add to Dr. Steiner's
burden." Standing there in utter perplexity, I heard the familiar
footstep. Dr. Steiner passed by and was about to follow Frau Dr.
Steiner, when he suddenly turned. He came towards me and said
abraptly, "What is the matter?" Explaining my difficulty, I
repeated Marie Steiner's words. Then came the warm hand-shake
and the kindly smile: " Go in—^and do not worry." So began the
unforgettable experience.

In these last months of Rudolf Steiner's life everything about
bim seemed to be intensified. The impression was not offiy of
immeasurable goodness and greatness: it was as if the spiritual
world revealed itself through his physical presence. It was in this
atmosphere that the lectures unfolded their mighty content. Decades
of study and practice now lie behind us. They have only served to
prove ffie inexhaustible nature of what was then given.

The lectures, given to a specialised audience, had of course a
character of their own, as so much depended upon denionstiation.
Rudolf Steiner corrected and made suggestions, showing himself
here as the kindly teacher. But this was not all. Anticipation had
run high, but who could have foreseen the reality? Cosmic horizons
widened, and the eurythmists were carried on the wings of his spirit
into undreamed-of realms and were strengthened in their resolves
when he spoke of his love for this new art which he had given to
the world.

At this time Rudolf Steiner was often present at the rehearsals,
and I recollect two incidents which I should like to set dowm
because they are examples both of the strictness and pliancy of his
approach. A certain eurythmist was showing a poem by Albert
Steffen. As she finished. Dr. Steiner got up and said, "That will
not do and he went on to say that for this poem he had already
given a form and this being so, no other form should be used." For any poem there is only one true form "—his voice, stem and
earnest, remains in my memory. What might have appeared a
slight matter was once and for all given its full significance.

On the other occasion Marie Steiner was preparing a programme.
A 'cello solo was to follow a solo poem. She turned to Rudolt
Steiner, saying, "But for both these solos only white is worn.
"Well," was the reply, "for the 'cello piece let us take red and

The last weeks were passing. We prepared for the journey to
England. The Torquay Conference and the superhuman artivities
of the weeks which followed were experienced by many English
'̂ °Mk:haelmas approached. That Rudolf Steiner's health gave
cauL for concern we knew; lack of strength could indeed sometimes
be observed. Yet when, on that Friday, we went up to the
Scfireinerei for the members' lecture, nobody in my neî bourhoodapSared to connect the long delay in opening the doors withSbiriUness. But the lecture was not given, nor was the lectureM the following day. Unexpressed anxiety filled our hearts.WhSit becfme known, on Michaelmas day, ffiat Rudolf Steiner
would give his lecture, a load seemed hfted. Thus we assembledSX S time Already, before he entered the hall, there was aSL? of foreboding. The approaching footstep was altered, as
thoueh for̂ d and heavy. The voice, too, was changed. It wastoud Ld Trained, as though strength had to be mustered. But
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strength did not last for the full hour, and Rudolf Steiner left the
h a l l .

As we dispersed, we spoke of the content of the lecture, of the
treasure we had received. Neither then, nor in the ensuing months,
did I hear anyone voice the fear that Rudolf Steiner would not
recover. Yet, looking back, I believe that those to whom this fin^
experience had been granted knew, in their innermost hearts: This
was the last time.

Miss Effie Wilson writes: My first visit to Dornach with
Miss Lewis was in order to spend Christmas, 1914, there. One
evening there was a social gathering in the Schreinerei, and after
light refreshment we were expecting a Christmas lecture from
Rudolf Steiner. Instead of that, he called all the children present
to sit on such benches and stools as were near the stage.

He then spoke to them of Him whose birth we were celebrating,
pointing out that although Joseph and Mary had come a long
journey, there was no room for them in the inn. They were obliged
to take refuge in the stable, and there Jesus was bom: but, he said,
each one of you can give Him a place in your hearts.

I think Rudolf Steiner shook hands afterwards and spoke to
each one present. Of me he asked if I had understood, and then
added, "That was sowing a seed in their hearts."

That Confounded Child
A . C . H a r w o o d

The experiment of universal education, which, it must be remembered, is a very recent experiment, is meeting far more and
greater difficulties than its original sponsors ever imagined. It is
touching to recall the faith of such a pioneer in this field as John
Stuart Mill, who appears to have believed that if only everyone
could be taught to read, knowledge through books would enlighten
the world, and something like a paradise on earth would ensue.
How little these enthusiasts dreamed of to-day's educational con
troversies, examinations and psychological tests, the baleful age of
eleven plus, private (or Public) versus State Schools, Comprehensive
Schools, Specialisation, Education in breadth versus Education in
depth, all the subjects under the sun jostling each other for a place
in the curriculum, the importance of the creative arts for the indi
vidual and of the training of technicians for society, character
training and juvenile delinquency—is there any end to the problems
which beset the world of education to-day? , , t

Yet various as these problems are, if I were asked whether 1
could name one fundamental fiaw in modern educational practice
which greatly accentuates, even if it does not cause, most of them,
I believe I could answer in a single word. That word would be
HURRY. Man is unique among creatures of the earth m that he
has been given a long childhood. Modem education, and modem
society in general, are bent on shortening it. Whether the pressme
comes from above (as many assert), or whether it is indent in tne
modern outlook on the child, makes little difference. Children are
matured too quickly, and the effect is to destroy as potentialities
qualities of mind and heart which are needed as potencies m
later l i fe.

Let me make a beginning with one of the central problems of
modem education, the division into three types of school at Ihe age
of eleven plus. Where the division is made on the basis of com
petitive exLination, it has led to the inevitable cramming ratherthan teaching for knowledge, which aU examinations proyok̂  and
has cast its forbidding shadow even into the infant school. Hence
many County Authorities have already abolished the examination,
and make the selection on more general grounds. But it remains atimêf great anxiety for both children and their parents, and ffie
sense of failure for the child who does not attain the coveted
Grammar School is a very real one. , .

To the human considerations of the strain imposed on thechildren might be opposed the desirability of makmg a choice at



just this age. Unfortunately, however, it is not possible to dis
criminate accurately at eleven plus between the three types of
children who are supposed to go to the three types of school. For
this reason the system allows for possible adjustments at a later age.
But naturally the late-developer becomes subdued to the world of
the Modern School, nor is it easy to take into the Grammar School
children who have for some years pursued a different course: and
Headmasters are reluctant to ' demote' children from the Grammar
Schools—a process which is even more heart-rending than failure
to make the grade at eleven plus. Is it then only for administrative
expediency that the division has been fixed at this age?

The answer is, certainly not. It is an age when important
changes in development occur. Children become far more conscious
of the world around them, their sense perception becomes more
acute, they begin to think more objectively. Symptoms such as
these would seem to denote a new era, and mark the time for a
fundamental change. Whenever such developments occur, how
ever, it is possible to look on them either as the beginning of a new
epoch, or as the crown of an old. If your policy is Hurry, you will
take the former view and quickly advance to the next stage. If you
wish to mature the fruit of an earlier stage before advancing to the
next, you will not so lightly uproot the plant and thrust it into a
new so i l .

In Rudolf Steiner's view of childhood, the central seven years
(from about seven to about fourteen) form a homogeneous period.
The first two or three years of it look back to the will-activity and
principle of imitation which characterises the time up to the change
of teeth; the last two or three years anticipate the intellectual
development which properly appears at puberty: but more funda
mental principles underlie and unify these important changes. It is
far from easy to describe these principles. It may even be difficult
to recognise them, because the modern approach to childhood
tends only too readily to destroy them. In their totality they may
perhaps be expressed in an epigram by saying that what childrenneed during this period is heart knowledge, and what they are given
is heorf knowledge.

There are three main characteristics of the child's mind during
this time, and they are intimately inter-connected. The first is
that his feeling-life is engaged in everything he learns—not the
personal emotions of the adolescent, but the more universal feelingsof joy, wonder, delight, and (if he is rightly educated) respect and
reverence. It will make much difference to the child's future life
if it is with these feelings (provided they have been properly
nourished in the earlier years) that he makes his first adventure of
thinking his way into a world which at eleven plus he sees more
clearly and apprehends more objectively.

This, however, means that the approach to the subjects he
should now learn must still be more imaginative than intellectual.

a consideration which leads to the second characteristic. The child
naturally thinks in mental pictures which, to begin with, are
suggested, rather than given, by the sense-world around him. Noadult really knows what a young child sees when taken for a walk.
It is only gradually that a child begins to perceive the objects
around him in the clear-cut matter-of-fact way which is the way of
modern adult consciousness. But even in the matter of ordinâ
sense-perception an important distinction has to be made. For the
pictures of simple sense-perception are not (as the analogy of the
camera has led people to believe) simply 'given' by the object:
they are the result of the creative activity of the mind. Some
people actually see (and hear) much more richly than others,because they are more creative in the act of perception.

This richness of perception is born when the fantasy, or pure
pxture-making, of earlier childhood enters the domain of external
oijservation. It is a delicate transition from the one to the other,
but the failure to make it will rob the child of much of the richness
of life. It is certainly not a process to be interrupted by such a
tremendous change as uprooting a child from his companions, his
teachers, his environment, which is involved in a change of Khool.

The third characteristic of the child's thinking, which has been
little understood in modem education, is that it is not an inde
pendent thinking. A child expects the adult to know the answersto his questions, and this means, of course, the adult of whom he
has immediate experience, his parent or his teacher. It is this (rust
which enables a teacher to satisfy those deeper needs of the child s
mind already described. He can show the world to the children--
the world which includes language and number as well as animal,
vegetable and mineral—in a way which nounshes the life of theirhearts as well as informing their heads. He can speak pictorially,
and he can evoke qualities of wonder and joy and reverence tmoug
what he has to teach. He can lay the foundation of morality mthe way he presents the world. To put it in a simpler way, he can
communicate experience as well as knowledge.

In recent articles in The Times, Lord R t̂chffe diagnosed as a
principal malady among young People to-dayeverything and experience nothing. Small children know nothingand experience everything. Growing up onlythis early state, the faculty for expenence spnngs from theseearlier ŷ rs, preceding the faculty for intellectual comprehensionIt is morimportant to hold on to the former than to hurry forward

ĥ?sf Ire, in brief, some of the reasons why it is important to
invest these central seven years, from about seven to about fourteen,with a common atmosphere, and not to break ®"̂ ^®
the children's.association with the school and with the teachers who
have nourished their minds and won their confident. Let any
fundamental alteration in schooling—whatever it may be—be made



two or three years later, when puberty has brought with it the
great psychological change of which eleven plus is only the distant
hera ld .

•3(*

Before going on to this age, however, let us look for a moment at
earlier years. In England, compulsory schooling begins sooner than
in many other countries. In Sweden, for instance, it begins at seven,
and even then it is put off for a,year if a child is found to be not
yet ripe for school. Yet Sweden is not generally considered a more
backward country than Britain. In the En^sh Infant School,
children are already taught to read and write; and it is here that
the sad process, so common in education, begins of teaching
children with difficulty at x years of age what ffiey would learn
with ease at x+1 or x+2.

There is much to be said under modem conditions for providing
nurseries and play centres for children. The small families and
flats of the well-to-do of all classes to-day are perhaps as inhibiting
to children as were the slum and street playground of last century.
But there is nothing to be said for making these nurseries places of
instmction. Indeed, most teachers of infant schools wish not to
do so—it is only the pressure from above—Hurry—which brings
it about. But this wish arises from an instinctive feeling only. It
is not consciously recognised that the learning of letters introduces
an abstract principle which is not only foreign to a young child's
mind but is inimical to the quality he should most develop at this
age: the quality of will-activity expressed through movement, î d
this wiU-activity is really the fount of all will-activity—^including
activity of mind—in later years. It is too precious a spring to be
muddied and weakened at its source.

In the England that as yet dreamed not of the Welfare State,
many children escaped this pressure because the school attendance
officer did not trouble himself imduly about visiting the better-class
districts. It is still possible for a parent to claim that he is giving
his child at home the ' instruction suitable to his age' which is all
that the Education Act demands. But you need to be pretty tough
to face up to the inquisitorial opposition you will meet if you
embark on such a course. Hurry begins very early in a modern
child's life. Even the totalitarian regime of Sparta left the child
with his mother tiU the age of seven.

*

It is a corollary of hturying into the experience of the Elementary
School that you hurry out of it into that of the Secondary School.
Some of the reasons for not making this change at the age of
eleven plus have already been described. It is round the question
of this change and the educational policy which follows on it that
controversy specially ranges to-day. The principal matters of
dispute are, first, whether a division of schools should be made at
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all, and, secondly, what should be the content of teaching either in
divided or in unified schools. The problem will never be solved
until it is recognised that the two questions are one. For a
specialised education with rapid and high intellectual attainment
in isolated spheres, the ideal of the scholar, a division of schools is
essential. For the social ideal of knowing your fellow-man, the
forming of character, sharing a common experience with those who
may be more artistic or potentially better men than you, even if
they are not so clever, the idea of educational apartheid is absurd.
It seems that you have to choose between levelling down and
segregation. You pay your money and the politicians t̂ e their
choice. Is there any way in which the two can be harmonised?

The call for specialisation comes from two sides, the old and the
new. On the one hand, there are those who hold on to the fine old
ideal of depth of knowledge in a limited sphere, an ideal which
achieved wonderful results in the age when the Classics formed the
entire curriculum of a gentleman's education—and there was no
other. Ruskin somewhere tells us that a Member of Parliament
who made a false quantity in a Latin quotation would be laughed
out of the House—and rightly so. It was an ideal of refinement
possible only in a society of privilege, but something of it still
survives in a contempt occasionally affected by the higher pro
fessional classes for banausic scientific knowledge. The Times
recently recorded, on the retirement of Lord Goddard, that ̂  he
announced in a trial that all he knew about electricity was that if a
switch were in order he got a light, and if it were out of order he
got a shock. This is an attitude no longer tenable to-day. Itcannot be an ideal to live among, and by, so many t̂ hnical
inventions of which you know nothing. In fact, it is highly un
social, because it cuts you off from an understanding sympathy
with the daily life of a large part of mankind.

There is often an equal contempt from the side of the man of
practical scientific mind for the more useless aspects of the
humanities. He follows Bacon in believing that knowledge should
be a spouse for fruit and not a mistress for pleasure—-for swh
Bacon considered the pursuit of learning for its own sake. The
modem child only too readily adopts this point of view. He forms
the type of those described in the Norwood Report as not neces
sarily ungifted intellectually, but 'unable to hold their mmds in
suspense'—the type whose only value easily becomes me practical
value. He will be the future technician. The call for sumval
demands that he shall be trained quickly and in large numbers—
aihd he is very willing to be sacrificed to the modem Mmotam.
But in the process he loses touch with his hentage; he ave^ his
ken from h& of human life' and only too easily loses his own Self.

Both these points of vi6w—the scholar tradition and the neo-
technical—are in their different ways inimical to a tme basis for
education in the modem scientific world. Young people to-day
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both want and need to leam about the modem world, but they
should learn about it imaginatively and culturally. Something of
this feeling is already coming to the fore. Bronowski, for instance,
has pointed out that children are generally taught a science as
though they were laying a foundation for pursuing it as a main
study in life. The science is not related to the whole of life—to its
historical appearance and development, to the personalities who
advanced it, to its social results, to the kind of thinking which lies
behind it.

Or, to take another example, there is a movement for overcoming,
both in schools and in universities, the present segregation of the
Sciences and the Humanities. A small group of Cambridge lecturers
have succeeded in establishing an experimental degree course in
which an Arts student may take a scientific subject during his last
year. They did not dare to advocate the reverse process—there
must be no hint of the possibility of robbing the Minotaur of his
v i c t i m s .

Another interesting development is in the new University of
North Staffordshire at Keele, where, to correct the over-specialisation
of schools, all students take a first-year course in which they make
a broad study of History, Literature and the Sciences as a back
ground for their later particular studies—in which they are allowed
to combine an Arts subject with a scientific. When I attended a
Conference of headmasters and lecturers at Keele, a year ago, the
suggestion was naturally put forward that the preliminary year
would be unnecessary if the schools taught in a less specialised
manne r. The headmas te r s and headm is t r esses , howeve r, we re
unanimous in agreeing that they had not got the teachers able to
teach a Science as part of a broad historical and cultural process.
They could only teach as they had been taught! Thus is the child
the father of the man—and again of the child.

*

These things are symptoms of a feeling towards something
fundamentally new in education. Their ultimate implications,
however, have not yet been realised. They form an inter-related
trinity. The first springs from the fact that children learn from
each other, inspire each other, fertilise each other's minds. You
will never get a class really interested in Literature, if it is composed
almost entirely of budding technicians. Only a balance of minds
can really bring about a Balance of Mind. This consideration
alone should cast some doubt on the segregation of children, either
between schools or in different departments of the same school.
The second implication carries the matter even further. It is as
f o U o w s .

If you are seeking some deeper human value in what you teach
than an intellectual grasp of the subject, you will by no means
necessarily find that the clever child—the grammar school child—
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gives the most profound response in terms of human feeling andthe kind of observation which spring from it The less 'bright'
children have often a power of dwelling on a theme or a problem-—
a power which it is very salutary for the quicker intellectual child
to leam. He also has his unique contribution to make to a subject,
provided it is studied imaginatively: that is, from the aspect of the
w h o l e .

This leads to the third implication—the most difficult of all, and
the one which the modern mind is furthest from realising. The
ideal of overcoming the segregation of the Sciences and the
Humanities is a laudable one. But if they are considered—and
taught—as at present, the dichotomy will not be overcome. It will
merely become a division within the individual instead of a division
of groups. For the Humanities are ultimately nothing if they do
not teach values, if they do not relate the matter studied to the inner
being of man. Natural Science, on the other hand, is strictly
a-moral, and devoid of values. Ultimately, this is because the
attitude of mind it presupposes is the Subject-Object antithesis.
Man considers the world as something other than lumself—and by
that very supposition cuts himself off from it and it from himself.
He is therefore left stranded like a whale on the shore—a moral
being in a-moral world.Here again there are signs that modem physics is realismg that
the so-called objective world is a great deal more subjective than
earlier scientists dreamed; that in the long mn you get out of the
world more or less what you put into it. A hundred and fifty
years ago, when the early atomic picture of the world, the ' billiard-ball ' universe, was already a scientific creed, Coleridge opi»sed to
this abstract conception of the universe the power of Imagination,
of thinking in creatively formed pictures. The Intellect, he said,
recognises only one pole, the pole where man and the world (or
God) are other. But life is found only in polarities, and Imagination
recognises also the other pole, where man and the world (or God)
are the same. There can never be a real living together of the
Sciences and the Arts until this other pole is recognised—and the
only way for it to be recognised is through Imagination. For, as
Coleridge rightly said, the picture-thinking which is natural to nian
and is recovered in the act of Imagination, is one with the divme
act of creation itself. Man thinks in images because God created
the world in Images. Therefore when you think in images, that is
imaginatively, you unite yourself with the world at the same timeas you separate yourself from it by thinking about it.

This is why the preparation for a common fundamental study
of the world and of man must be the nourishing of the child's
picture-thinking in his middle years. The picture-thinking is
'given': it dies into abstract thought: it is resurrected as Imagina
tion. It wiU be long before this is properly understood, and mean
while, no doubt, very much can be done in relating Science and its
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achievements externally to human conditions, and awaking a sense
of wonder at the marvels of the universe, as the earlier scientists
tried so nobly to do. But ultimately a problem can be solved only
in its roots. How shall we know what to teach our children, if we
are imcertain ourselves of what we believe?

I have endeavoured in a recent book on education* to give a
brief sketch of a curriculum for common study for all types
of older children and a wide range of abilities. I believe tibis
element of common experience is what the present age is demanding.
If we allow ourselves to fall from the aristocracy of birth into the
aristocracy of intellect—and a divided aristocracy at that—we
shall encounter insuperable social problems. Life is one, and
humanity is one. This is the rock on which education to-day must
be founded.

Are we then to abandon the ideal of a high standard? Are
there to be no more scholars who outstrip the common mass? I do
not think so. It is true that every new educational ideal must
abandon something that was good in its predecessor. The Mediaeval
Schools abandoned the musical and gymnastic training of the
Hellenes—but the Hellenes had no foreign languages to study.
The universities of the Renaissance abandoned the logical acumen
of the schools and the universality (Sciences and Humanities com
bined) of the Seven Liberal Arts. Modem man needs a broader
basis to his mind, because the world has become broader—he can
no longer cultivate his exclusive garden in the good old way.
Even within the subjects of a general course a good teacher will
find tasks for varying ability, and quality of mind will not be
sacrificed if the subjects are taught qualitatively. But 1 do not
mean that the general course shall be the only educational ex
perience of every child. There must be room for special studies
as we l l .

One of the great difficulties of Grammar Schools and Public
Schools to-day lies in the variety of subjects which they are com
pelled to teach in order to prepare children for the universities. In
fact, schools are more and more compelled to provide what used
to be regarded as the fiirst-year course at the imiversity. Some
schools even have a Law Department! There is here a curious
anomaly. Very many teachers at the universities do not want the
specialisation which their own system of scholarships and con
ditions of entry demand. 1 know a university teacher of biology
who says he has to unteach most of the biology his pupils learn at
school—^he would rather their minds were tabulce biologice rasas.
A leading history don told me that the history his pupils leam at
school is quite useless—^they are too young for history, then, any
way—he would prefer them to spend their time learning languages,

* The Recovery of Man in Childhood. (Hodder and Stoughton, 1958.)

so that they could read sources in the original. These are not
isolated opinions. But systems to-day are stronger than men.
Men have become sheep, and were Sir Thomas More alive he
would amend his epigram into Systeins eat sheep.

No school can afford the specialists for a great many subjects,
unless it is enormously large. To be enormously large is to b^me
an institution instead Of a school, and to lose hiunanity in me
name of nourishing it. But a school should be called upon to give
specialised training only in a strictly limited number of subjects.
Of these, mathematics is certainly one, both because the mathe
matical faculty matures early and because it is the trunk from
which so many branches grow, as well as because there is commonly
a wider discrepancy in ability in this subject than in any other.
But even in mathematics there are fields suitable for the common
experience of a variety of minds; for instance, projective geometry
with its relation of centre and periphery, or the mathemaUcs of
chance with its interesting social implications. Languages also
require a kind of training (in the learning of grammar for instance)
which is better undertaken even at quite a young age. In general,
the kind of advanced studies which the universities demand of
schools should be seminal for a variety of subjects. Freedom of
choice should be kept open for a chfid as long as possible.

Something of the form as well as of the spirit of a Rudolf Sterner
School is probably necessary for the establishment of the kind of
general educational course here envisaged, which would unite many
types of mind and varying abilities. For instance, the MainLesson '—the principal subject of study which is taught for a penod
of three, four or five weeks for a long two-hour lesson we^
morning-makes possible a study in depth as weU as breadffi. m
variety as well as in unity. It provides the common educationalexperience, after which special studies cm be imdertaken: and ffie
children who have been divided for special studies can meet agam
in artistic activities, choir, orchestra, etc., as well as in them games.

All this will no doubt mean advancing somewhat slower than
the present pace for the more advanced ppils.
are needed for military service, they can be allowed. Cannot one
year be found for education? The maintenance of democracydepends on two things—common understanding and a feeling <rfS coherence Boffi are in danger to-day. Both can be fostered
in our schools.

One other aspect of modem education which cannot be omitted(amoJg ffie many which must) is the dawn of ominous signs thatschooh Z becoming a matter of politics. Compmhê ive
School, for instance, has already a strong political Â vom. Howwise Rudolf Steiner was in wishing to remove ®°̂ ®}yfrom the political field! Behind this kmd of controversy ultimately



rests the question of who chooses a child's school—the State (or
some other superior authority), or the Parent? The continued
flourishing existence of so many independent schools in Englandshows that—for one reason or another—a ̂ eat many people still
believe it should be the Parent. The Education Act also encourages
Local Authorities to assist parents to send their children to the
school of their choice. In fact, however, this provision is practically a
dead letter, so that choosing a school is largely a financial privilege,
backed by social tradition.

This brings about an unhappy division, and it is hard to imagine
it continuing for ever. The creative way of overcoming it is to give
grants (under reasonable safeguards) to parents wishing to send
their children to independent schools—the grant to be equivalent
to the cost of public education. The results of such a scheme
would be most interesting. It would certainly secure a number of
flourishing independent schools, giving a healthy competition in a
sphere which is becoming monopolistic. It might even pave the
way to dissolving the present dangerous union of the political
State with those organisations which should be the guarantee of
spiritual freedom. For freedom depends on free institutions, no
less than on free individuals. Perhaps the one will not be able to
survive without the other.

Human Individuality
A d a m B i t t l e s t o n

"|?0R peace in his inner life, man needs Self-knowledge in theff Spirit."
So wrote Rudolf Steiner in 1924, in the second group of the

"Leading Thoughts" which he sent out week by week after
Christmas, 1923, until his death in March, 1925. He wished those
who were making active use of his teaching to take up themes
contained in these brief, concentrated sentences, developing them
with the help of his earlier work, and relating them to the general
knowledge and experience of our time.

Half a life-time has passed since his death; the acute need for
self-knowledge has become much more evident—and so has the
difficulty of achieving it, in a sense adequate to the need. Many
people recognise that there is such a thing as maturity, which does
not come about simply through growing older, but through taking
ourselves in hand, and achieving, among other things, a measure
of self-knowledge. And it is widely seen that knowledge of what
goes on in us consciously is not enough: we need to understand
something about the unconscious forces which influence our feelings
and actions so deeply.

So far there is considerable agreement. But how are we to
leam about the unconscious? Here various answers are given.
Those with experience in the matter, however, agree on one thing,
which is not always sufficiently realised when such matters are
generally discussed: that is, the relative unimportance of intro
spection. Self-knowledge is not a matter of gazing into ourselves,
and judging by our ordinary standards what we find in our present
consciousness. Indeed, it is not only a matter of discovering
what is peculiar about ourselves: the most important part of it
consists in discoveries about the human being in general, and only
within this great context is an understanding of our individual
qualities really useful.

The central question for self-knowledge is something like this:" What can the full meaning of the word ' I' be for man?" And
then, depending on the answer to this: "What can I know about
my own individual 'I'?" Only by establishing vantage-points, asit were, outside our ordinary consciousness, are we going to make
much progress with these questions. ... ,

There have been many, indeed, who believe that we are hope
lessly shut up in our own subjectivity: or even that the word I is
a name to which no reality corresponds. Bertrand Russell has
compared it to the name of a club— ŵhen its members cease to be
associated, as he believes happens to man at death, it ceases to
exist, and should be as little mourned as we need to mourn when a
club is dissolved.
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These are views which have developed in the modern West. In
the East we often meet the conviction, long and deeply held, that
the separate " I" is a tragic, harmful illusion, which it is the task
of self-knowledge to dispel.

For "peace in the inner life " we need the right answers to such
questions, whatever the answers may be— t̂hough it is clear that
much self-education may be necessary, before we are able to bear
them. And the finding is not likely to be simply a sofitary thing.
If we try to make it so, we are shutting ourselves in the very cage
of subjectivity from which it is our object to become free. We
need teachers, perhaps psychiatrists, friends, spiritual cornpanions.
It will not always be the word spoken by someone congenial which
is most helpful — what seems at first strange and alien may be
decisive. Real self-knowledge has always been, in the history of
mankind, a co-operative task.

It may sometimes seem that the teaching of Rudolf Steiner
stands alone, completely at variance with the general thought of our
age. Intensive study is always necessary before we can really see
in any particular field how Rudolf Steiner's results confirm or
confiict with the results of others, partly because of the great
differences in technical language. Arid yet it is particularly im
portant to attempt such comparisons. Thus we may try to take
into account, in considering some of the steps towards self-
knowledge described by Rudolf Steiner, some of the views expressed
by others in our time who have long worked in this field. Butwho are the experts on self-knowledge, suitable to be called as
w i t n e s s e s ? , -

Without much doubt, the most influential writer on psychology
in the West is still Sigmund Freud, ̂ d many people have found
him stimulating and helpful in their search for self-knowledge.
But for others, a greater comprehensiveness, and a more fertile
treatment of the riddle of the Self, are to be found in the work of
C. G. Jung; and we may call him as our chief Western wtness. to
the East remarkable work was done, from 1910 until his death m
1950, by Sri Aurobindo Chose. Both these men went throughcritical spiritual turning-points at about the age of 37—Jimg, who
was bom in 1875, when he broke away from the Freudian group m
1912; and Aurobindo, bom in 1872, when he abandoned revo-
tionary political activity and founded his ashram at Pondicherry in1910. During these years Rudolf Steiner, a decade oldê  was
writing his four plays about " self-knowledge in the spirit , begin-
ning with " The Portal of Initiation " in 1910.

Jung is strictly and exclusively an observer of the life ot tne
soul. He describes what he believes he has learned from contact
with his patients, from hearing their dreams, and studymg case
histories. He will not commit himself to statements about what

God is, or the world is, or the soul is. But his observations have
led him very far. They have convinced him that for each of us the
Unconscious is not only a reservoir of personal complexes, but an
ocean from which things infinitely strange to us may emerge—
things we may sometimes hope to understand through the study of
the spiritual history of mankind.

For Jung, the task of self-knowledge is to achieve a new
relationship with the Unconscious. Tension and confiict between
the conscious and the Unconscious are and remain inevitable; but
such tension need not be infertile or destructive. We can grow
aware of a power greater than that of the ordinary conscious ego, a
Self transcending the difference between conscious and unconscious,
able to make positive use of their polarity.

Sri Aurobindo is willing to make definite statements about God,
the world, and the soul. He does so because he believes that he
has achieved levels of consciousness at which certainties about the
greatest things become possible. For Aurobindo, the impulse to
self-knowledge is the stirring within man of the "psychic entity",
the "flame from God", which has hidden itself within the mind,
vitality, and physical body of each. This true entity has become
like a constitutional monarch, letting the ministers do the ruling,
whispering sometimes a word of warning or advice. But we can
become increasingly conscious of its presence and of its purposes,
and give it effective dominion within us. To achieve this, we must
leam to think in a way that is independent of the physical brain,
and to awaken new powers of perception; and above all to offer
our everyday being, that the Divine Will may descend and work
through it

Thus Jung in more scientific, and Aurobindo in more mystical
language, both say that the "I" or "Self" which matters most is
not the restless, uncertain ego we feel in the ordinary consciousness;
but neither of them asks us to regard the ordinary " I" as an utter
illusion; both in a sense seek to strengthen it that it may be able to
serve a greater Self more effectively.

But how is this greater Self to be found ?
Rudolf Steiner emphasises, more than either Jimg or Aurobindo

does what we can achieve by working upon our personal memory.
Looking back on the sequence of events through which we have
lived we can see that there is a pattern in them, much wiser than
any conscious design of ours. We have taken decisions, of which
we were far from foreseeing the consequences; and we can some
times observe that these have led directly to expenence which we
needed but which we would not have chosen consciously. Con
tinually, we have been led away from one-sidedness and blind
aUevs towards greater completeness. Sometimes, at moments of
particular steadiness and lucidity, we have been aware of shanng,in the making of such decisions, with this wiser bemg m ourselves;
sometimes it has seemed as if the decision came entirely from



outside, perhaps by what we regarded as an accident. But the
hand of a particular artist is recognisable again and again, though
not ever3^here, in the shaping of our lives; and this is the greatest
comfort and support in meeting what seems disastrous, or chaotic,
i n t h e p r e s e n t m o m e n t . . . .

The discovery of the existence of this wiser being does not
remain alone. If it did, it might lead to what Jung calls an
"inflation"; we might attribute the qualities of the greater self to
the ordinary ego. But as we become aware that our lives have
been guided, as it were, from a mountain-top, we realise too that
there exists in us, in some ways more closely linked with the
conscious ego, a stubborn opponent of this guidance, a detemuned
lover of one-sidedness and blind alleys. Even in the ordinary
consciousness, the outlines begin to become clear to us of tlwt
form which can be seen, as we learn from Rudolf Sterner, by
clairvoyant vision; terrible in its ugliness, the sum of all that is
evil in us. Sometimes as capable of violent destruction, somehmes
as utterly slothful and apathetic, or mocking us in caricature of our
high pretensions—the shadowy form haunts the edges of our vision.

Both Jung and Aurobindo have much to say that is relevant to
this experience. Aurobindo describes how the " psychic entity ,
the eternal in us, while itself untouched by evil, uglmess, and
untruth, has nevertheless to be completely aware of these. Itshould be a great support in facing the "Double to realise matthe recognition of him, however daunting it seems, is a sign mat
me greater self is pressing in towards our consciousness. Jung
speaks of mis encounter as the knowledge of me Shadow , afirst and necessary step in coming to terms with the contents of me
U n c o n s c i o u s . , . ^

And here Jung has something more puzzling to say. Distinct
from the experience of me "Shadow" which has the same sex as
the person who observes it within himself, is theanother form arising out of the Unconscious, which has f
sex: caUed by Jung the "Anima' in a man, the J
woman. This form, he says, has a wide moral range—from exalted
purity to malicious mischief; and somehow we have to find a
constructive relationship to it.The significance of the "Anima" can be aPPfpached toough acloser consideration of the "Shadow". The evil,m each ̂ f us is
partly the shared, general sickness of sin belonging t r iZin our time; and it is partly more individual, the pecuhar faultsand weaknesses of each one. Through being man or woman, tĥ
are one-sidednesses in us, which lead easily to partic •These may have a more universal or a more individual charactoBut in either case—just as the complementary gr̂n is Proouced
from within, when we look at an external red surface—our con

scious or unconscious sense of one-sidedness cries out for the vision
of a compensating, complementary figure. A man would find the
contemplation of the Shadow unbearable, if there could not be
iresent for his inner sight, compensating the dreary image of his
imitations, the picture of other qualities of soul, in the form of an
actual or an ideal woman—who can bring the reassurance that in
our innermost being we are neither man nor woman, but transcend
t h i s d i f f e r e n c e .

Thus Johannes, in Rudolf Steiner's first Mystery Play, when he
is absorbed in vision of the " destroying monster " which is himself,
finds Maria at his side; and is at the beginning of a path which
leads him to perceive Maria's spiritual entity as it is in the spiritual
world, attended by the powers of the soul, pictured as attendants
or sisters of Maria—powers which he is to come to know within
himself as well. Johannes here sees truly; but a man niay be
influenced (as indeed happens to Johannes in the third play) by an
"Anima" form which does indeed seem to compensate his one-
sidedness, but leads him in fact into dangerous illusions. Similarly,
a woman may be haunted by destructive "Animus" images, until
the form of a true spiritual leader becomes clear to her.

Though the complete recognition of the Double, and full insight
into the problem of the "Anima ", are evidently tasks for the pupil
approaching Initiation, to prepare ourselves for these tests can be
of great significance for everyday life. Looking back at the effects
in our lives of our characteristic faults and limitations, we can
resolve patiently to transform the " Shadow "; and, by recognising
the illusions connected with the "Anima ", grow more certain about
those influences in our lives which bring genuine healing to our
divided nature. Such efforts will help us to avoid "projection":
the mistaken connection of elements in our own inner drama with
people in our environment, which can cause endless harm. On the
other hand, we shall be able to connect freely and unemotionally
what is in us and what we can see in the world.

In the "Leading Thoughts", Rudolf Steiner writes of three
forms in which the "I" can be found on the path of meditation,
beside the form in which the " I" occurs in the ordinary conscious
ness These three forms are dependent upon stages of consciousness
which are able to take hold of the reality of the etheric body, or
formative forces in us; of the astral body; and of the innermost
nature of the "I" itself. "In the consciousness which takes hold
of the etheric body, the 'I' appears in picture-form "—but the
picture is active Being, at work in our growth and development.
Secondly "in the consciousness which takes hold of the astral
body the 'I' is manifested as a member of a spiritual world,
whence it receives its forces." In a third level of consciousness," the ' I' reveals itself as a self-contained spiritual Being—relatively
independent of the surrounding spiritual world."
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When we try to understand the search for self-knowledge as it
can be conducted at the Imaginative level—die consciousness which
takes hold of the etheric body—we are mainly concerned with the
present earthly life, as in this discussion up to now. To work on
our memory brings nearer a consciousness of the etheric body, for
this is a "time-body", with its organs extending through the
periods of the present earthly life, as the physical body has its
organs extended in space. But we can think adequately about the
second stage of self-knowledge only if we take into account the life
between death and a new birth; for it is from this region that the
reality of the astral body shines down into our present existence.And while we may have some confidence that we can look at our
present life imaginatively, and thus have some foreshadowing ofthe full clairvoyant condition of Imagination, the possibihty of any
experience which could bring us a promise of Inspired knowledge,which is needed for a penetration into the realm between death
and a new birth, may seem very remote indeed. , . .

Here we may look again at some of Jung's methods and results.
In work with his patients, he has made much use of their dreams.
And he has often been able to interpret them, in a comparatively
simple and direct way, as wise judgements on the situation ot me
patient, perhaps conveying a warning which the conscious mind
would do well to heed. Jung comes in this way to acknowledge the
wise guide in the background, who can also be found directly in
the contemplation of memory. But Jung has gone farther He
points out that at a certain stage in his patients lives, when they
are approaching some decisive inner achievements, a recurnngtheme may appear in their dreams, or in vivid visual impressionsin waking life. It is the theme of a circle, with fom or more
positions marked on its circumference. It may be me horizon,wim the cardinal points; a garden with a circular path..on which
stames stand at intervals; a square in a city, roimd which a pro
cession is moving. There are innumerable variations. * u..

Jung has compared this theme with symbolic Pictures to befound in me East, "mandala" picmres, and also wim Christian j
representations of me symbols of the four Evangehsts awanged ma circle, and Christ as world-ruler in their tnid^. In , . , ,
of mis theme, according to his observation, human being who
reaches a certain point in the struggle to bnng a constmctive |
relationship between me conscious and me Unconscious may find Ia g r e a t p r o m i s e o f h a r m o n y a n d m a t u r i t y . i

It is to a mighty picture of this sort mat the soul of JohaMM ,reaches in me first Mystery Play; me circular̂ ^Ho^e !
mere stand, at the four cardinal points, me kingly s w ,
bearers of wisdom, devotion, and strength, as well as m , ,
hindering forces. This picture is to be found already «
Mdrchen, "The Green Snake and me Beautiful Lily .
William Blake ends " Jerusalem " wim me restoration to their true
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heavenly directions in the world-circle of Urizen, Luvah, Tharmas,
a n d U r t h o n a - L o s .

Jung says of such pictures mat mey can convey to the one who
experiences mem me true relationship of me ordinary ego to me
Self, as of a planet to me Sun. But he does not mean mis as a
limiting definition of meir significance.

In earthly life we experience me astral body as driven by
emotions of every kind, sympathies and antipamies which tear us
asunder. But in the realm in which we lived before birm, where me
astral body has its reality, it was very different. In mat existence
we shared in experiencing me spiritual life-streams coming from
me stations of me infinite heavenly Ring, of which me image in me
visible world is me Zodiac. (Jung himself points, in connection
wim the mandala pictures, to Dante's vision of me World-Rose,
in which the Paradiso culminates.) There me astral body lived in
harmonious completeness, one wim me world, related to all the
d i r e c t i o n s o f h e a v e n .

Self-knowledge can lead to an experience through which to
some extent mis condition re-awakens in us. For example, we can
look at the circle of mose people who have been in the course of
our lives particularly near to us, and say to ourselves someming
like mis: " These people carry in them the real mystery of my own
being. Not by introspection, but by realising that each of these,
bom in what they are and in meir potentialities, have to do wim
me—^may I discover what I am." In such a circle of relationships
mere are very different people. We may be able to picture mem
arranged so that personahties who seem to us most radically
different stand opposite one anomer. It is as if our own "I"
comes into being where lines which join me opposites intersect.

It is not so much me details of such a picture which need
concern us—but me quality of feeling we may have about it. Into
mis mere may reaUy come an echo of that condition between death
and a new birth, when our being was mat of a spiritual, living,
creative word, in which sounded togemer what was spoken in me
spiritual world by all those to whom we are related by destiny.
(This is particularly described by Rudolf Steiner in lectures given
at The Hague in 1923, published as " Supersensible Man ".) There,
a great commimity existed, in which each has his being through
me activity of mose around him; he is the word mey speak, and he
knows this as me Will of God in him, with which he is one.

When eastern wisdom describes, in different ways, the Great
Self me Atman, is it not this realm which is fundamentally meant?
And it might seem mat there could be no further self-knowledge
man mis If we were able to understand me "I" as "a member
of a spiritual world whence it receives its forces"—in Rudolf
Steiner's sober words for what we gradually learn from him and
omers to be an experience of infinite grandeur and earnestness and
joy—why should we go on to find me "I" as "a self-contained
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spiritual being, relatively independent of the surrounding spiritualw o r l d " ? , ^
It is generally in our response to great works of art, or wmle

sharing in a true Christian ritual, that we come nearest to feeling
at one with the world, sustained by a universal purpose. It may
seem then a loss, to be remedied of our separate selves. And yet,
the more genuinely we have been enabled to feel ourselves absorbed
into a transcendent unity, the more this experience shows itself as in
a certain respect incomplete. For we are not only in a general way
"a member of a spiritual world", but a particular member, as it
were a specific organ in a living body. ^

Those who are inclined to say such things as I am one with
the Universal AU "—sometimes with real sincerity and earnestness
—nevertheless often show, though this is according to their own
theories quite impossible, a peculiarly marked unconscious egoism.
For the Unconscious is in fact rejecting in its own way the theory
that our separateness is an entire illusion. The peace we need is
only to be found in both insights—that we are parts of a spintual
organism immensely greater than ourselves, and that we ̂  specific,
irreplaceable parts, growing up towards our tasks. This mignt
seem a source of pride; but to know or feel it concretely is the real
s o u r c e o f h u m i l i t y . . . . . « • * 1 ,

We have a specific place, our " relative independence in the
spiritual world, through the character of our former incarnations
on the earth. Insight into these belongs to the last great step of
self-knowledge, for which Intuition is necessary.

A quiet growth of belief in reincarnation is going on in the
West; not very much influenced yet by specific teachings, ignored
by the Churches, developing by its own necessity under the influence
of vague but powerful impressions, of which the individuals com
cemed can often say little that is convincing to others. And though
so much in Jung's findings might appear to point to the trum of
reincarnation, he does not accept this conclusion, ̂ ut regards me
mysterious relationship between our dreams and the ancient
teachings, or medieval alchemy, as effects of the collective unconscious, rather than anything individual. nnH inIn the East, and in Africa, the position is very different, and in
some ways perhaps almost opposite. A
granted through ages—Aurobindo says of the idea of rebirth Aatit is as old as thought itself—tends to be pushed into the back
ground by the pressures of Marxism, Islam, orthodox Chnstianity,and the general influence of modern technical civilisation. And
those with deep insight may be most concerned to warn
superficial or one-sided views about the significance of rebiîThis is particularly Aurobindo's intention. He says with ̂ eat
emphasis that simply to remember the events of previous earthly

lives would not be a spiritual help, but a tremendous hindrance.
If the old relationships, including toe hatreds and bitternesses of a
former life, stood suddenly before us in detail, they would prevent
us &om achieving a free and open-minded attitude towards toe
present life.

The personality in toe present life, as Aurobindo points out, is
by no means simply a continuation of toe personality of toe pre
ceding life. Is is a fresh manifestation, as it were from another
side, of toe eternal entity.

Here Aurobindo approaches problems on which Rudolf Steiner
had some very earnest things to say. He pointed to a not very
distant future in which the effects of earlier lives would press
towards consciousness. But unless it were possible to look back
on a life, in the present age of humanity, in which toe individuality
concerned had possessed some spiritual ̂ owledge, this potentiality
would be likely to show itself as an illness. To-day akeady there
are people who can be oppressed or misled by impressions from a
previous existence.

Eastern wisdom has long pointed out that toe entry into
incarnation is a submergence into Maya, the realm of illusion. To
add toe uncomprehended memory of a previous life to toe uncom-
prehended memory of tois one would be to pile illusion on illusion,
imprisoning us more deeply in subjectivity and meaninglessness.

The conclusion might be drawn: knowledge of previous lives is
then irrelevant to spiritual development. But Aurobindo does say
that toe relationships of earthly lives to one another can be realised
in a triumphantly positive sense. And in toe Mystery Plays Rudolf
Steiner shows repeatedly that a decisive advance in self-knowledge
can come through the awakened recognition of an event in an
earlier life.

But first certain conditions have to be met Above all, toe
single earthly life, from birth to death, must be seen in a ̂ eat
context, as part of the evolution of humanity. Through this it
begins to lose its Maya character.

If life on earth were only illusion, deeds could not have real
consequences, and there could be no Karma. But within earthly
appearance a spiritual reality, and in a sense toe greatest of all
realities, is hidden. Each action on earth has an appearance, and
also a reality—which is not simply a human judgement about it,
but its meaning for those greatest spiritual beings in whom toe
whole physical world has its origin. When Rudolf Steiner used toe
Christian terminology for the nine heavenly Hierarchies, he spoke
of these beings as Thrones, Cherubim, and Seraphim.

The mediator for man between toe apparent reality of toe
Dhvsical world, and what we may call its ultimate moral reality, is
the Christ When we read toe Gospels, we can see how He is
constantlv teaching toe Disciples about tois. When He speaks ofSrSw's mite being a greater gift than all toe rest, or of toe
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splendid Temple as already a ruin, these are not just human
metaphors, but descriptions of the facts in the realm of the First
Hierarchy. Or He shows how an earthly deed may sometimes
appear as it really is—as in the story of the Good Samaritan. Of
this kind, with appearance and reality in harmony, are Christ's
own deeds on earth. (Thus the early artists give the Good Samaritan
the halo containing the Cross, with which they paint Christ Himself.)

Deep within our Will, most remote and inexpressible for our
ordinary consciousness, are the effects of our previous earthly lives
in their cosmic reality, as they live in the experience of the Thrones,
Cherubim, and Seraphim. It is vital that we do not attribute the
qualities of a former incarnation directly to the everyday conscious" I". This too is expressed in the Gospels.

Christ Jesus, speaking with the most intimate discipl̂  as they
descend from the Moimt of Transfiguration, directly identifies John
the Baptist with Elijah. John the Baptist himseff, asked by the
Pharisees, "Art thou Elijah?" must answer, "I am not." Only
where the speech of the Mysteries can be assumed between speaker
and hearer can one incarnation be linked with another by the word
"is". Even though Rudolf Steiner's Karma lectures may stand in
public bookshops, they can be truly read only within an invisible
Temple.

In the lecture given by Rudolf Steiner on 13 th April, 1922, in
The Hague, "The Teachings of the Risen Christ," he described
how, after Easter, Christ taught His disciples the four parts of the
Eucharist—^the Gospel, Offering, Transubstantiation, and Com
munion—^which would bring to men a profound experience of the
true Self, in its relationship with the supersensible reality of the
physical world.

We can compare these four steps with the stages of self-
knowledge, of which some description has been attempted here.
In the Gospel, the spiritual Word is proclaimed to us, as dwellers
in the world of appearance. In the Offering, the earttdy is given
into the service of die higher being, the Guide through life. In the
Transubstantiation, the heavenly community receives us into itself.
And in the Communion, the " I" can speak as one journeying
through the cycles of time, joining with Christ in work for the
evolution of the world.

It is, of course, by no means necessary that anyone who shares
in the Act of Consecration of Man, as Rudolf Steiner called the
Eucharist when it was renewed in the Christian Community under
his guidance, should think specifically about the stages of self-
knowledge in the Mysteries. These things are so closely and pro
foundly coimected with our whole humanity that the clear enactment of the four steps of the ritual of itself enkindles the fire of
s e t f - k n o w l e d g e i n o u r h e a r t s . ,

It is as an intuitive experience—that is to say, as someming mat
has the nature of selfless love—^diat the knowledge of previous lives

can truly begin to shine into our present life: in long intentions fox
the future. " Self-knowledge in the Spirit" becomes a gathering of
those particular forces of will which are possible for each one of
us, founded on the past, and looking to the future of the earth.

When the everyday self can bring into being, among the con
flicting influences which press in on it, a region of tranquillity, from
which free action is possible; and can form, without pr̂ umption,
but in a humility inspired by Christ, living pictures of a right course
of action: then it can hope to find a deep accord with the true
Self, which dispels the terrible anxiety assailing it at this time, and
gives confidence in face of its cosmic responsibility.

BOOKS PARTICULARLY REFERRED TO:
Rudolf Steiner: Four Mystery Plays. The Teachings of the Risen Christ.
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C. G. Jung: The Integration of the Personality.
Sri Aurobindo: The Problem of Rebirth.



Darwinism and the Archetypes
J o h n W a t e r m a n

Î ARWIN'S theory of evolution by natural selection is a hundred•l' years old. This is perhaps an appropriate moment to consider
what has happened to the theory since it was bom, and what its
effects have been.

Its main effect, one might think at first, has been on man's
picture of man; the being created in God's image has been replaced
by a sort of superior ape. To put it in another way, most biologists,
and very many ordinary people, now assume that man must look
for the causes of his evolution in the material world. His ultimate
origin is held to have been an obscure, fortuitous event in some
primeval mud which gave rise to a self-reproducing chemical.

What is often forgotten is that this picture has nothing directly
to do with the process of natural selection itself; it is simply a
deduction from it. As we shall see, quite a different picture can be
d e d u c e d .

The whole subject has got into a fine muddle because of the
constant confusion between fact and theory which plagues it. The
first thing to recognise is that natural selection is not a theory but
a fact. It can be observed happening. Perhaps the best example
is the case of the white moth. Bistort betularia. It has a dark-
coloured variant, carbonaria, which tiums up among its offspring
from time to time. This always used to be a rarity, but has lately
become very common near industrial towns in this country. The
reason is that on soot-blackened tree-trunks it is very inconspicuous,
while the " normal" white form quickly gets eaten by birds in this
environment. In country districts the situation is reversed: the
black form stands out more on tree-trunks, and so gets eaten more
often. The dark form may eventually establish itself as a distinct
species in industrial areas. Several other species of moths are
showing the same effect. The whole process— k̂nown aŝ  indus
trial melanism"—^has been studied in minute detail by biolo^sts;
and similar processes xmdoubtedly go on throughout the animal
and plant kingdoms.

The essential effect of natural selection is to fit plants and
animals more closely to their environment. It tends to diversifica
tion of habits and habitat, to increasing specialisation. A species
of insect-eating bird might separate in the comse of time into
several specialised species, one living only on flying insects caught
on the wing, one on ants, one on insects picked from crevices in the
bark of trees, and so on. As each species finds a more exclusive" niche " in the environment and becomes more closely adapted to
its new way of life, there will be less competition with other species.

This process, which is an inherent consequence of natural

selection, is well known to biologists under the name of " adaptive
radiation ". The melanic form of the white moth is an example of
adaptive radiation of an insect into a new environment—the
blackened trunks of trees. In this environment, it is better" adapted " than its white relative.

Now what happens if we think this process backwards in time,
so to speak? We must imagine the various species coalescing,
becoming gradually less speciaUsed, less various, and less intimately
connected with their environments. We come eventually, in
imagination, to a stage when all the bird species were contained,
or fused, in one, original generalised bird. We come to a sort of
"Ur-bird". The same applies to other animal types—we c^
arrive at an Ur-mammal, an Ur-reptile, an Ur-fish. Simply by
thinking the process of natural selection backwards we arrive at a
pictiure of animal archetypes.

The remarkable fact is that the fossils found in the earth present
iust the sort of picture we have been imagining, but a picture spread
out in time. I mean that in the earliest fossil-bearing rocks we find,
to begin with, some fairly generalised forms of fish. Gradually, as
the geological strata succeed each other, we can see these tisn
radiating out in a wealth of various forms.

Later on. as the Mesozoic strata begin, we come across some
remains of fairly unspecialised reptiles— b̂ut gradually theŝ  too,
radiate out into all kinds of specialised forms: crawling, flymg,
pinning, and swimming reptiles branch out. , ̂The same story can be followed toough the Tertary sttata wî
the mammals. In more recent times, it can be foUowed also tosome extent with the moîeys and the apes. They too, display this
progss of̂d̂ptî êl̂  shows no physical evidence of this process.
He is not at aU intimately adapted to his various environments-hehas not undergone adaptive radiation. We do not ̂  himm
species vrith webbed feet for swimmmg, or wth green and brownskins for camouflage in the countryside. TOe only thmg at all
resembling animal speciation is the variety of human Ĵ es.

Now at certain points the fossil record is obscure. These pomts
occur iust at the transition between the main geological epochs—pSioS mSozoIc, Tertiary, Quatemary-when one dommanttype of higher animal begins to fade out from the andiT^̂ c tn rise in its olace. This is not to say that fish vanishtorn to S at K or the reptile, aft« theMeroroic They continue, but in reduced vanety and numbers-
and foms which are clearly aberrant or degenerate tend to appear.

All that I have described so far is accepted biolop. The onlydiff̂nSt thamodern biologists would not call th® g°̂edforms of bird or fish, which we conceive by thmkmg back through
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the process of natural selection, "Ur-forms" or "archetypes";
they are termed simply " common ancestors or " ancestral forms

At this stage, biology faces the obvious question: Where do
those common ancestors come from? The question arises both
when we think the process of natural selection backwards and when
we study the fossil record.

The answer given by biologists is that these ancestral forms,
too, must be the product of natural selection. The ancestral
mammal must have diverged by natural selection from some
reptile; the ancestral reptile from an amphibian; the amphibian
from a fish; and the fish from some invertebrate creature (thought
nowadays to have had some relationship to the sea-urchin family).

This idea demands that unspecialised ancestral forms should
have arisen repeatedly at times when "adaptive radiation" was
already well advanced in the dominant species. It means, for
instance, that the ancestral, unspecialised mammal must have arisen
from a specialised reptile.

How did these ancestral forms " escape " from specialuation ? "
This question has been faced by biologists, but no very satisfactory
answer has been forthcoming. The best that can be done is to
invoke a phenomenon occasionally observed in the animal kingdom,
caUed " neoteny ". This occurs when the young stage of a creatture,
before it has developed specialised adult characteristics, becomes
capable of reproduction. A "neotonous" creature then arises
which, compared with its specialised adult parent, is unspecialised.
Some process of this kind is supposed to have happened on several
occasions dining the coiurse of evolution, to accoimt for the appear
ance of new, unspecialised creatures in the fossil record.

I believe that anyone who studies the fossil record, and can
thinlr through the process of natural selection vividly and without
prejudice, will feel that there is something false about this final
step in the argument. No single, actual common ancestor of any
species can be identified with certainty in the fossil record—and at
these transition points the record is often complicated and difficult
to interpret.

But biology is forced to take this step, since otherwise some
other principle, besides natural selection, would have to be allowed
into biological theory—some effect which makes itself manifest
only at certain crucial points in the fossil record.The concept of natural selection was first clearly grasped in
Darwin's day. It was a time when men were looking for universal
"natural laws" to match the great system of physical laws set up
by Newton. Natural selection has trailed its nineteenth-century
atmosphere into the twentieth century. It has become, in biologists'
minds, a universal principle, sacrosanct, to which all biological
phenomena must conform. Some way must therefore be found to
make it bridge these curious gaps which confront us both in fact
(among the fossils), and in imagination, when we try to conceive

the starting points of natural selection in the physical world.
If we contemplate these obscure transition points for a while,

they begin to hint at something different. It is at these points that
higher levels of organisation emerge. Water-living fish are suc
ceeded by land-living reptiles. Warm-blooded mammals succeed
cold-blooded reptiles. Finally, succeeding the four-legged creatures,
with their backbones parallel to the earth, man appears, with
upright posture and free hands.Whatever is responsible for this process, iti effects are almost
the opposite of those hrnn^ht about hv natural selection. At each
hl^er level of organisation, tne animal kingdom displays a new
Hf̂ ee of emancipation from the earth. The reptile^ no
depends on the water tor its support—it supports itself with legs.
Its eggs are hatched by the warmth of the sun. The mammal no
longer depends on external warmth for its life and reproduchon—
it can maintain its own body temperature at a steady level, and
bring forth its young alive.

Natural selection is not adequate to. account for mis process.
Bv its very nature, it tends in the opposite direction. Indeed, it is
impressive to observe m the tossd record now, when the new type
of animal appears, natural selection inmediately goes to work on
it. drawing it into diversification, specialisation, into a more and
more intimate relationship with its environment

*

The facts of biology thus seem to lead to a qpstion for wtoh
no answer is easily found in the world of physmalanswers normally advanced by biologists are rajier forced efforte
to bridge awkward gaps in what both the fossil ̂ ewrd and
imagination suggest to us. At this point I wanttheory, for the moment with this riddle suspended, unresolved,and go on to consider current biological practice,

*

In Darwin's day the study of animals was very largely ̂atomical.Anffiial?̂ere exâed and dissected in laboratones and museumsd̂ dassTSd in ever finer detail according to mmute physical

on the and behaviour must have some

f t o m t o
museums and begin to study animalsis a trend which is still gaimng momentum—and it is completely
transforming biology.



Two new branches of science have emerged in this century as a
result: ecology, or the study of communities of plants and animals
in their natural enviroments, and their interaction with each other:
and, more recently, ethology, the new school of animal behaviour
studies originated in its present form by the Austrian scientist,
Konrad Lorenz (author of King Solomon's Ring).

These studies are revealing the fruits of the process of natural
selection. They are showing the extraordinarily intimate inter
relationships which have evolved between the earth, plants, and
animals. It is as though a sort of river of wisdom which flows
half hidden through nature were gradually being discovered and
understood.

This is the curious paradox. On the one hand, Darwin's theoty
seems to have led to almost universal acceptance of a materialistic
view of the nature of man. On the other hand, it has, in a literal
sense, brought biology to life. Biologists are being confronted with
the river of living wisdom which flows through nature. They may
persist in tr3dng to interpret their observations materialistically—
although, in fact, many of the concepts of ecology and ethology
seem to be asking to be linked to some of the concepts of
Anthroposophy.

Hand-in-hand with the development of field biology has gone
the growth of genetics, the study of the laws of heredity. Here
again there is a paradox. In Darwin's day, nothing was known of
these laws, but they have since become the core of modem evolu
tionary theory. The raw material for natural selection, according
to the theory, is genetic mutation. Each mutation is essentially a
chance event. Therefore, it would seem, evolution is based on a
s e r i e s o f f o r t u i t o u s e v e n t s .

But out of this rather sterile ground a quite different picture
seems to be sprouting. It is becoming clear that the actual raw
material for natural selection is something much more complicated
than single, simple mutations arising now and again in single
animals. Instead, geneticists are beginning to think of the " genetic
apparatus" of an animal, and even of a whole population of
animals, as a kind of whole. This apparatus seems almost like a
delicate musical instrument, on which nature—the environment
p l a y s d i f f e r e n t c h o r d s . _ . u •

The genetic constitution of a species determines how it can
respond to the environment, to the pressures of natural selection.There are species with great inherent " genetic variability ", which,
can respond in a very flexible way to a change in the environment.
Creatures whose genetic apparatus is too set, so to speak, cannot
respond so easily, and may suffer gradual extinction. Here, too,the subject is coming alive, because of the need to understand
animals not in isolation but as whole species, related to the earth
in particular ways.

Modern biology, therefore, is gradually moving towards a much
deeper and subtler understanding of nature. The problem is to find
a proper place in this picture for man.

^me modem biologists, among whom Sir Julian Huxley is
perhaps the most famous, know this. They are coming to rê se
that man is in a different category from the plant and animal
kingdoms. He is not subject to natural selection in the same way
as animals, because he can insulate himself from its effects. Man
is acquiring a large measure of control over his material environ
ment: he is becoming less subject to its demands, more detached
from it Aan animals who are constantly urged by natural selection
into a closer union with nature.

Man differs obviously and profoundly from animals in his power
of speech, and in his ability to accumulate tradition and pass it on
from generation to generation. Having mastered the material
environment, he begins to create his own environment—a cultural
environment. Cultural competition, competition between ideas,
traditions and ways of life, replace biolo^cal competition. Above
all, man has begim to become self-conscious. He is waking up to
an understanding of the evolutionary processes in nature around
him, and to the fact that he can shape, and must take responsibility
for, his own evolution.

Thus far. Sir Julian Huxley and some other biologists have
come, simply by pursuing the consequences of Darwin's ideas, and
observing the world around them.

Students of Rudolf Steiner's work will recognise, by now, the
way in which modern biology is groping towards some of thefamiliar concepts of Anthroposophy. Considering the nineteenth-
century origins of Darwin's ideas, the rigid materialistic inter
pretations of nature which still imbue science, these trends are
remarkable.

Rudolf Steiner often described how, in the present century,
knowledge of the spiritual nature of man, and of his spiritual history
and destiny, are struggling to break through into men's conscious
ness. In biology, the symptoms of this struggle are becoming vividly
^̂ êvertheless, great obstacles still stand in the way of a reconcilia
tion between biology and spiritual science. The study of evolution
is beeinnins to show that man is in a quite different evolutionary
situation from the animals. The question of Ae on̂ ns of toe
"common ancestors" of the major animal groups is not satisfactorily
solved. But the stride of thought and magination demanded byRudolf Steiner, when he begins to d̂ mbe the spintual history of
Se earth and man, is stiU a very formidable one for modern science

He asks us to picture earlier Umes, for instance, when the whole
physical condition of the earth was different ̂ e actual sub̂ ancerf S earth has evolved, along with the earth's creatures. More-ovCT Steiner says, man himself has been mvolved m this evolution



from the beginning. Indeed, the evolution of the earth is to be
properly understood only in connection with the evolution of man.

The fossil record is, in fact, a reflection of spiritual events-
events which centred round the evolution of man. When a "higher"
form of creature emerges into the fossil record, it means that man's
evolution has accomplished another step.

This evolution consisted in the gradual development of a suitable
physical body into which the spiritual individuality of man could
incarnate fully. There was a constant tension at work in this
process. On the one hand, there was the evolving living body of
the earth itself, its substance gradually developing from a hot, airy
condition, towards more liquid, colloidal, homy and finally
mineralised states. The forces at work constantly tended to
draw down the spiritual beings in the earth's environment towards
incarnation in the earth's substance.

Opposing these forces were those spiritual beings concerned to
create a physical body for man on earth in which his spiritual
individuality could develop in freedom. The animals are the ex
pression of spiritual beings which could not resist the pull of earthlyincarnation for long enough. They descended prematurely to earth,
and thus appear in the fossil record long before there are human
r e m a i n s . ^ .

At the time of the appearance of the &st fossil fish, the first
beginnings of the human body must be pictured as airy, wateryrudiments, existing in the fluid atmosphere surrounding the earth.
In so far as they could have been observed, however, these human
bodies would have had a resemblance to fish forms. In other
words, at the time when fiish forms were dominating the fossil
record, the human body was developing through a fish-like stage.

During the Mesozoic (corresponding to the late Lemunan age
in Rudolf Steiner's terminology), when reptiles were dommattng
the animal world, the bodies of human beings resembled, m Rudolf
Steiner's words, "soft-bodied dragons". There is a strange
description in a lecture given to the workers at the Goetteanum ol
these Lemurian men half flying, half skipping, half hopping through
the thick Lemurian atmosphere. The form of their bodies was not
even fixed, but changed constantly under the influence of their
e x p e r i e n c e s a n d f e e l i n g s . t . i . - i ™Tlese are difiBcult tWngs to imagme. I think that we begin to
get some idea of the physical aspect of the human being m thesepast ages if we study, not the forms of animals, but rather the
forms of embryos. It is true that man was passing through a fish
like stage during the Palaeozoic (or early Lemunan). But the fossil
fish of that era were heavily armoured, bowed dovm with toick
plates and scales, mineralised creatures looking, somehow, incredibly
senile. It is an instructive exercise to try to give these creatures
back their youth, so to speak—to imagine them growing yoû er,
shedding their scales, becoming softer-bodied, more mobile, inis

leads towards a more accurate picture of the condition of the human
being at the time—much more like a fish embryo than a fish. The
forms of embryos seem still to reflect something of the strange
conditions and appearances of those earlier times.

If this thought is pursued, through the reptiles and the mammal
forms, it becomes clear that each species of animal, as it appears
in the fossil record—and, indeed, as it is to-day—^is to some extent
aMcted with excessive physical age—sclerotic, inflexible, deeply
committed to one, specialised, intimate relationship with the earth.
When this is understood, it becomes obvious that man can never
have passed through a monkey or ape-like form. These creatures
are withered and ancient at birth, sad caricatures of men. Only
their embryos resemble the embryos of men more closely.

To imagine what man looked like shortly before he emerged in
his present form in the fossil record (during the Quaternary, or after
the Atlantean epoch), we should contemplate children, babies, and
even foetuses. This is not to say that Atlantean man looked like a
child or human foetus—but it will lead our imagination in the right
di rect ion.

The great contrast between man and animal, then, is this: the
spirit of man can live wholly on earth, because he now has a body
which is divorced from the earth's forces to the maximum extent.
The bodies of the animals, on the other hand, were woven into the
earth's forces and substance much earlier and more deeply than
man's. Thierefore, the spiritual individualities of the animal species,
the animal Egos or archetypes, cannot descend so deeply into these
bodies. Animals cannot be individuals; they can experience only
a group-soul life, focussed in the spiritual animal archetypes which
remain outside the physical world.

Now we can understand what "natural selection" and "adap-
♦tyA radiation " reallv are. They are the expression of the pun of
the earth's forces on the animal archetypes. 1 hese forces entangle
thf kiilMdtifii feVer more cioseiy with the torces or natugT''I'tiA prnress of ̂ 'emancipation", on the other hand, which is
reflected in the steo-wise emergence of higher levels of animal
„r| mtn the lossu record, reallv represents tne graaualnf a pEvsIcal bodv for man from out of the earth forces,
fi-hinninr if h"man individualitv inhabiting it wUFbe
fatf. 4 fhfl wnrld uf natute. largely independent of "natural
fi-hmniTir if ♦he human individualitv inhabiting it wUTbe

wnrld ui nature, largely independent of "natural
s e l e c t i o n " . , . , .

This oicture is already there, in modern biology, as a kmd of

le process of

onen secret But to hope that modem science, as it is to-day, will
umavel this secret, is unrealistic. For thisjnvolyes undemtanding
the evolution of sî stancg, as well as the evolution ot plants and
animals • acceptmg the Existence of man as a spiritual being longbefore he appears as a physical one; reversing the whole direction
of evolutiorin the sense that animals must be seen as havmg
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descended from man, incarnating prematurely in physical bodies,
and being drawn into the process of "adaptive radiation".

It is from a different direction, I think, that evolutionary ideas
will have to be transformed. Instead of starting from animals,
natural selection, the fossil record and genetics, it will be more
fruitful to start from man.

*

The study of the animal kingdom shows clearly only one thread
of evolution—the descent into matter, the gradual involvement of
both man and animal in the forces of the earth. It is not so easy
to discern there the struggle to establish the conditions for the
human Hgo to develop in freedom here on earth—although, as I
have tried to show, the phenomenon of successive " emancipation "
of higher animals points to this.

But in human history, and in the study of human language,
thinking and consciousness, this other side of the story is more
accessible. And then the links with biology begin to emerge.

Tn this connection, Owen Barfield's recent book. Saying the
Appearances, a study of the evolution of human consciousness,
seems to me hi^y suggestive. He describes this evolution as
marked by a change from what he calls "original participatton
towards our present-day consciousness. The essence of "original
participation" is that man did not experience himself as separate
from the world around him. He lived in his experiences. Modem
man, on the other hand, feels separated from Ae world arorad
him; he is an onlooker, watching both the sense im êssiom wmch
reach him and his own thoughts and feelings, ^dolf Sterner
described this " onlooker " condition as that of the Consciousness
S o u l "

The evolution of human consciousness, Barfield goes on, points
towards "final participation". Man will agam establish a more
intimate connection with the world around him, but mbued with
that freedom and independence developed during the onlooker
stage—2i stage which BaAeld calls " idolatry ^ x

Now behind the progression from onginal participation to
onlooker consciousness there is clearly &e samereflected in the phenomenon of "emanapation which appears in
the fossil record. Natural selection, on the other h^d, is, m
biological terms, a process which leads to enhanced participation.The ̂ mals are, in a sense, the ultimate expression of originalparticipation; their whole life and behaviour is intimately bound |
u p w i t h t h e i r n a t u r a l e n v i r o n m e n t . -The sciences of ecology and ethology, referred to earlier m this
article, are leading to a much deeper TJljiX"filled interdependence between the earth, plants and animus.
Original participation is here being studied from the outsid̂  sol tospeak—in terms of anatomy, physiology and behaviour. But t̂sestudies are also opening the way to some understanding of thê oul-

life of animals, to a comprehension of what original participMion
means in terms of consciousness.

At the same time, some biologists are realising that within this
pattern of participation there is no place for man as he is to-day.
Within the total interdependence of nature there is no room for the
free individual. In Julian Huxley's writings about the nature of
man there are unmistakeable signs of an approach towards the idea
of the onlooker consciousness which characterises man at present;
which separates him from nature and sets him apart from the
animal kingdom.

Now I do not think that ecology and ethology would have
developed as they have done, nor would Huxley have written as he
has, if mankind as a whole were not already beginning to experience
the first beginnings of " final participation ". In the growth of field
biology, the impulse to get outside the laboratory and observe plants
and animals in their natural environment, there is a clear desire to
carry man's skull-bound consciousness out into nature again.
Huxley, too, wants to find new meaning in the being of man.

It is one of the strange quirks of history that these impulses
have grown directly out of Darwin's theories a hundred years ago.
It makes it easier to understand a paragraph in an early essay by
Rudolf Steiner on "Haeckel and Karma". He was concerned,
there, to show how the materialism of the nineteenth century did
not arise directly out of the discoveries of natmal science. Rather,
it was the other way round. "Materialism," he wrote, "was im
ported into natural science, and naturalists such as Ernst Haeckel
accepted it unconsciously. Darwin's discovery per se need not
have tended to materialism."

To-day, most people accept materialism consciously, but un
consciously, perhaps, they are ready for something new. This is
why Darwin's ideas, in their present form, are not leading towards
materialism. In a very real sense, I think, certain parts of biology
are getting ready for Anthroposophy.



Revolution and Evolution in
Scientific Thinking

H . H e i 11 e r

T h e f o l l o w i n g t w o a r t i c l e s , b y D r . H e i t l e r a n d G e o r g e
Adams, were written quite independently, with no consultation
between the authors. Both writers, it will be found, lay stress
on the po lar i ty o f thought and wi l l in the inner l i fe and con
sciousness of man, and show how this polarity has its counter
parts in the phenomena of nature. These parallels are no mere
analogies; they point to the fact—repeatedly emphasised by
Rudolf Steiner—'that Man and Nature are interwoven, so that
the structure of the Universe cannot be truly interpreted
without including Man himself from the very outset.

Wh i le Dr. He i t l e r dea ls w i th the d i scover ies and theor ies
that have led up to the latest developments in nuclear physics,
Mr. Adams goes back to the basic ideas of classical mechanics.
He shows that (in spite of recent changes) these ideas are still
implicit in the fundamental approach to physical theory, so
that new insights in this more elementary realm may well be
the essential starting-point for exploring the profound riddles to
which the latest developments have given rise.—Editorial Note.

A STUDENT of Rudolf Steiner's work will perhaps appreciatemore than anybody else the importance of ideas as formative
elements in the history of mankind. He will look for those which
are pre-eminent in the various periods as the source of impulses
which enter into the will of man and thus eventually form and
transform the social structures from within. The historical sequence
of events wi l l thus be seen as the outward and fina l resu l t o f
impulses which originate in the human soul.

Many of the ideas which are now profoundly influencing modem
civilisation, and are likely to influence it still more in the future,
derive from the physical sciences, and particularly from physics, the
science which investigates the inner secrets of matter itself. ITiese
ideas are often abstruse, paradoxical, and fully expressible only in
mathematical terms. Yet it is important to gain some understanding
of how they have arisen and of the kind of thinking they promote.
For otherwise we shall be as strangers in the contemporary world:
we shall fail to appreciate the tme character of modem scientific
thinking—so powerful and searching and yet in some respects so
dangerous—and the challenge which it offers to the modem con
sciousness will pass us by.

Moreover, diese ideas do not, of course, remain in the realm of
theory: they turn into technical developments with bewildering
speed. Before the common man has had time to become acquainted
with them, quite apart from digesting them, he is confronted with
a new gadget, machine, source of power, etc., and is encouraged to

suppose that paradise on earth has been brought nearer by one or
more decisive steps.

Hand-in-hand with this technical scientific process go also the
efforts, mostly successful, to convince the " man in the street" that
this or that new product is in fact the one for which he has been
waiting. So, whether it is a new fabric, another wonder drug
or a novel process for gaining useful energy from nuclear forces,
it is only too often presented in such a way as to leave little room
for reflecting on how the new ideas fit into the general mental
background. In other words, the question whether the new flower
in the garden is only a cross-breed of the existing ones or is perhaps
a new exotic, the seed of which has been blown over the wall by a

I strange wind, is seldom asked and still more rarely answered.
Ihe physical sciences have probably done more than any other

science to provide such new flowers. Their influence often reaches
into realms where their right to be may seem dubious. Even in
their own field, however, there are enough problems which raise
deep questions. The foundations of the nuclear sciences, especially,

, are still the ground for much puzzling and argument. It is now
almost commonplace to speak of the revolution which the advent
of quantum mechanics and the theory of relativity have caused
in die conceptual foundations of the physical microcosmic and
macrocosmic universe, compared to the strict and rigid ideas valid
in the last century. Quite recently, publicity has been given to a
"counter-revolution", which claims that still deeper "sub-atomic
layers" may have to be assumed if the searching human mind isto be satisfied. And satisfaction can be gained o^y if the mind is
not forced to live in a world where the fundamental entities consist
of contrasting, if not even contradictory, principles.

Although it cannot be the task of this essay to discuss the
justification of the arguments for a " counter-revolution ", the fact
that they exist is perhaps one more reason for examining the steps
and stages by which modern physics has arrived at the point where
it is to-day. Apart from this, there is the fact that with amazing
rapidity atomic theories, understandable only to the initiated, have
been transformed into bombs which may destroy mankind, or, in
the form of controlled reactions, may revolutionise the production
of energy.

*

These results are seemingly the outcome of a long line of ideas,
endeavours and discoveries, beginning with the modem age about
four centuries ago. It was not until then that man looked upon
the world in a new way. In previous ages, he lived in and with
the world, relying on it to supply his relatively simple needs. He
knew the secrets of the substances and their spiritual significance,
forming them for his purposes—often into artistic products ofwhich the temples, ornaments, sculptures, etc., of old give splendid
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witness. Gradually, this mode of life disappeared, and instead
there grew up a kind of intellectual curiosity accompanied by a
steadily increasing consciousness of individuality.

The contrast between the ideas of a man such as Kepler and the
kind of questions he asked, and those of a previous age, can hardly
be emphasised too strongly. It gave him satisfaction to consider
the planets as points moving in three-dimensional space and to
express their movements in mathematical form. Earlier endeavours,
which had sought to penetrate into the spiritual secrets of the
planetary forces and their spheres of influence, moved more and
more into the backgroimd, and soon they disappeared entirely from
the field of science. For the first time in the histoiy of mankind,
beginning with about the 15th century, the inner activity of human
thinking was brought fully to bear upon the world of the senses.
It was felt that the sense-world in itself offered only riddles and that
it had to be permeated with thoughts. Thus, Kepler experienced
a double joy when, after 20 years of meticulous observations, he
was able to express with sinprising simplicity the planetary move
ments, which look bewilderingly complex against the background
of the fixed stars, if in his mind he " moved " to the sun and " saw "
from there the planets moving around in elliptical orbits.

He felt a deep inner satisfaction not only because his inner
powers were strong enough to solve the riddles presented to him by
his observations, but also because this uniting of the outer with
the inner revealed what is inherent as spiritual fact within the
manifestation of the heavenly bodies. The laws of their movements
were the human expression of what the divine powers had incor
porated into their creation. The harmonies of the heavens showed
themselves to the mind of man through his newly acquired faculties.

Kepler remained entirely in the realm of movement and space.
He did not think of the planets as heavy material bodies com
parable to the earth. They moved in their orbits as willed by the
divine powers, and he never considered the forces which, in a
mechanical sense, might be responsible for maintaining their paths.
It was about 100 years later that Newton formulated the laws of
gravity. He knew (following Galileo) that the free fall of any object—a feather or a lump of lead, a ̂ ain of sand or a piece of rock—
occurs always in the same way if disturbing influences such as air
resistance are eliminated. Therefore, between the earth as a heavy
body and any other heavy body, there must be a force directed to
the centre of the earth.

Newton now assumed that the earth is not the only heavy body,
but that the sun and all the other planets are the same. They
would also have fields of gravity and would therefore attract each
other. The sun, being by far the heaviest of them aU, forms a
natural centre. The planets, moving in elliptical orbits, are "then
subject to two opposing forces—^the gravitational force which pulls
them towards the sun and the centrifugal force of their motion,
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which pulls them away. These two forces have to cancel each
other out, or the planetary system would not be stable. The con
ditions under which this equilibrimn is achieved correspond exactly
to the laws of Kepler. This now, in turn, was taken as a proof
that the sun and the planets are indeed heavy bodies like the earth.

Yet, strictly speaking, no such proof exists. Nobody has been
to Mars or Saturn and gained direct evidence of their gravitational
forces. A factor of which knowledge has been and can only be
gained on earth has been transplanted into the universe, and
although no evidence to the contrary has been discovered, the
extension of earthly gravity to the rest of the universe should not
be taken as proved but, at the most, as a working hypothesis, the
premises of which stem necessarily from limited human experience.

*

A further point to note is that gravity is experienced by the
human being through his muscular system: that is, the will. When
a cubic inch of lead is described as being heavier than a cubic inch
of wood, this goes back to the original experience that the hand
and arm holding the object up against gravity have to make a
greater effort in the case of lead. Wherever science speaks of a
force of any kind, it refers in fact to the human will, and so to all
the secrets inherent in it.

The difficulties encountered when the physicist tries to formulate
in really clear concepts fundamental principles such as mass, inertia,
gravity, etc., can be understood if one realises that to objective
observation the will presents difficulties just as great. In fact,
consciousness cannot reach it. It can be aware only of what the
will, so to speak, allows to well up from its own subconscious realm
into the field of consciousness in the form of mental images which
give a "before" and "after" awareness, but never the "now" ofthe will in its reality. The will, therefore, can be regarded as
presenting a polar opposite to consciousness, as experienced in
thinking. Later, more will have to be said about this in connection
with the most modern achievements of physics.

When Kepler formulated his laws of planetary movements, he
brought nothing but pure mathematical-geometrical thinking tobear upon his observations. Newton added a quality which
originated from an observation of the will.

*

Another important event occurred almost simultaneously and
took its origin also from Newton. This is the scientific picture of
light and colour which evolved eventually into optics. It was quite
natural that light, the most important element for conveying know
ledge of the outer world, should come under the critical scrutiny
of thinking. But the scientific picture was compelled to exclude all
the richness and variety of the outer world, with its infinite variety
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of brightness, colour and hue; for the actual experience of all this
remains subjective, and cannot be measured.

It was Newton who discovered di&action rings when he placed
on top of each other two glass plates, one of which was very slightly
convex. There appeared a regular pattern of light and dark rings
with coloured fringes. In other experiments, light was sent through
a narrow slit or through a pinhole, and similar regular patterns
were found. Here now were phenomena of an objective character.
Hie distance of the diffraction lines and the geometry of the experi
mental arrangements could be measured, and eventually, in order
to explain these regularities, the wave-theory of light was evolved.

This hypothesis has come to be almost universally accepted;
light in any form is taken to be a wave-motion of electromagnetic
character, and the fact that a particular wave-length appears to
perception as a certain colour is regarded as due only to the
peculiarities of the human organism. A colour or any other percept
is therefore existent only within the mysterious relationship between
the organic nerve-and-brain-processes and the mind, and is not
present in the objective process outside.

The fallacy of this argument was shown more than 60 years ago
by Rudolf Steiner in his Philosophy of Spiritual Activity, but it
nevertheless persists in one form or another to this very day. Steiner
pointed out that in the apparent proof of the subjectivity of the
sense perceptions, any knowledge of the processes such as wave
motions or nerve functions can be obtained only through the senses.
Diffraction lines are just as much seen as colours are, and as visible
objects they should have no higher claim to objectivity than the
l a t t e r .

There is, however, a very important difference which is again
hardly ever noticed. Colour experience is a personal matter. It is
impossible to know how another person sees the red of a given rose,
whereas the distance between two lines can be " seen" to be, say,
1 cm. by anybody with normal faculties. But this is no longer a
pure perception. An element of thinking enters into even the most
primitive act of measuring. Comparing the lines of a scale with,
say, the mercury column of a thermometer is more than pure per
ception. Mixed up with the seeing is an awareness of the coincidence
of the merciury with a particular line of the scale, and this can arise
only out of thinking. Such distinctions are almost entirely over
looked, and we find again and again that what is called an
observation already contains a certain amount of thinking.

*

Two factors, therefore, have found their way surreptitiously into
the world-picture of physical knowledge. Newton introduced the
assumption of the universality of gravitation, which means that a
quality similar to the human will is believed to pervade the universe.
The study of light and colour made no progress until measurable
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phenomena were discovered. A thinking element was put alongside
of what was seen, and the strict distinction between sense-perception
and thinking was thus obscured. Qualities of will and thought
entered unnoticed into the world picture. It is not too much to say
that if this had not happened, the structure of the world, as pictured
by science, would look different from what it does to-day.

Goethe fought in vain to bring clarity into the methods of
scientific research. Especially in optics, but also in botany, geology
and other branches of science, he gave masterly examples of tte
right approach to the innumerable riddles of nature. He recognised
that she speaks to man in two languages. One is addressed to
the senses, and Ibe way to understand it is through pure sense-
impressions, Mr-phenomena, without any intermixing of other
elements. The other language is addressed to man's mind, where,
equally, none of his own opinions, preconceived ideas or theories
should contaminate that which can come to consciousness as the
idea belonging to the phenomenon alone. Goethe found little
understanding and less support, for the prevailing trend was more
and more towards a division of science into experimental and
theoretical sections, although this tendency came to full significance
only about a century later.

*

In the meantime, scientific achievements followed in quick
succession and deeper layers of nature were opened up. There was
in particular the discovery and utilisation of electricity, which has
transformed the living standards and the technical civilisation of
mankind. An interesting point is that the first inkling of the
existence of this form of energy was found as a physiological reaction
by Galvani, who observed that a frog's leg jerked when touched by
two different metals. (Again the appearance of a will-element gave
the first hint of a new source of energy.) Large-scale progress was
made when the close connection between electricity and magnetism
was discovered. Modem power-stations, distributing electrical
energy far and wide, are a direct outcome of this.The working laws of electricity are well known. It can produce
heat or light, dissociate water into hydrogen and oxygen, give
mechanical power through motors, produce magnetic forces or
sound, and so on. An electrical impulse applied to the optic or
aural nerve gives chaotic impressions of light or sound. Upon &e
tongue a taste is produced, or in the nose a smell. Touching a livewire results in muscular cramp, and recent research has shown that
electrical stimulation of the brain or other nerve centres may even
result in actions which would otherwise be performed only after
deliberation.

Yet all these effects, whether in the physical world or in the
human organism, help only indirectly towards an understanding of
electricity. In the first instance one has to say that electricity is
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not heat or light or mechanical energy or chemical force, etc.
ITiese sense-manifestations obscure rather than clarify the character
of electricity, for they represent secondary effects only. The various
primary energies — mechanical, heat, chemical, etc. — have their
corresponding observable manifestations as demonstrations of the
relationship between concepts and percepts. Electricity, however,
manifests itself first in the realms of these energies before an
observable phenomenon occurs. It is, therefore, one step further
removed from the sense-world. It forms a kind of underground
of the physical forces, and seen in this light it becomes under
standable that Rudolf Steiner should have designated it as belonging
to a sub-natural region.

The character of electricity can be clarified through yet another
consideration. Hertz, the discoverer of radio waves, showed that
when electricity is subjected to very rapid oscillations, it can radiate
out into space. His experiments were taken to confirm Clerk
Maxwell's theoretical prediction that light waves and radio waves
are qualitatively the same, differing only in wave-length. When
such a wave-picture is accepted—and in certain respects it is quite
justified^— t̂he concept of infinity becomes indispensable. The light
from a candle fills the whole universe in the same way as radio
waves. An electric current flowing through a wire with the velocity
of light produces a magnetic field which reaches into infinity. An
electric charge on, say, a metal sphere has an electrostatic field of
infinite extension. Electricity emerges as something in which the
concept of infinity plays a decisive part.

Since Newton and Leibnitz, the technique of the infinitesimal
calculus is well known and forms an important part of scientific
education. Yet little attention is paid to the fact that this calculus
requires a different mode of thinking from that of any other calculuswithout infinity. The scientist has to go constantly to the limit of
his thinking awareness when approaching infinity. It can only be
an approach, never an arriving, but this does not mean that the
results of the infinitesimal calculus are vague or approximate.
They are just as precise and rigorous as any reckoning with ordinary
figures.

The principle of this calculus may be illustrated in the following
example, in which a series of fractions, diminishing by half with
each step, is added together:

1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16 + 1/32 + 1/64+
= 3/4 = 7/8 = 15/16 = 31/32 = 63/64

When the series is continued, the sum in the bottom line, which is
the addition of all the fractions up to that point in the top line, gets
nearer and nearer to 1. It can be shown that, however far the
sum goes, it will always be smaller than 1, and will reach this value
only after an infinite number of steps. This cannot be actually
done, for obvious reasons, but nevertheless the conclusion can be

reached. Thinking in such a problem moves, as it were, right over
all the denfiite steps and perceives the answer against the back
ground of infinity. It does not lose itself in anything vague, but
has to move away from the step-by-step and raise itself into a
higher realm. This branch of mathematics, dealing with the
approach to infinity, is quite justifiably called higher calculus.The study of electricity demands this kind of thinking if an
understanding of its qualitative essence is to be attempted. In the
awareness of the gesture which is performed when the thiming
reaches out toward infinity there lies also the equivalent of the
perceptual part of electricity, which otherwise defies all attempts to
draw it into the sense-world.

Investigations into the origin in matter, where this mysteriousform of energy is generated, led to a deeper insight into the structure
and properties of the atom. Since at the turn of the century naturm
radioactivity was also discovered, these two lines of approach
brought about an amazing wealth of new discoveries in the realm
of the atomic sciences. This was much more than the opening up
of a new field of physical phenomena; it led to a revolution m
scientific thinking which was as startling as it was unexpected.

The 19th centurv had been convinced that an all-embracmg
world-picture was within reach: four of its main principles were
expressed somewhat as follows:

CpThe chemical elements are the simplest form of matter.
Elements can combine to form new compounds (oxygen and
hydrogen, for instance, to form water), but an element cannot be
t r a n s m u t e d i n t o a n y t h i n g e l s e . . , i

Matter and energy are the two essences which mate up tne
physical universe. The amount of each is given once and tor all.
They can appear in various forms, but they remain fundamentally
distinct; they cannot change into each other.

^ The physical universe is governed by strict laws of cause andeffect. Under the same circumstances, one cause will always have
the same effect. Rigid determinism prevails.

(̂ .■)The experimenter or observer must and can always standoutside the physical process he is dealing with. He must not, and
need not, influence the course of an experiment. He merely notes
what happens, and the course of events would be just the same if
he were not there to record it.

In the 20th century these four principles have all been over
thrown ;

(l.)The discovery of natural radioactivity showed that wrtain
heaVy elements transform themselves by stages into differentelements. Many such transmutations can now be made to occur in
t h e l a b o r a t o r y . ^ v



Early in the century, Einstein proposed on purely theoretical
grounds that matter and energy are one and the same and that
each can appear in the form of the other. This has since been
shown to occur, both in nuclear fission and in cosmic radiation.
Consequently, the fundamental particles of matter (electrons, pro
tons, etc.) are now desĉ bed in a dual form—either as entities with
a certain mass, size, weight, etc., or as " wave packets representing
a highly concentrated energy. It depends on the experiment—i.e.,
on the question asked by the scientist— în which form a particle
reveals itself. One pd the same " thing therefore, has two polar-
opposite manifestations—a fact which in the 19 th century would
have seemed contradictory and impossible.

Ît has been proved that it is impossible to measure accuratelyboth the velocity and the position of a moving atomic particle at
the same time. (Heisenberg's "uncertainty principle"). If one
factor is known accurately, the other becomes vague and can be
dealt with only in term of probability. This indeterminacy is not
due to the limitations of experimental technique: it resides for
tod^ental reasons in the nature of the atom. The result is thatin this strange realm the precise prediction of effects from catises
haŝ d to give way to the calculation of probabilities.The result of an atomic experiment may depend on whether
an ̂ servation is taken or not—the act of observation may alter
the course of events. Hence, the experimenter can no longer stand
quite objectively outside his experiments. This, of course, does not
mean that a magical power from the observer influences the atom.

*

In ^s way—outlined here very briefly and roughly—four of
the basic principles of 19th-century science have been overthrown.
But this involves much more than a change merely in the "rules
of the game ". The scientist has been driven to these conclusions
by finding that in order to formulate mathematically the behaviour-
modes of atomic particles, he has to use forms of thought which are
not applicable to the sense-perceptible world. For example, an
atom flying from here to there cannot be pictured like a bullet flying
from a gim to a target. There is no difficulty in describing the
bullet as an object fully immersed in the sense-world—i.e., as having
size, weight, velocity, and being at one given moment at a precise
place in space. No such description will fit the atom. It needs a
six-dimensional space in which to exist, which means that attributes
entirely foreign to the sense-world have to be assigned to it.

Visual perception in its purity is two-dimensional: it has no" depth ". When we are aware of the third dimension of Euclidean
space, we are mingling an element of thought with our sense-
r̂ceptions. But no dimension above the third has any link with

t̂  sense-world: it belongs entirely to mathematical thinking.Observing" an atomic event, therefore, means that a "something".

consisting only partly of sense-qualities, and for the rest accessible
only through thinking, confronts the observer. Hence he has to
describe the event in corresponding terms, and he rnay indeed be
involved in the process from the start through his thinking. What
he meets in an atom is partly his own creation.

*

The nature of the atom may be elucidated still further when we
consider how single atomic particles are rendered observable. In
order to produce single atoms, powerful eleĉ cal forces have to be
employed to tear them loose and to set them into motion. An atom
at rest cannot be observed. It must first obtain a high speed ̂ d
then be either partially or totally arrested: and it is this arresting
which causes it to become observable. Thus a particle entering a
cloud chamber wUl form ionisation centres along its path, and this
then become visible as droplets of condensed moisture. Or a
particle may be stopped by a suitable screen, producing a visible
flash of light. The mysterious entity which is called an, atom, and
belongs to the two worlds of matter and energy, is elusive in move
ment until it is intercepted by some materiality.

Hence we may ask whether the influence of the electrical forces
necessary for the tearing away and acceleration are not of ̂ ê er
importance than is generally appreciated. Could it perhaps be that
they carry the atom into that realm of infinity which^ is so
characteristic of electrical phenomena? In other words, is " atom
ising " a process in which matter is first dematerialised? If so, it isnot surprising that an atom in flight should be a very elusive object,
as its existence is not quite of " this world ". It oscillates between
"here" and "beyond", and taking a physical observation means
that only one or other property can be got hold of, never the whole.

This interpretation would shed light also on the fact that atomic
particles in flight have such a devastating effect upon a living
organism. "Atomisation", and the subsequent return to the physical
world, may be a process in which earth matter is tinned into its
polar opposite. TTiough indistinguishable in outward and physical
appearance, the inner structure of "atomised" matter could be
different, like a glove turned inside out. The glove would not fit
the hand any more, although size, shape, amount of matter, etc.,
remained the same. Only the indefinable "right" and "left
would have been exchanged. The inner structure of ordinary matter
is such that it can form the foundation for life. Could " atomised
matter be unable to do so because it has been turned " inside out"?
Recent discoveries in a rather specialised branch of the nuclear
sciences have revealed the startling fact that right and left Me not
evenly distributed. (Breakdown of the law of parity.) Wheffier
within this fact is hidden more than can be seen at the moment is,
o f c o u r s e , a n o p e n q u e s t i o n . , . .

Another characteristic of the atomic world is that it gives nse
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to processes which are discontinuous. This has led to the quantum
theory, a mathematics which deals in particular with jumps that
occur with no time interval at the transition from one state to
another. Notice is taken only of the states before and after, not
how the transition itself takes place. All radiation or transfers of
energy, when considered on the level of atomic magnitudes, occur
in such a manner.

Inevitably, another realm comes to mind in which a similar oscillation between two observables of opposite character occurs. As already
mentioned, Rudolf Steiner clarified one of the most importantfeatures
of the human will when he pointed out that between the conscious
ness of the intention and the consciousness of the performed act is a
gap which escapes observation, but in which the will activates the
physical organism. For the movement of an arm. the intention is first
necessary, but the conscious element in the intention is not what
moves the arm. The fact that something else has been active
comes to consciousness only after the act. This observation should,
of course, not be confused with the actual seeing of the moving
limb. The seeing is a continuous process, and no different from
the observation of any moving object, whereas the observation that
will-activity has occurred is an awareness of an inner fact.

The question arises if a relation exists between the gap in the
atomic quantum jump and that in the human will; and if there is
perhaps a further relationship between atomised matter as a possible
inversion of ordinary physical substances and the human meta
bolism. which is so closely linked up with the will. As Rudolf
Steiner has often explained, digestion is in fact a " turning inside
out" of substances when they are incorporated into the human
body.

*

All these problems and questions should be approached only
with the utmost diffidence. Nobody has given stronger warnings
than Rudolf Steiner about drawing premature conclusions on the
basis of mere analogies. But when holding the main features of
the atomic realm and of the human will side by side, it is important
to realise that what is significant is not the similarity of the thoughts
and their content, but the inner gesture which thinking has to
perform when it approaches the riddles of the two worlds.

From the point of view of the physical sciences of to-day.
atomism, with its principles of uncertainty and quantum pheno
mena. represents the end of an evolution which started with strict
principles of observation and thinking. We have come to the pointwhere objective observations and thoughts dissolve into something
vague and blurred. Percept and concept become intermixed andeven interchangeable. The great gesture of percept and concept,
with which the modern age tried to embrace the physical world as
with two arms, closes upon itself in the atomic realm in such a
manner that right and left arm become indistinguishable, and the
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observer finds even himself within the enclosure. The secrets
of the atom slip out of the embrace and leave behind only
the garments of uncertainty. A similar escape from the grasp of
consciousness occurs with regard to the human will. Atomic un
certainties and gaps have been forced upon the thinker from out-
side; in the will it is an inner awareness. But it is exactly in this
escaping from the grip of the modern consciousness that the hint
lies of how the reality of these unknown worlds can be approaches
It brings us the challenge that a more profound consciousness is
r e q u i r e d . , .

It is in the nature of man that the awareness of something
hidden behind the limitations of his present consciousness will
Stimulate him to the new efforts towards a transformation ana
metamorphosis of his powers of thinking. The possible tragedy ofthe future will not lie only in the misuse of nuclear energy. A
danger just as great, only much subtler, is menacing man, h he
refuses to acknowledge the existence of the challenge and shdesover the gaps as if they did not exist. It is a universal law that
half-truths only, ignoring aspects which may not fit into con
ventional ideas about the structure of the world and man. will
lead inevitably to confusions, contradictions and eventually dis
aster. But once confronted with the riddles and ready to acknow
ledge them, man will discover the hidden forces in his own soulwhich will enable him to gain that deeper insight which is demanded
of him. He will find the courage to give the same answer as Paust.
when Mephistopheles described to him the way to the Mothers:
which leads to the timeless and spaceless void whither the master
of deception cannot follow:

Come on, then we'll explore whate'er befall,In this thy Nothing may 1 find the All ■'*
* Goethe. Faust, Part Two, Act I, Sc. V.

f
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The Hidden Forces in Mechanics
G e o r g e A d a m s

Research into the underlying laws of physics, beginning withNewtonian mechanics, shows that the gulf between the living
and the non-living is not unbridgeable. The modicum of cosmic
life which even the " l i feless" material world contains is at least
suggested by the forces of coherence: although to put this scientific
ally would certainly imply no little change from the theories which
now prevail. By the coherence of its material, the seemingly dead
wood of a beam or rafter withstands the stress it has to bear: it
becomes dangerous only when reduced internally to powder by the
woodworm, whose ravages suggest that some life remains in the
wood long after the tree is felled. Even in the metallic parts of
our buildings and machines we have the mysterious phenomenon
known as the " fatigue " of metals, to which many a fatal accident
has been due. It takes a living being, common sense would say.
to be fatigued.

This phenomenon, by no means yet understood, helps to
emphasise what I believe a deeper penetration of the known laws
of elastic strain and stress will show—namely, that in elastic
coherence we have a manifestation of ethereal, not merely physical,
forces. If "dust unto dust" be the formula of death, the converse
too obtains. Wherever there is coherence, elastic give and take,
the " strength of materials " on which the builder relies, there is at
least an echo of the cosmic life to which all earthly materials owe
their origin.

All life on Earth is due to the interplay of earthly or centric,
and cosmic or peripheral, forces. Such is the spatial quality of the
two components of which I have so often written, in the Golden
Blade and elsewhere—components both of the real forces of Nature
and of the ideal structure of Space as such, poised as it is between
centre and infinite expanse, between point and plane.

Now in quite unexpected ways this physical-ethereal polarity
reveals itself even in the seemingly most material of sciences—in
Mechanics. Of this I propose to tell in the present essay. The
fact that the science was developed as a theoretical system of
exclusively centric forces (gravitation; inertia or momentum of
point-centred material masses in movement) was due more to the
historically prevailing thought-forms than to the real character of
the phenomena. True, the mechanical domain is the one in which
the centric element predominates, even as the peripheral and cosmic
predominates in forms of life, so delicate and tender as to give an
"ethereal" impression, to which we testify in our description of
them. Yet the mechanical, for all its gravitating weight and point-
centred thrust, could not exist without the peripheral forces inter
penetrating and sustaining it, just as the forms of life, however
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ethereal in their delicacy, could not be there materially without
some heavy matter, however little, to receive and embody them.
Deeper research into many things long known to physics tends to
confirm what Rudolf Steiner said long ago to his scientific pupils:
nothing in Nature is absolutely dead, utterly without the cosmic
and ethereal forces to which life is due.

Everyone has no doubt at one time or another adnured the
pure form of a mighty engineering structure such as the Forth
Bridge, or the more delicate lines of a suspension bridge. Theform is due to the statical and dynamic balance of forces which the
engineer must understand if he is to build reliably and economically.
Under its own weight and that of the vehicles it carries, the bridge
is subject to thrusts and tensions which its materials must withstand
at every moment. Pressures or tensions of many thousands of
pounds to the square inch are there in the girders, the wire ropes,
the "struts and ties", of which the structure is woven.

The form of the bridge is there as a reality in outer space to be
seen and photographed, to be remembered in a mental picture.
The inner stresses are invisible, impalpable. Their presence is only
known to us by experience—not least, by the painful experience of
disaster when they are underestimated. And yet their mutual
balance and interplay are governed, no less than the outward form,
by mathematical and geometrical law, to the faithful following of
which the beauty and harmony of the structure are largely due.

Now the laws determining the relationship of extensive and
visible form on the one hand, intensive and invisible forces on theother—these laws themselves are an example of the geometrical
principle of polarity, which in its full manifestation concerns the
living interplay of the physical and ethereal in Nature. So geo
metrically clear are these laws that the practical builder or engineercan often dispense with lengthy calculations, solving his dynamic
problems by the more imaginative methods of the draughtsman—
the methods generally known as "graphic statics". The most
elementary example, indeed the starting-point of the whole theory,
is illustrated in Figure 1.

F i g . 1
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On the left is a picture of three forces holding each other in
balance. They might be forces of tension, for example, pulling
along three cords that are knotted together. To balance one another,
three forces acting on one and the same material body (in this case,
the knot) must have their lines of action meeting in a point and
also lying in a plane: it is a thing we reckon on almost unconsciously
in many actions. It is significant that point and plane occur
together in this way at the very outset. Moreover, the relative
intensities of the forces must be adjusted to the angles between
their lines of action. Here is already a relation between outward
form and unseen force.

In the figure the intensities are in the ratio of 7 to 5 to 4. For
instance, it might be a weight of 71b. hanging vertically downward;
in the same vertical plane it is held by two oblique cords, in which
the tensions—measurable, for instance, by means of spring balances
inserted along their lengths—would be equivalent to 51b. and 41b.
respectively. The mutual adjustment of relative intensity and out
ward form is such that if, as in the right-hand picture, a triangle
is drawn with its sides parallel to the lines of force, the visible
lengths of the sides are exactly proportional to the intensities of the
f o r c e s .

This so-called "triangle of forces" is, of course, only another
form of the more widely known "parallelogram of forces". It
should be borne in mind that this truth, mathematically trans
parent though it is, could not have been arrived at by any process
of human reasoning. (There are unfortunately text-books in which
this is not made clear.) It is an outcome of experience and of
deliberate experiment.

Here at the very threshold we encounter what pervades the
whole of science, in so far as it has to do with the material world
at all and is expressible in mathematical form. Most of our
science is now imbued with mathematical and geometrical forms of
thought. Part of this mathematical element is indeed an outcome
of pure reasoning. We do not have to make experiments to con
vince ourselves that twice two are four, or that the theorem of
Pythagoras about right-angled triangles is true. Pure thinking tells
us all the truths we know in geometry and arithmetic (in which, of
course, algebra and so on are included). The same applies when
we bring into geometry an element of time, thinking for instance of
velocities and forms of movement. Thus we may add to arithmetic
and geometry a third branch of science—the science known, from
the Greek word for movement, as " kinematics ". It is the theory
of movement in its purely formal aspect, apart from any question
of the things moved or of the forces producing or resulting from
the movement. These three, therefore:

A r i t h m e t i c G e o m e t r y K i n e m a t i c s
are sciences which man brings with him, potentially at least, all

K i n e m a t i c s

ready-made in his own inner life when he begins to investigate
outer Nature. Of course they are never perfectly developed.
Indeed, what Nature shows him, the puzzles she presents, may
often stimulate him to pursue them further. But what he does
know of them at any given stage, he knows by dint of thought pure
and simple; his certainty does not depend on outward observations.

In thinking about Nature and in his practical dealings with her,
man is continually counting, doing mental calculations, putting two
and two together, reasoning geometrically and kinematically. He
feels the more at home in Nature, in that she answers to his
reasoning and confirms it. But in the realm of her materialentities and forces—living or unliving—he finds ever so much that
he can know only by observation and experiment. The remarkable
thing is that here too—in the inorganic world, and as biologists ̂ e
finding, in the living too to a large extent—Nature is ordered by
mathematical laws. But these laws are only known, to begin with,
in an external, empirical way. We may be full of wonder when
we discover these mathematical harmonies; we rely on them
base our calculations on them, but we must be aware thm
ultimately we owe our knowledge of them to experiment and
observation, not to our own unaided thinking power.

At the very threshold of mechanics we meet this contrast, in
that the kinematical movements too are governed by a mangle- or
parallelogram-law, exactly similar in form to that which holds tor
forces. If a man walks from port to starboard along the deck ot
a moving ship, his movement relative to the nearby shore is dete -
mined by a parallelogram construction. "Hie truth of this, howeye ,
unlike the parallelogram of forces, is evident by the pure I'S
reason, whereas the other is only known by experiment, though
when once known our mathematical and reasoning faculty takes
hold of it, feels at home in it and relies on it in practice, bince
forces have to do with a dynamic realm, we may contrast the three
sciences italicised above with the science ot

Dynamics,

Of this we may say that it opens the
whereas the former three can be pursued, as indeed were forthousands of years before the birth of modern science, in realms of
pure philosophy and dialectic.

In the years 1919-21, shortly after the opening of the first
Waldorf School at Stuttgart, Rudolfcourses to scientists and science teacheî  One of the very
things he pointed out was that there is a thresho d of consciousness
between Kinematics and Dynamics. It is not that the behaviour
of material masses, weights and kindred forces is so much less
imbued with mathematical harmony than pure geometry and forms
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of movement; it is that human consciousness is differently related
to the two.

Simple reflection shows that the whole realm of matter and
weight contains a power, potentially ever present, to obliterate
human consciousness—^not perhaps the highest spiritual conscious
ness of the seer, but the every-day consciousness of which the body
is the instrument. In this respect, too, matter is akin to darkness,
as indeed the great majority of materials are impervious to light.
So, too, it has the latent tendency to darken the light of our
consciousness. It exerts pressure on our body. If we run acci
dentally into a wall or are hit by a falling stone, the localised
pressure is intense and gives rise to pain, but if the pressure goes
beyond a certain measure, it renders us unconscious. Broadly
speaking, all that is of the quality of light tends to awaken con
sciousness; darkness and matter to reduce it.

The mathematical harmonies of the world reveal themselves in
two directions. To one of these our thinking consciousness is
wide-awake. This includes number and the pure structure of space
and time. The other, by which our thii&ing consciousness is
darkened, contains the seemingly impenetrable " reality " of matter
and of the ponderomotive (literally, weight-moving) forces. The
difference ultimately has to do with the polarity of Thought and
Will in man. Our thinking lives in the light of wisdom, but with
thought alone we are powerless to affect outer reality. Our will
takes effect through our body—the limbs and the metabolism—^but
is effective only by descending into depths of organic life to which
our consciousness is mercifully asleep. If it were not so, we should
probably be suffering the greatest pain!

Insight into the laws of physics leads to the conviction that the
polarity which manifests as "Thought and Will" in man is also a
key to the structure of the Universe, in so far as this is manifest in
space and time. The structure of pure space as such is based, as
we have often pointed out, on the polarity of centre and periphery,
or point and plane. In this polarity it is clear enough that the
centre is more akin to dark matter. The laws of physics pertain
above all to point-centres—centres of mass or of gravity, centres
of pressure and of percussion, electric and magnetic poles as ideal
centres, also the centric entities of atomic physics. The periphery
on the other hand, the plane with its quality of expansion, is more
akin to light, though at the present stage of science this is admittedly
less easy to explain in detail. But there is more to it than that.
As far as pure space is concerned, the point and the plane are both
accessible to geometrical imagination; so also is the wonderfully
wise polarity which prevails between them. Yet even the laws of
physics, reaching across the boundary between thought and will,
or between form and the matter that fills the form, or between
movement pure and simple and the forces involved when real
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matter is being moved—these laws contain a like polarity on a
deeper level.

In the world-structure there is not only polarity; Aere are
polarities of polarities, polarities within polarities, polarities as it
were in different dimensions of being, interweaving with one another.
Space in its very structure contains the potentiality of spaces positive
and negative, physical and ethereal, or, as Dr. Steiner also called
them, " space and counter-space ". Yet this is also the key to what
goes beyond mere spatial form—to the real processes of the visibleand tangible Universe, processes that involve both form and force.
For these two elements are always there. There is the extensive
form of the crystal, or of the path of a satellite, or of a vortex
movement in air or water. And in all these, inasmuch as they are
real things and not mere forms of thought, there are the deeply
h i d d e n i n t e n s i v e r e a l i t i e s o f f o r c e . . .

The polarity is not only spatial; it has to do also with Time—
with past and future. For in the forces of the material world there
is always a potentially creative and destructive quality; the future
is arising from the play of forces. The forms on the other haim—
the form of every rock, every crystal, every tree, every leaf in
summer-time—are evidence of past activity. Our contemplation
of the forms of the world, when we see them m the starry heavens
or in primeval mountain-ranges, evokes feelings of awe and wonder,
recalling the deeds of the wise Gods reaching into the present fromthe distant past. Where we encounter the active forces of the
world, or with our deeds and decisions take a hand in them our
selves, we enter the dark womb of the future. The forms of to-day
are evidence of the forces of yesterday; the forces of to-day make
o r m a r t h e f o r m s o f t o - m o r r o w.

*

That there is inner kinship between the polarity of form and
force (or past and future) and that of centre and penphe^ m
spatial structure, is indicated even in the primitive example of
Figure 1. Since shape and proportion are unaltered by rotation,the triangle may equally well be drawn with its sides at right
angles to the lines of force, as in Figure 2, which in its form
suggests a centric and peripheral relation.

F i g . 2
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There is far deeper significance in this than might appear at
first sight. We see the three lines of force diverging radially, while
those of the triangle, the extensive lengths of which picture the
relative intensities of the forces, form the periphery of a triangular
plane field. In an engineering structure there will be a number of
junctures at which three or more girders, for example, meet. At
each of these the several pressures or tensions must be holding
each other in balance. In drawing the triangle of forces (or, if the
Unes are more than three, the polygon of forces) for each of these,
it is not necessary to begin again with a separate figure for each
point. In the 19th century they devised what is known as " graphic
statics", or more particularly the method of "reciprocal force-
diagrams "—a method constantly in use by architects and engineers
to this day. The main structure of a bridge spanning a ravine, in
the lower half of Figure 3, is taken from the article on bridges in
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the 9th edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica', to this I have added
the force-diagram above.

The downward arrows indicate equal weights, approximately
localised at the joints; the upward-slanting arrows the supporting
thrusts at the abutments on either side. (There has been no attempt
to adjust the lengths of the arrows to the proportions of these
forces.) The upper picture, with every line at right angles as^ in
Figure 2—to the corresponding line of the real structure (including
also the lines of the external forces), is the force-diagram.

The length of every line in this diagram is proportional to the
relative intensity of force—pressure or tension—along the corre
sponding line in the lower. Hence, if the weights to be borne,
indicated by the downward arrows, and the directions of the sup
porting thrusts are assumed, the magnitudes of the latter and of me
stresses in all the girders can be directly measured, accordmg to the
freely chosen scale of the upper diagram. There are simple methodsof telling whether the stress in any given member is pressure or
tension—whether, in other words, it is acting as a strut or as
3." t ic "

The'"radial and peripheral" relation of the two ̂ â ŝ—the one representing the visible structure, the other P cturmg ̂
relation of its unseen forces-is evident among other togs fromthe lettering. In both diagrams we see the same letters ̂  ̂
L, M, N, P,Q,R -, and O. But while the letters in the lower picture
have been assigned to the plane fî lds-txianguUrenclosed between the girders, or between Aese ̂
external forces which they must ultimately bear, in the upper picture

fields B and C in the lower picture wrresponds tothe points B and C in the upper. The relative lengA of this totells us the magnitude of the thrust in this girder. irnnnrtant
diagram we see at a glance which of ^ more amdliarv'
bearing the main thrusts or tensions, andas, for example, AB or CD, for these are very short Jnes m to
upper picture. That this is so is nHppH thp methodsense when looking at the form of ̂ ^̂ "SĴmkn wiB often
translates into scientific precision what a pra
k n o w a n d a l l o w f o r i n s t i n c t i v e l y . . , .But it must be remembered tĥ the diâam « onl̂  forthe given distribution of weights. The®e, idtimately, are ̂
thing; the raison d'Stre of the bridge is ̂  f
Sut of toSibuto of weSte K

a'r-"ce«ata., be
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unsyi^etrical. What is invisible and intensive (not the lorry, butits weight, and the thereby altered stresses) in the real event becomes
outward form in the thought-picture; any asymmetry in the former,
not seen but known and felt, becomes visible and geometrical
asymmetry in the latter.

It will also be noticed that the outer forces (weights and sup
porting thrusts), bearing radially in upon the actual structure,
correspond to the lines forming the periphery, the enveloping
triangle in the upper picture. Now the astonishing thing is that
the relation of the upper and lower pictures in Figure 3 is in
essence mutual We might have lettered plane fields in the upper,
points in the lower picture. Rightly interpreted and adapted, the
upper picture might be taken to represent an engineering structure
(not perhaps a very useful one in this instance, but one of which a
working model could certainly be made), with certain external
forces acting on it. The lengths of the lines in the lower picture
would then tell the relative stresses in the upper. It is for this
reason that the force-diagrams are caUed "reciprocal". What in
Ae one picture is invisible and intensive force, the other translates
into outward form; but if the latter were the real thing, subjected
to forces which it holds in balance, the former by its visible pro
portions would represent the unseen stresses in this one.

The relation of an engineering structure to its force-diagram,
thou^ not identical with, is very closely related to the point-plane
polarity of Projective Geometry. After the method had first been
devised by practical engineers, notably by R. H. Bow in England,
its theoretical foundations were then worked out by two of the
greatest scientists of the 19th century. One was Clerk Maxwell,
famous for his work on electricity and magnetism—the man who
first foretold on theoretic grounds the existence of radio waves.
The other was a pure mathematician—^Luigi Cremona, to whose
influence it was largely due that Italy for nearly a hundred years
and to this day has become one of the focal points in the develop
ment of the new Geometry. Maxwell and Cremona used quite
different methods. Maxwell's leading directly to the perpendicular
representation, as in Figures 2 and 3; Cremona's to the parallel in
Figure 1, which is more commonly used in practice. Both men
derived the method from pure Projective Geometry.

But the relation of these things—^wrongly looked down on by
some idealists as "merely mechanical and earthly"—to the spiritual
structure of the Universe to which Man belongs, goes even deeper.
It is, as I have indicated, a polarity of "Light and Darkness'
which in its spatial aspect becomes expansion and contraction or
periphery and centre, and in its temporal the striving of the worldbetween past and future. The one aspect serves the other; nothing

reveals it more clearly than the laws of mechanics, restated and
interpreted in the light of 20th-century knowledge.

Another instance shows in an amazing way how the ethereal
spaces, not only the physical, are here implicit. The instance I
refer to is when all the outer forces, acting upon a i^chamcal
structure, converge upon or diverge from a single point. n®®dnot be materially connected with it—the point may be hovenng m
mid-air—but their lines of action, if produced, must meet m a
single point.

F ig . 4

A simple example is illustrated in 1' ĥ mad̂ nî t
like a steep pyramid turned upside-down, a gain the arrowsinextensible rods, or of wires bearing tensionŝ  Âm tb®indicate the outer forces. The SLd
w e i g h , s u s p e n d e d o f
somewhere above. Though they are omythe pyramid, these five outward lines, if pr ' , , -
singk point inside, which has been marked f ®structure, including ̂Ŝ^̂/̂ âSde of the suspended weight

and the tensions in aU



eight edges of the pyramid. This will be so even if the form is
quite unsymmetrical.

Again there are graphic methods by which this can be worked
out. One such method was given by the eminent Scottish physicist
and engineer of the mid-19th century, Macquorn Rankine of
Glasgow.! I shall not give it here, but shall relate what is in fact
equivalent, and not a little surprising.

We know that there is such a thing as " ethereal space ". The
space we are familiar with is in fact determined by a unique plane—
the "infinitely distant plane". It is the infinite sphere of the
heavens. Though infinitely far away and to naive earthly feeling
mere empty nothing, it is in fact the most essential factor deter
mining all earthly forms, and, what is more, involved in the balance
of all earthly forces. (These things are indicated in my Space and
the Light of the Creation, among other writings.) " Ethereal" or" negative space " is like this kind of space turned inside-out, with

point and plane, inside and outside interchanged not only in loca-.
tion but in the quality of form and of the way we see and judge it.
Every ethereal space—in real Nature these are legion^—therefore
requires in the innermost a point, acting like a seed or focus,
functioning as infinitude, even as the outermost and "infinitely
distant" plane does in thej>hysical space which is the natural one
for human imagination so long as we are living in a physical body.
To learn to imagine " ethereal space " is indeed one of the ways in
which we can grow rather less exclusively dependent on the physical
body in our consciousness and feeling of ourselves and of the
Universe around us.

Looking now at the real structure pictured in Figure 4, suppose
we imagine it from the aspect of the ethereal space determined by
the inner point—the point of convergence of the outer forces. It is
the same form as before, but we shall judge it in a different way.
First, we must now include in it what we probably did not think of
to begin with—namely, the very plane, far away out in the cosmos,
which from the physical point of view we call " infinitely distant",
but which is now just the reverse. With our imagination we are
in it—it is, so to speak, the naturally given "home field" of our
cosmos, from which as planewise entities we shall be starting on
our inward journeys. To include this plane in our idea of the

1 Rankine; Miscellaneous Scientific Papers, London, 1881, p. 564.
2 How naturally the concept of ethereal space enables us to interpret

the morphological phenomena of life, and in particular the spatial function
of a seed or other centre of germinating growth, has been shown in the
books The Living Plant (1949) and The Plant between Sun and Earth (1952),
written by the author in collaboration with Olive Whicher and published by
the Goethean Science Foundation. See especially, in the latter work, § § 16
and 19. The coexistence of many formative spaces of this kind is surely no
more surprising than the interpenetration, without mutual interference, of
countless optical and other radiations, long since assumed by science and in
its outcome familiar in everyday life.

engineering structure is not as unrealisUc as might ̂Ppear at ̂ t
sight. We will include it now. The pyramid-framework in Figure 4is made of eight edge-lines; it is the relative tensions in Aese
eight lines that we are wanting to know,Produced in both directions to yonder cosnuc plane. Je eight ̂eswiU then give eight "infinitely distant" points-points of the kmd
which delighted the young Rudolf Sterner, one and the same in the
"̂ ô'gfsolSd " return for a moment to Fiĝe 4, ̂  seenby " common sense " in ordinal spâ .. ̂  J"®® JJ® PJJ;duced to meet in the point within, it will be seen at pnoe tĥ  me
eight edge-lines of the pyramid, their corn , ̂  ̂  jĵ eminner ooint result in eight tnangular plane surfaces, aU ot tnem

would certainly not teu us. inside-out, "ethereal"
If, on the other nan , thirteen, not planes

space, we shall perceive tbat here, to ,but points—namely, the eight points nvramid Now inwe epoto just now, and the Wdroutethereal space, compare P difficult' we have to overcome
That is what makes it seemingly so difflcuii. we n
deep-rooted habits of thought; ̂ Ĵ̂ t jsour spatial thinking. Here in ett estimated and preciselythat contain the areas—areas which described by movingmeasured. These are and S Ivement
planes pivoting on the points in qpes"pn d,tending to envelop the" infinitude wiffî  • pyramid meet the

T h e p o i n t s i n i n t h e s ecosmic plane tell, by ̂e areas t y ̂ _̂bounded by tffiee
several edge-lines. The areas ar meeting in the given
planes (of which the P triangular. Each of the fivepoint—just as the plane „_jge another "intensive area"; this
corner-points of tbe pyramid caff structure at thisgives the intensity of the outer on ^point. "Pe thirteen forces am thus measured, and theirIn the ethereal ®P̂®®J\ ̂tly the proportion of the intensive
proportion tells d^ectly and exactly p p structure,and outward ly unseen for^ « ^ ^It is really so. ,l,e relative Intensities of forts

SSy'°as"U'S SeonS In ordtnary physical space.



Now we can train our thinking in this direction, and by scientific
methô  we can actually measure the " intensive areas " in question.It is characteristic that all this depends on the mutual relation
of one cosmic plane— t̂he " plane at infinity " which we now have

"to include in our idea of the structure—^and one earthly point or
focus—namely, the point towards which the outer forces are
directed. When this kind of interrelation is understood, the cosmic
outlook of the scientific and technical age will change. It will be
seen that to have human intercourse with the great imiverse of
space it is not necessary to try to do everything with our physical
bodies, hurling ourselves outward by an exaggeration of earthly
forces, as men are hoping to do with rockets, artificial satellites
and space-ships. Ethereally, we are already out in those vast
reaches. Our earthly instruments, too, are sustained from thence.

The amazing fact which I have just tried to describe is scientific
proof of what was taught by Rudolf Steiner in the language of
occultism—that the mineral kingdom, too, has its supersensible
members, such as the " etheric body", but that these are always
working inward from the distant cosmos; they are not ga^ered
close into the earthly body as in a living or animate creature.
Figure 4 is, of course, only a very simple example; what Rankine
taught and I have translated into modern terms applies to any kinH
of polyhedral structure (it might be a dodecahedron, for example,
nor need it be at all regular), at the corners of which external forces
are acting so that all the lines of force converge upon a single focus.
Nor is there any doubt that a like principle will apply to more
continuous structures.

the limbs, it is the inner forces working in Aem wWch mdt̂o
this transmutation. These inner forces Me the oAm
mechanical forces of the Earth-planet, which m the limbs of mancome into the sphere of human responsibility, ̂cwrdmg to howhe uses them, so will his faculties ̂  f̂ d
he comes to Earth. The metamorphosis from darloiess to Jign̂from intensive and concealed to extensje ̂d
longer a mere diagram, a mere thought-form, it is reahty. featur

t o g h t - f o t m s t a r ° « t ^

new kind of earthly J^wuage It will contribute to
r—ira' Sa"»b!chVaa» geaeraboa at oar

A u a a a .

Editorial Note: Mr. Adams hopes to write a sequel to this article for
next year's Golden Blade.

The kind of science which these examples indicate will no longer
be so remote from Man. For it is clear that the type of relation
between periphery and centre and between past and future, revealed
in these laws of mechanics, is at least akin to what is true physically
as well as spiritually in human life. We are too apt to thinlr of the
kingdoms of Nature like storeys of a house, one above the other.
Think of them rather in a circle, or as the four points of the
compass. Man is more nearly related to the mineral kingdom than
is the animal, not less so. And it is in the most spiritual part of
his being that he comes nearest to it. It is in the realm of the
mechanical forces, working in and through his limbs, that his
spiritual Ego lives and acts.

Without knowledge of this, even the repeated earthly lives of
man will not be understood in a fully modern form. Primitive
as it is, the relation in Figure 3 of the thought-picture to the
intensive forces concealed in the dark matter of the bridge below
embodies the same cosmic principle which is at work when—also
by a " turning inside-out"—the limbs of one incarnation are trans
muted into the head for the next. It is not the external aspect of
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Tobias and the Consciousness Soul
I s a b e l W y a t t

" pEOPLE to-day have a tremendous hunger for pictures. This
1 has brought into existence the immense number of illustrated

papers with which we are inundated. This hunger is a symptom ofthe fact that man, through the destiny of our time, is being urged
towards the sphere of imaginative perception. Unfortunately, as
this is not properly understood, substitutes such as the cinema and
television endanger and perhaps kill the true picture-sense in the
soul." (Emil Bock, The Apocalypse of St. John.) But we satisfy
this hunger creatively if we let eye and heart dwell in active con
templation on works of art which have themselves arisen out ofsome measure of imaginative perception, and which can thus help
to prepare the soul for this same inner sight. So "looking at
pictures " can help to meet a deep need peculiar to the present day.This essay attempts to " look at" a scattered sequence of pictures
arising out of one story, the story of Tobit and Tobias, and to
bring together the light they seem to throw on the stages man has
lately passed through and on the " destiny of our time" to which
they lead.

• } f

Tobit, a Hebrew captive in Nineveh under King Sennacherib,
going blind with cataract and being in need, sent his son Tobias to
retrieve the ten talents he had lodged with a friend in Media. With
Tobias went the Archangel Raphael, in the guise of a man.

As in the evening Tobias bathed in the River Tigris, a fish leapt
from the water, and would have devoured him; but under Raphael's
direction, Tobias laid hold of it and drew it to land, and they
roasted and ate it, putting by the liver, heart and gall.

Arriving at the house of Tobit's kinsman, they found there his
daughter, Sara, fair and wise, but loved by Asmodeus, an evil spirit,
who had slain all seven of the bridegrooms she had been given,
each on his wedding night.

Tobias, again instructed by Raphael, took Sara to wife, burning
the heart and liver of the fish on ashes of incense, so that Asmodeus
fled from the bridal chamber, and Sara was freed from his power.

Returning home with his bride (and a train of camels loaded
with her dowry), Tobias, at Raphael's bidding, anointed his father's
eyes with the gall of the fish; the white scales fell away, and his
sight was clear again. Then Raphael revealed himself to Tobit—
"I am Raphael, one of the seven holy angels, sent by God to heal
thee and Sara thy daughter-in-law "--and bade him "write all
these things in a book."

The book he wrote—The Book of Tobit—is preserved for us in
the Apocrypha.

t o o
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Madonna del Pesce Raphael c. 1514

By counesy of the Prado, Madrid

This Initiation-Story, with its fairy-tale freshness, held in a
quite special manner the affection of mediaeval Christendom, and
throughout the first centuries of the morning of the Consciousness
Soul, was woven into the fabric of European thought and life. As
the new epoch unfolds, and new impulses break in, we can trace
shifts of emphasis in the story's impact; now one aspect of it, now
quite another, works as a leaven in religion and art. Tliey start,
refreshingly, with Tobias's dog.

In the Chaldean original, Tobias had no dog. It arrived much
later, as a gift from St. Jerome. Being requested by the bishops
Chromatius and Heliodorus " to translate a Chaldee book, that of
Tobias," St. Jerome, in the year 386, sitting in his cell at Bethlehem,
a stone's-throw from the Cave of the Nativity, listens while a Jewish
interpreter translates the Aramaic, phrase by phrase, into Hebrew,
himself translates the Hebrew, phrase by phrase, into Latin, and,
as he dictates the Latin to a scribe, embellishes it with additions of
h i s o w n .

Of these, only two phrases concerning the dog survive in the
Authorised Version -" And the young man's dog went with
them. . . . And the dog went after them." But out of his inter
polations was to be born the most famous dog of the Middle Ages,
the best-loved character in the best-known puppet-show in the
world. Pontius Pilate gave us Punch. Judas gave us Judy. Tobias
gave us Dog Toby.

The dog, with his heightened sense of smell, can be seen as a
picture of the avid senses without, the avid desire-nature within; so
that St. Jerome may have wished to indicate that the astral body
wi th wh ich Tob ias went to h is Jonah- In i t ia t ion was tamed and
obedient to him. And since the forces of Scorpio, which work in
the sense of smell, work also in sex, an inner connection exists
between Tobias's dog and Tobias as bridegroom, the role in which
he was long dear and familiar to the Middle Ages.

"As Thou didst send Thy holy angel Raphael to Thobie and
Sara, to their great comfort," prayed the priest at mediseval
weddings, " so send Thy blessing upon these Thy servants." And
the first three nights of marriage were known as Tobias Nights.

The Tobias Nights were designed to be dedicated, the first to
God, the second to Our Lady, the third to the bridegroom's patron
saint, and to be spent in prayer, to the end that the act of creation
be brought down to Earth step by step from the Father-God in
the Heights.

Geoffrey of Beaulieu records that when St. Louis (King Louis IX
of France) married in 1234. being then in his nineteenth year, he
and his queen spent the three Tobias Nights in prayer, "as was
taught by the counsel of the Blessed Son of God. and confirmed
by the example of Tobias." Tliis example of Tobias is not clearly-
set forth in today's Apocrypha; but in the Vulgate, St. Jerome
makes Tobias say more specifically;
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" Sara, arise, and let us pray unto God this day and to-morrow
and the next day, being for these three days joined to God. And
when the third night is over, we will be in our own wedlock."

Tobias Nights existed before Tobias. In Ancient India the
Vedic domestic code, the Grihya Sutras, decreed their observance.
In the Northlands the Three Nights' Abstinence, handed down
from the dim days of Njord and Nerthus worship, still hallowed
marriage as late as the ninth century, when King Ragnar Lodbroc
defied the tradition, though it was held that such defiance would
weaken the first-bom's skeleton.

"Let us wait three nights," Ragnar's queen begged him, "nor
lie together till we have sacrificed to the Holy God, lest there be a
blemish on our son. Thou art too eager to beget him who shall
have no bones."

The first son born to them, the Iwar Lack-Bones of the Danish
Conquest of England, had indeed only cartilage in his legs.

The linking of these nights with Tobias had a sound esoteric
foundation; for when Tobias frees Sara from Asmodeus, he restores
calm and control to a nature in the whirlpool grip of Lucifer. A
German stained-glass panel of about 1530 shows "Thobie .and
Sara", with neatly nightcapped heads, sleeping serenely in a big
mediaeval bed, and "the young man's dog" with them, lying curled
with true discernment at Sara's feet; for in man the spirit works
more strongly, and in woman the soul, and it is in the soul that
astrality lets loose its whirlwind.This threefold peace is like a symbol of the healing that North
west Europe was then striving to achieve, bringing under control
the Luciferic impulses of a dreamier yet hotter-blooded epoch, so
that with the then yoxmg Consciousness Soul a sober balance and
clear thinking might imfold.

*

T h e R e f o r m a t i o n d i d n o t s h a k e t h e B o o k o f To b i t L u t h e r
approved the place it held in men's hearts. " If it is history," he
wrote, "it is fine, holy history; if fiction, it is right beautiful,
wholesome, profitable fiction, and the play of an ingenious poet"
So in the Protestant countries Tobias lingers long in his r61e of
bridegroom. In England it is not till 1662 that he and his Sara
retire from the Marriage Service in favour of Abraham and his Sara.

By then it is more than a century and a half since a new Tobias
had won the love of Southern Europe. In Italy, already before the
end of the fifteenth century, Tobias the bridegroom had been
eclipsed by Tobias the journeying boy.

The simultaneous birth of this new Tobias in more than one
Florentine workshop is a mystery not to be solved by any material
explanation. But these journeying boys resemble each other so
closely as to suggest that their painters all had access to the same
celestial archetype.

On factual points they flout St. Jerome at every turn. This

Tobias could not have married; he is not even adolescent. The fish
he carries in a sling is too minute ever to have contemplated
devouring him. Raphael at his side wears no human guise, but is
openly and splendidly archangelic. And yet, how joyous and
vigorous a spiritual reality this Renaissance Tobias is!

Whether it is Torbino's angel and seven-year-old child with
robes falling in Greek folds; or Botticini's elegant nobleman's
son, stepping out so gaily in his scarlet hose, his blue cloak streaming
out to echo the contour of Raphael's wing, his highly-bred white
dog keeping close to the angel, his fish about as big as a well-grown
minnow; or Cima's chubby ten-year-old in embroidered tunic, with
his very human angel, taking along for company St. James, the
pilgrim's saint, and St. Nicholas, the patron saint of schoolboys;
or the Pollaiuoli's young sophisticate, dressed like a fairy prince,
with Raphael magnificent in amethyst velvet, and his dog with
curled-over tail—all swing and stride with the same graceful
exuberance, faces turned to the west; all are informed, all are
drenched, with the expectancy and sense of adventure of setting out
on a journey.

It is as if the Renaissance were aware of itself as doing this very
thing—as setting out on a journey into a realm man had never
before entered, the realm of the Consciousness Soul. It is as if it
saw in this jommeying boy, with his grace and his gusto, a picture
of i t se l f .

Though Raphael carries his pot of ointment in these pictures, it
is as muted as Tobias's fish. It is less as the angel of healing that
Raphael is here depicted than as the guardian of those who journey.
The Renaissance, with its working-over of Greek culture and its
upfiash of Greek memories, saw Raphael in his Greek guise, as
Hermes of the Way.

It is as such that he is often shown in the art of the period, with
hair bound and feet shod for wa^aring, his staff in his hand, his
water-flask at his girdle. And it is as such that he appears in the
prayers of the period, as in the Itinerary Office of Devotion used to
bless pilgrims:" May the Everlasting God Who is Himself the Way send His
angel Raphael to keep you in this your pilgrimage, both to conduct
you in peace on your way to the place where you would be, and to
bring you back again to us in safety."

As the name of Tobias as bridegroom had been spoken at every
marriage, so now his picture as journeying boy found its way into
chapel and shrine. For it had become the favourite Renaissance
thank-offering of those whom Raphael had conducted in peace to
the place where they would be and brought home again in safety.

*

Two of these paintings of the journeying boy—one by Botticini,
one probably by an anonymous painter known as the "Amico di
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Sandro "*—separate themselves from the rest. In both, Tobias still
swings buoyantly along at the side of his archangel, in the same
fashionable garb, with the same confiding gesture; his woolly dog
still patters at Raphael's other side, busy with his own ploys on
ground thick with sense-impressions. But it is as if the angle of
these two artists' vision has widened, to take in two figures to left
and right that walk beyond the borders of their comrades' focus.
These two figures also are archangels; and from their gestures and
attributes we recognise them as Gabriel and Michael.

So startling is this innovation, an innovation wholly unauthorised
by St. Jerome, and so identical are these two paintings both in
conception and in composition, that the modern intellect inevitably
asks which plagiarises which. But as one ponders them, one asks
oneself: Is it not possible that here we have the two most faithful
copies of a super-sensible model common to all these journeying
boys? That Cima may have brought to it a less certain inner sight,
which transposed the two heavenly "saints" into two earthly
ones? That the rest of this artist-band, with sight still less clear,
perceived only the central fragment?

For this was a period in which Imaginations were working
powerfully down into man's artistic perceptions from the School
then being held by Michael in the spiritual worlds. Some painters
of the time—Borgognone, for instance, in his picture of Jesus in
the Temple, showing two figures of the Child—actually paint a
head in the corner of wood-panel or canvas, to signify that they
saw this picture in a vision.

The heart can even surmise which of these two most faithful
copies is more faithful than the other. The eye lingers lovingly on
the "Amico di Sandro's " Raphael and Gabriel, with their delicate
arched stepping, their tender almost feminine soul-filled faces, the
flowing folds of their robes, their graceful pose, their authentic
eurhythmy gestures. His Gabriel even carries the lily in his left
hand, nearest his heart.

But when the eye dwells on his Michael, the heart is not at ease.
For this Michael is also feminine, a faintly older but still tender
and womanly Raphael. He wears soft boots. A gentle cloak
softens his hard steel mail. His sword rests peacefully, passively,
on his orb. He turns with a debonair courtesy that holds no hint of
sternness or inner strength. And so this Tobias and the Archangels
is now overshadowed by that of Botticini, working under the
influence of Verocchio, whose pupil he was; and the Age of Michael
has fastened unerringly on the truer representation of its leader.

For this Michael (significantly said to be a portrait of da Vinci,
at that time also a pupil in Verrocchio's workshop) has all Michael's
sternness and courage. He is clad in uncompromising armour-
plate from throat to ankle, and under it you can sense that his
* Berenson's attribution. The painting has also been attributed to Botticelli.

muscles are hard and masculine. Upright, and with sword held as
upright, he marches forward; only his steady glance says. Follow me.
Red mailed feet firmly planted, red belt, red sword-sheath, red
cloak flung back—all speak of his strong will.

This is no mere "illustration" to the Book of Tobit. What,
one asks oneself, was the spiritual content of the Imagination its
painter saw in airy realms? As one sinks oneself in the picture, onebecomes aware of it as a pictorial meditation on the wonders, to be
revealed by Rudolf Steiner to our age, of the spiritual guidance of
the incarnating soul from birth to manhood. One even asks. Is it
possible that this was the very knowledge being given out in his
School by Michael at that moment?

Gabriel, who enfolds the child in his first seven years, is here a
tender and maternal being, a being all love, with wand of white
lilies and rosy wings, arms in the embracing gesture of the
eurhythmy B, bare feet that float on rather than press the ground,
his (one almost says her) eyes dwelling gently on far distances.
Raphael's wings have already lost their rose; his sandalled soles are
already more at home upon the earth. His gaze is turned with
benign authority on the boy who is in his care from seven to four
teen—Tobias, here, does in fact belong to this age-group. With his
left hand he leads the boy; with his right he indicates Michael.
And Michael treads with firm mailed step the path the adolescent
soul should follow, but leaving him free of all constraint to do so,
desiring him to be of his company, not as one subject to him but
as youthful comrade-in-arms.

So this charming and engaging boy, tripping so lightly on his
toes while his wide eyes register absorption in what he receives
from Raphael's benign, even faintly quizzical, gaze, becomes for
us an examplar of all incarnating souls. And in particular, since
in his left hand he carries a fish (a quite large one, this time),
we see in him an examplar of souls incarnating since Golgotha,
when the healing forces of the Christ, seen by the Early Christians
in the image of the Fish, were bestowed upon the Earth. And more
particularly still, since it is with his pot of ointment that Raphael
indicates Michael (as if to say. His is the healing medicine for the
next stage of your journey), one sees in this boy the examplar of all
the souls incarnating in this present Age of Michael, and, among
these souls, ourselves.

*

The Florentines fade; the Venetian School flourishes; and art is
drawn more deeply into substance. By the mid-sixteenth century,
when Titian paints his Raphael and Tobias, Tobias is no longer a
figure shining in the aether. He is the portrait of a purely earthly
boy; his dog is the portrait of a real dog; and Tobit has made his
debut, kneeling praying in the background.

From background he moves to foreground. The era of Tobit
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dawns. The Consciousness Soul approaches a new stage, that
carries within it the Ahrimanic temptation, which was also Tobit's
temptation, to enter too deeply into the hardening and darkening
processes of matter. Man's thinking tends to grow rigid, as Tobit's
was rigid; and cataracts film man's inner eyes, blinding him to the
spiritual worlds.

In the "Roman Catholic South the Tobias pictures placed in
shrine and chapel no longer give thanks for safe wayfaring, but
implore reprieve from threat of blindness. And in the Protestant
North, Tobias the bridegroom ceases to dispense his peace in the
wedding prayers; and it is Tobit, the blind and rigid old man, who
now spills his despairs into the soul's arena.

Gone is the accent on youth; gone the bright, unshadowed
clarity of Florentine tempera; gone the enchanted landscapes of
Tobias's joumeyings. The heaviness of oils; the solemnity of
chiaroscuro; gaunt walls enclosing a gaunt old man, as his rigid
spirit is enclosed in his blind body—all lay a burden on the heart.

It is thus that the Dutch Masters paint Tobit now. Gerard Dou
paints him sitting with head bowed over clasped hands by an open
window-arch, with Anna his wife spinning near him. Rembrandt
paints him sitting despondently by a wall-fire, head resting wearily
on the stark wall, back turned on the window and on Anna at her
spinning-wheel; or again, by a central hearth, facing the light he
cannot see, his shut-in face pinched with stubbornness as he
repudiates Anna's assurances that the kid backing discreetly behindher is not stolen, but a gift. In the pictures themselves, as always
with Rembrandt, light struggles with the darkness; but in Tobit
himself the darkness is absolute.

Even with Tobias's home-coming, Rembrandt denies us the
relief of the happy ending. St. Jerome tells us in his Vulgate:

"Then the dog, which had been the journey with them, ran
forw^d like a messenger sent before, wagging his tail for joy, andfawning, so that blind Tobit rose up and began to run, stumbling as
he went; then, seeking a servant's hand with his, he went to meet
his son in the way."

But Rembrandt, painting this scene with poignant power, gives
it a saturnine twist. The blind Tobit, his prayer-wheel sent spinning
to the floor at the touch of the dog's rollicking tongue, gropes his
way to meet his son. The dog, pressing close against him, tries to
shepherd him towards the open door. But Tobit, alas, in his blind
rigidity, stubbornly stumbles on in the wrong direction.

Even, still, in The Angel Leaving Tobias, though the son Tobit
had thought lost to him has just returned, with a wife fair and wise
and of his father's house, with a camel-train of riches, with healing
for his father's blindness, and with an archangel for familiar friend
and guide, there is no gleam of rejoicing. Tobit abases himself in
an awe of the utmost melancholy; and the dog, who has been
Raphael's constant companion on the double journey, at his

departure cringes on the doorstep in snarling terror. It is as if
Rembrandt could see ahead the long tunnel of darkness through
which the Consciousness Soul had to pass, but could not see as far
as the light at the other end.

If we, too, cannot yet see that light, we know that it is there and
that we now approach it. We know that the hour is ripe for the
gall of the fish to heal Tobit's Ahrimanic sickness, which is also our
sickness, as its heart and liver have already healed the Luciferic
sickness of Sara and the mediaeval world.

Our time, Rudolf Steiner has said, is the time for an art of the
healing fish. He has said, too, that the artist Raphael painted less
for his own day than for the future. As these two thoughts flow
together, the mind comes to rest, with a sense of home-coming, in
Raphael's Madonna delta del Pesce.

On one side of the Mother and Child, Raphael the Archangel
presents Tobias, and Tobias presents his fish. In this bringing
together of the Fish and the Virgin, there is something of profound
significance for our time.

In many pictures of Golgotha (Raphael's among them) the
Crucifixion takes place between the sun and the moon; in
Wolochina's, sun and moon almost rest on the upturned hands
nailed to the Cross. Sun and moon together—the vernal equinox
a n d t h e f i r s t f u l l m o o n a f t e r i t — f i x f o r u s t h e d a t e o f E a s t e r . I n
this age of the Consciousness Soul the sun at the vernal equinox is
in the constellation of Pisces, and the first full moon following is in
the constellation of Virgo. Raphael, Archangel of Healing, is also
Archangel of Easter. So, for the Consciousness Soul, the forces of
Pisces and Virgo become Easter healing forces.

Looking towards still later phases of this age, Rudolf Steiner
h a s s a i d :" It will be the task of the science that works for good to find
certain cosmic forces which are to arise on earth through the con
fluence of two cosmic streams, those of Pisces and Virgo. That
will be the Good, the discovery of how, from the two sides of the
cosmos, morning and evening forces can be put to the service of
mankind, on the one side from Pisces, on the other from Virgo. By
the combination of the forces of Pisces and Virgo, nothing that is
wrong can be created " {Secret Brotherhoods).

In no aspect of human activity in our time is Ahriman so deeply
entrenched as in our natural science. So the offering of Raphael's
Tobias becomes transparent for a prophetic cosmic healing of the
Tobit-sickness of our age.

Against this mighty background of the macrocosmic stars,
Raphael sets the microcosm of man. The morning forces of
Tobias are balanced, on the other side of the Mother and Child,
by the evening forces of St. Jerome, in the new manner of Raphael's
later Madonnas, in which his own radiant morning forces seem
increasingly to seek, in a Joseph, an Elizabeth, a St. Sixtus, that
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completion in the mellow calm of age which they were not to find
i n o u t e r l i f e .

He presents St. Jerome with his Vulgate and his docile lion—
the lion of the strong and tranquillised heart which through a
spiritual development has come to peace with its own destiny, its
physical counterpart that organ from which health flows to all the
body's sicknesse's; his Vulgate the book which made dear and
familiar in the West the long and many-sided story of the coming
of the World-Physician. So SL Jerome also stands before us as a
figure pointing the way to healing.

And at the heart of the picture, woven about by the gentle
currents that flow from each glance and gesture of Madonna,
archangel, earthly saint and human boy, glows the Holy Child.
As the eye dwells on him, a solemn hush steals over the heart.
For this is that Being who already, in the childhood of the world,
had three times given himself to be the vehicle for the Christ's pre-
earthly healing of mankind. This is that Being who now prepared
himself to repeat that destiny yet again, this time on Earth itself.

Surely this must be the Tobias—this Tobias of the two Raphaels,
this Tobias of the confluence of Virgo and Pisces—^whose fish can
bring us the gift of healing for our time ?

A Way of Speaking to the
"Ho l low Men"

F . H e r b e r t H i l l r i n g h a u s

Anyone who has undertaken to work for furthering the spiritualimpulse arising from Anthroposophy will soon realise how little
present-day civilisation is inwardly ready to receive this. And one
may not unreasonably ask why it is so difficult for the man of to-day
to find access to Spiritual Science and its ideas.

Between the modern kind of thinking and the search for know
ledge along Anthroposophical lines there is certainly a gulf which
present-day consciousness finds it hard to cross. This may well
prompt one to ask whether the kind of knowledge usually cultivated
in anthroposophical circles is capable of making a direct appeal to
modem consciousness, or whether this consciousness will have to
undergo a metamorphosis before it can become a fruitful soil for
the seed of Spiritual Science.

We must try to obtain light on this problem, which confronts
every aspect of anthroposophical work. May it not be one thing tocultivate Spiritual Science among oupelyes, and quite another to
try to carry its influence into the civilisation of our time? Perhaps
the difficulties we encounter lie in the fact that we have not fully
grasped this distinction, that we have not yet found the rî t
approach to modern consciousness, the right language with which
to approach the public. The following remarks are offered as a
contribution to this problem.

»

First, let us examine in some detail the nature of the modem
psyche: can it be said to have reached the full consciousness
demanded by the time? One striking feature of modem man's
psychological situation is that neither from his natural nor from
his social environment does he any longer get any help for his own
inner development. It was quite different in the past. Then, man
felt himself to be rooted in surroundings which poured spiritual
and moral impulses into his soul, surroundings which guided his
will and determined his social life. Nature still seemed to him to
be filled with the Beings of a spiritual world; his instincts and
passions were still guided by the moral impulses which lived in the
impressive pictures of his religion and in the exhortations of its
priests. Moreover, the very structure of his soul-life was quite
different from that of the man of to-day. There was no clear-cut
separation between the faculties of observation and of thinking.
Sense-activity and spiritual activity were closely interwoven.

All this changed radically with the onset of the modem age.
The capacity for perceiving spiritual facts became weaker and
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weaker; observation became more and more restricted to phenomena
yielded by the purely physical sense, while moral impulses began
to be looked upon as truths of revelation which had been given at
some earlier time; they could be accepted and emulated intel
lectually, but their direct binding force progressively declined.

Thus thinking itself began to acquire more and more a subjective
character, no longer directly connected with the spiritual in the
universe. The unity of the wprld was split into an outer realm of
perceptions devoid of soul, and an inner, bodily-conditioned realm
of sensibility, with no bridge between them.

It is, of course, to this concentration on facts that we owe the
development of modem science and the technical civilisation
derived from it. But this world of technical achievement, being
founded upon purely physical laws, exercises only our physical
faculties; it does not call for any inner exertion of the soul.

Thus we find modem man cut off from the spirituality holding
sway in nature, while on the other hand the source of the moral
impulses which should inspire his actions has dried up. His soul
feels empty; he is a "hollow man." But in this very emptiness lies
the possibility of future development. Whereas in the past the life
of the soul was a gift bestowed from without, man can now develop
his inner life by his own activity. Through having been cut off
from the spiritual ground of the world and thrust into a vacuum,
he gains the possibility of freedom—but only the possibility, for to
take hold of this opportunity requires an effort of his own will.
Thus he has been brought into a situation in which he has to rely
entirely on himself. He can fulfil the task laid upon him, or he
can fail. This is the situation of the Consciousness Soul, as Rudolf
Steiner called it.

The psychological symptoms of the time, if closely observed,
point to a grave danger that the task will not be recognised and
accepted. To an ever-increasing extent nature is being supplanted
by a civilisation bearing the imprint of the machine, and this is
making human soul-functions entirely subordinate to physical laws
working from without. In fields dominated by a natural science
resting only on quantitative sense-observations, the activity of the
soul is limited to furthering the operation of laws outside man's
control. At this very time we are experiencing how our whole
educational system is becoming subordinated to the dictates of
technical science; how our social life, which ought to bear the
impress of man's soul-nature, is assuming more and more the
character of a social mechanism. In the sphere of social life the
human soul is being increasingly brought into leading-strings.

At the pme time, moral impulses have lost their old binding
force. (This is deeply connected with the rise of totalitarianism.)
To the degree in which the old moral impulses weaken, the soul,
left without motive, is taken hold of by the bodily instincts and
passions, which manifest as egoism. To-day this egoism is becom

ing more and more the sole motive force of oiu: inner life. In the
subtlest ways appeals to self-interest are employed to influence
people: in politics, the appeal is to the taste for power; in economic
life, to the desire for possessions; in cultural life—as far as one can
speak of such a thing—to the craving for pleasure.

In fact, man to-day is in great danger of having his soul-life
sucked away by a living force, working upon it from without
through physical natural laws. Rudolf Steiner recognises this force
as a spiritual Being whom he calls Ahriman. On the one hand,
man is in danger of having his individuality drawn into an outer
world of technical achievement which extinguishes him as a
personality. On the other hand, the hereditary instincts and
passions below the level of the ego are trying to drag him down
into a group-existence, a collectivity.

Hence the great question is how man is to maintain his individual
life of soul in face of this danger; how can he fill with a spiritual
content the void within him? This describes exactly the situation
of the Consciousness Soul, admittedly only in its initial stages; its
future development depends entirely on man's inner activity.

*

Even Goethe, a man in advance of his time, felt himself to be
in this situation. He, too, felt his inner life suspended be^een an
activity of the senses connected with the world, and an inwardly
experienced activity of thought. But Goethe did not succumb to
the danger of having his own personal life annihiliated. He over
came the duality in human existence; by arousing the activity of
his ego he found the means to bridge this gulf.

Goethe came to perceive that the forces working in nature are
none other than the ideas expressing themselves in his thought If
by observing the outer world accurately one lives into the forces at
work behind it it reveals its nature in the ideas which illuminate
the soul, ideas which can then become the motive force of one's
actions. Goethe felt that man, in developing his own inner activity,
releases the creative element which enables him to play his part in
the becoming of things; indeed, that it is only through his co
operation that the world wiU again become the sensible-spiritual
whole which it has ceased to be through the separation between
sense-observation and thinking.

Rudolf Steiner once described Goethe's method in the following
words: "To anyone who approaches phenomena in a spirit of frank
unbiassed observation, and with a mature inner life, a life in which
the ideas of things manifest themselves, the phenomena themselves
will tell him what they are." By remaining within the sphere of
experience, Goethe's scientific method opens the way for the right
development of the Consciousness Soul, which needs to apprehendthe spiritual content of the world as no longer something given from
without, but as something brought about through its own activity.
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To return to the question we posed at the outset, we come to
the conclusion that to-day it is only where the Goethean scientific
method inspires his inner effort that man acquires the attitude of
soul which will make him receptive to the spiritual impulse of
Anthroposophy. For this reason Rudolf Steiner could say: " If the
present age were even a little impregnated by Goetheanism, it
would eagerly receive Spiritual Science, for Goetheanism prepares
the way for it But Goetheanism would then become the method
for restoring man to real health." And in another passage he says:
"I am of the opinion that Spiritual Science presupposes a natural
science according to the Goethean method."

Here, in this unequivocal statement, Rudolf Steiner indicates
the conditions which have to be created if Anthroposophy is to be
accepted by the consciousness of our day. It follows that whenever
Anthroposophists are aiming at a direct influence upon general
culture, the important thing is to lead people towards the full height
of the Goethean scientific method. The aim of all Anthroposophical
education, in whatever subject, must therefore be to fertilise
Goetheanism as a method. Only through this can the schizophrenia
of our time, the separation of sense-observation from the activity
of thought, be overcome. Only thus shall we find the remedy which
will enable the ego, now sunk in passivity and dependence, to raise
itself up again into creative activity.

A study of the world according to the Goethean method is also
well-suited for making a direct appeal to modem men, for it starts
from no other assumption than one we all share—the experience
furnished by our own observation. This brings it into harmony
with the at t i tude of mind which at t racts modem men to natural
science. Here there is no question of the acceptance of ready-made
philosophies—the thought of which scares our contemporaries—
but of the working out of living truths which develop further in
the sou l .

Hence the Goethean method is well fitted to kindle life in the
vacuum of the modem soul, giving it a content not supplied from
without, but developed creatively by the human ego itself. In place
of a merely quantitative natural science, which makes no demand
upon the inner life, we find here a method of study which strives
to read qualitatively what the world has to give.

The creat ive ideas which l ie beh ind the created wor ld can
develop pictorially within the human soul. The creative spirit
which lives in created things is the same spirit that lives in the
ideas which arise in the soul, but in created things it is still im
prisoned in the form of the single phenomenon, and therefore
cannot be seen in its full activity. By learning in the act of observa
tion to accept selflessly a phenomenon which is before us, and
allowing it to express itself in our soul, we enable it to point the
way to that creative imaginative world from which it has come.
And in so doing we reunite by our own activity the world of nature.

the created world, with the invisible spiritual world, and satisfy
the desire for knowledge which prevails in modem man. The
world of the spirit, which in the past worked from without, thus
celebrates its resurrection within the human soul. This is the
source of a true therapy, capable of healing the soul-sickness of
man. Making Goetheanism fmitful at the present day therefore
means guiding man to the full height of the consciousness demanded
by the age, while at the same time it leads him towards the only
attitude of mind which wUl enable Anthroposophy to take fuU
e f f e c t . . . . .

From such an analysis of the situation it begins to dawn upon
us that in our work for Anthroposophy we cannot take the serond
step before the first. The first task that lies before Anthroposophists
is to permeate contemporary civilisation with the scientific method
of Goethe. Only in those of our contemporanes who have been
prepared in this way will certain questions germinate questions
which will lead them, each according to his individual karma,
towards Anthroposophy.

*

Goethe could indeed raise the questions which are liable to
occur to anyone drawing near to a spiritual world, but he was
unable to show the way into such worlds in full consciousness.
Thus he says of himself, " I was conscious of having great and noble
aims, but I was never able to grasp the conditions under which I
worked." For this further step he would have had to try to reachthe very life of thought in direct contemplation, by making his
thinking the object of his thought. In that way he would have
pushed on to a vision of the world of ideas itself; the living, moving
picture-world, which the world of ideas reveals itself to be, would
have become for him a direct experience. He was certainly able to
experience those ideas which are effective as creative principles inthe things of the outer world, but not those ideas which can be
e x p e r i e n c e d i n t h e f o r m o f i d e a s . . , . r , , i 7 x

Rudolf Steiner achieved this further step m his Philosophy of
Spiritual Activity, where he made possible the first purely super
sensible experience, the contemplation of the process of one s own
thinking. Starting from this sure ground, he developed a method
of exercises whereby the soul can make its way mlo spintual
world. He emphasised that it is not a question of acquiring a
Weltanschaung, but of coming to supersensible experiences through
one's own spiritual activity; of first taking supersensible facte
imparted in the form of ideas, and then, by the activity of ones
own soul in living with them, making them the content of direct
expenence^ot emphasised that Anthroposophy is a
path—a path which unites the spiritual in man with the spiritual
in the universe. But this is a goal which in the present age of the
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Consciousness Soul we cannot expect all our fellow-men to reach.
This will not come about until the epoch following our own. At
present there wUl never be more than a few who, as the result of
experiences in a past life, follow this path and take upon themselves
the duties of discipleship. But the meaning and purpose of such a
development can only be the unfolding of soul capacities which will
enable the disciple to undertake educational work along the lines of
Goetheanism, for this is something that the civilisation of our age
can take hold of. And the only justification for such a development
lies in its devotion to the service of mankind.

Anthroposophy, rightly understood, thus becomes a school for
those who wish to work within the social life for the progress of
humanity. Looked at in this light, it can be understood as the
modem nietamorphosis of the ancient Mysteries. But the aim of
all educational effort should be this uplifting of consciousness to
the level of a living Goetheanism, out of which more and more men
will find their way to the discipleship of Anthroposophy.

To sum up, we may say that all men of the present day, if they
are to rise to the consciousness demanded by our age, must become
Goetheanists. But it is not necessary for them all to find the way
to Anthroposophy. Only those will feel called to Anthroposophy
who by their destiny bear the predisposition for it. Everyone to-day
is called upon to realise in his own soul the Goethean scientific
method, but only isolated individuals, by reason of their destiny,
are called to Anthroposophy. All the greater will be the responsi
bility of these individuals to see that humanity as a whole finds its
way to Goetheanism, and does not sink into that schizophrenia of
which to-day there are so many threatening signs.

Translated by Dorothy Lenn..

Editorial Note.—Herr Hillringhaus (editor of Die Kommenden,
Stuttgart) would welcome comments, however critical, on this
article. They may be sent to him c/o Charles Waterman,
Penny Hill, Amberley, Arundel, Sussex.

Walter Johannes Stein
H e r b e r t H a h n

This memoir has been appearing by instalments in the quarterly
journal, Miiteilangen aus der Anthroposophischen Arbeit in Deutsch-
land, published in Stuttgart. We are indebted to Dr. Hahn arrd the
editors of the Miiieilungen for permission to print this translation of
extracts from the memoir (which in the original runs to about 1 5,000
words). Dr. Hahn asks us to add the following:

"This biographical sketch derives partly from personal meet
ings with Walter Johannes Stein and partly from what people close
to him have told me. In the early part 1 have tried to make a free
adaptation, with some additions, of the chapters of autobiography
written by Dr. Stein himself for The Present Age." (The reference is
to the monthly journal founded and edited by Dr. Stein in England
—see the issues for July, August and October, 1936).—Editorial Note.

After the death of Rudolf Steiner, the circumstances of life inCentral Europe took a tragic course, inwardly as well as out
wardly, in several respects. One of these tragedies was that indivi
duals in the anthroposophical movement were severed from the
environment to which they belonged in spirit and in soul, although
they had brought contributions of priceless value to the life of Ae
movement and could have continued to do so. They were led into
other fields of activity, and in this way, not without sacrifice and
often at the cost of untold struggles and privations, they carried new
impulses into their new surroundings. But in their homeland,
remembrance of them gradually faded; so too did gratitude; and the
fact that they were deeply united by destiny with those they had left
was allowed to pass out of mind.

Among the persons thus affected we must number our friend,
Walter Johannes Stein, who died in London on Sunday, July 7th,
1957. What I want to relate about him here, fragmentary though it
is, springs from a warm feeling of gratitude. And it is written in
the hope of bringing to life for many readers a picture of one of the
most notable of Rudolf Steiner's pupils.

Walter Johannes. Stein was born in Vienna on February 6th, 1891.
His father, a lawyer, was Hungarian by birth, but at an early age
he had left his native land and in the richly varied cultural atmo
sphere of imperial Vienna he had acquired a wide-ranging education.
He had a keen sense for everything great, in nature and in history.
With wide-awake interest he followed the course of events in other
countries, and studied foreign languages with unfailing enthusiasm.
As Walter Johannes emphasised in his own autobiographical sketch,
he had much to thank his father for. It is important to remember
that the father was Hungarian. Even in later life, Walter Johannes
had an inner connection with Hungary. One need think only of the
soldierly touch in his bearing, of the aristocratic martial element in
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his nature, and immediately one can see how much he owed to his
Hungarian background.On the other hand, the father's gift for languages was not passed
on to the son. Walter Johannes found it difficult to learn a foreign
tongue. What he did inherit, as was evident from his earliest youth,
was a keen and discriminating interest in language as the great
human means of expression; put simply, an interest in the word.
In this life he could, dispense with the detailed study of languages,
because he could draw on this living interest which had come to him
from his father. The genius of language inspired the silent ripening
of those forms of thought which the young Walter Johannes later
made his own.

His mother was the person who nurtured the traits which were
to be expressed in a sensitive response to spiritual values, a recep-
tiveness to the moral undertones of the anthroposophical movement.
In her sensitive, musically graceful way she conveyed to her children
all the beauty that can belong to a truly Austrian and truly Vien
nese temperament. I had an opportunity to meet this lovable lady.
In the contours of her head and face, so like those of Walter
Johannes in many respects, and in her natural warmth and decisive
ness, she often seemed like the elder sister of her son. I was told
later that in her quietly devoted way she did more than anyone to
lead him to the sources of spiritual life.

A third person with whom his destiny was linked was his elder
brother, Friedrich. His brother's life, evidently destined to be cut
short in youth, followed quite different ways. Very early he strove
to give complete expression to impulses which in the younger
brother remained chaotic and fermenting for a long time. Yet in the
depth of his soul there dwelt the same heartfelt resolves, the same
chivalrous tendencies, which marked the younger brother.

Friedrich Stein was killed in the first world war while serving as
an Austrian artillery officer. When the fortress of Przemysl was
about to be surrendered to the Russians, he blew himself up, with
his guns, in order not to fall into Russian hands. How strongly
united Walter Johannes felt himself to be with his brother, even in
later years, he showed by dedicating to him his most comprehensive
literary work, " World History in the Light of the Holy Grail."There is always something specially characteristic about the
earliest event that anyone remembers from his childhood. Often it
is the event which makes him suddenly aware of what it means to
be a,ble to speak of himself as "I". So it was with Walter Johannes's
earliest memory. He saw himself standing alone on a road in the
middle of the Wienerwald. The woman who looked after him was
suddenly not to be seen: she had withdrawn for a few moments in
order to see how he would get on. At first, little Walter felt an un-
sureness m his limbs. But then it seemed to him that "something
of great, far-reaching power" laid hold of his small body and led
him, m a first independent act, across the road. "In that moment
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I became aware for the first time that I was ' I'", he wrote in the
autobiographical sketch already mentioned. "The source of this
experience was the feeling that I had to get my little body across the
road all by myself, with nobody to help me."

Anyone who had later on to keep pace with the energetic style
in which Walter Johannes strode along life's way will feel a kind of
artistic satisfaction in the fact that a scene so strongly imbued with
will-power was his earliest recollection.

It is characteristic also that the scene was set in the Wienerwald.
His parents, and particularly his father, liked to take the children
out into the country, among the woods and mountains, partly for
the sake of their health. So it was that Walter Johannes had early
opportunities to acquire that deep affinity with nature which was so
strongly apparent in him later on.

Although his brother was the elder by several years, the two
boys were so inseparable in their games and adventures that they
were called " Castor and Pollux."

When in his earliest childhood Walter sometimes played alone,
his favourite game was a voyage round the world. An upturned
table was his ship, a tablecloth his sail—and off he went! If during
a stormy passage he needed further equipment, the nursemaid had
to bring him the necessary objects with all speed.

For the rest, it was characteristic of Walter Johannes that he
said very little about his childhood even to those nearest to him.
Anything merely personal and subjective seemed to him not worth
mentioning. When he did refer to something of that sort, it was
mostly in order to exemplify a broad human principle or a spiritually
significant phenomenon. In later years he was very fond of bring-
iiig out the historical under-currents which can be inferred from
biographical details. Thus, in his nature, which often seemed so
downright, so unabashed and boldly assertive, there dwelt a deeply
objective modesty.

If one gathers together all the little that can be known about his
childhood, one has the impression that it was rich, abundantly occu
pied and happy. Also it endowed this boy, who according to thecircumstances of the time had to go through a predominantly
intellectual education, with a finely imaginative strain which later
seemed as if it might have been the gift of his guardian angel.

Little is known about his first years at school. But during this
elementary school period there came about a personal encounter ofconsiderable significance for the inner side of his life-story. It was
m the winter of 1900-1901. For a long time he had been suffering
from an obstinate chill. His father decided to send him and his
mother to the Italian Riviera, to Ospedaletti near San Remo. As
had been hoped, he soon got better; and either to confirm his
recovery or for some other reason, the family stayed on in the south
mroughout the winter. Walter was then about nine years old Ashe himself later told us, Rudolf Steiner spoke of this age, saying
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that it is a time when everyone meets another human being whose
image comes to be indelibly inscribed in his soul. For Walter
Johannes this happened when he met a German-American girl, six
years older than himself, who was also in Ospedaletti for her health.

Outwardly, all that happened was that the two went for walks
together. The nine-year-old boy worshipped this older girl. All too
soon she left the place, and he never heard any more of her. But
the after-effect-of this beautiful and innocent meeting was that a
veil seemed to have fallen from his eyes. He found that he was
suddenly able to see nature in a quite new light. In his own words," it was then that I first began to see the beauty of sunrise and sun
set, of wind and cloud, rocks and trees." And after touching on
what this experience meant for his later path of knowledge, he
explains how it became clear to him " that the way into the inner
life of nature is thrown open only when we enter into the secrets of
the human soul. . . It is a question not of knowledge about nature,
but of perfecting our own capacity for love: this is what gradually
leads us to penetrate behind nature's veil."

In these words, and in the whole of this poetically indicated
experience, we can see very clearly how all the knowledge which
Walter Johannes was able to present with such crystal clarity,
sprang not merely from his head, but much more from his heart and
indeed from the whole man. One can quite easily see a spiritual
arch spreading over from that encounter in Ospedaletti to certain
chapters in his doctorate thesis on the theory of knowledge.

Here follows an account of young Stein's schooldays at the Schotten
High School in Vienna, run by Benedictine monks, where his friendship with
Eugen Kolisko began.

Before he left school, an event occurred (in 1908, I believe)
which shook him to the depths. His father died, victim of a malady
which he had tried to study in all details, for during his last years
he had become increasingly interested in medical matters. Up to
the last moment of his beloved father's life, Walter Johannes did his
utmost to be helpful. But immediately his father had passed away,
his personal sorrow was at an end. He felt himself lifted into a
realm where he knew the substance of peace. And for the second
time he had the experience which had first come to him on the road
in the Wienerwald: the pure recognition that" I am an * I'."

*

When, three years later, he had taken the leaving examination at
the Schotten High School, he remembered that his father had said:
"Nothing educates a man as much as travel." So he embarked
cheerfully on a journey through Germany. From Salzburg he went
to Munich, then to Stuttgart, Mainz and Cologne, and from Cologne
back to Stuttgart, where he climbed up to the Uplandshohe. He
strolled along the Kanonenweg, the wide street up which Napoleon
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had once taken his artillery. Presently he came to No. 44, where
a t t h a t t i m e s t o o d t h e U h l a n d s h o h e R e s t a i u r a n t a n d C a f e . A
remarkable feeling came over him, with something inexplicable
about it. It was suddenly clear to him that he had reached the end
of his journey. He went down to the station and took the next train
b a c k t o V i e n n a .

That was in 1911. "Just over seven years later"—^to quote his
own account—" I stood on the same threshold, about to go away,
when I heard the news that I was to stay. Rudolf Steiner had con
sented to my becoming a teacher at the Waldorf School. For the
building was then no longer the Uhlandshohe Restaurant. It was
the Independent Waldorf School."

Back in Vienna, Walter Johannes pursued his own line of
studies. Mathematics, physics, philosophy—these were the subjects
he worked at with characteristic intensity. But from the start he
studied them not solely for their own sakes, but—to borrow an old
phrase—sub quaedam aeternitatis specie, from the standpoint of
eternity.

And that , indeed, is how i t turned out. Soon af ter h is return
from Stuttgart, Rudolf Steiner's Occult Science came into his hands.
The account it gives of how everything physical originated aroused
strong opposition in him at first; it flew in the face of everything he
had learnt about physics. On the other hand, he soon realised that
Rudolf Steiner not only could have raised all the objections which
occurred to him, but had already raised them. This gave him a
strong impulse to persevere; he now set out to wrestle seriously with
the spirit of this book. And after his thoughts had gone through
three different phases, he felt clearly that he stood on the firm
ground of truth. Indeed, he knew that he had been given a golden
key with which to get at the truth of many other systems of ideas
already known to him.

He proceeded now, working with devotion and earnestly critical
judgment, to absorb pretty well everything in Rudolf Steiner's
philosophical and anthroposophical output that was then available.
He found that it flowed together into a wonderfully living and
organic whole.

Then he felt ready for a personal meeting with Rudolf Steiner.
He attended a lecture on threefold man which Dr. Steiner gave in
Vienna. Throughout the lecture he experienced a kind of innei
dialogue with the man who during months of intensive study had
stood before his inner eye. He compared the outer picture with the
inward one, and found them growing together in a convincing way
After the lecture he was able—as was then the custom—to hand ir
a written question. He asked; "Which came first—human speed
or human reason?"

When Rudolf Steiner, after a few preliminary remarks, hac
answered the innermost thoughts behind his question. Stein went ui
to him and said: " I believe I know who you are. I would like t(
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become your pupil." Rudolf Steiner said; " I suppose you know
English?" "No," replied Stein. Nevertheless Rudolf Steiner con
tinued: " Read the philosophical works of Berkeley, who denied the
existence of matter, and those of Locke, who tried to base every
thing on the world perceived by the senses. Then write a theory of
knowledge applicable to spiritual science, avoiding both those one
sided standpoints. Do as I did: get to know the fullness of the
world through Aristotle, and the act of knowing, as such, through
the philosophy of Fichte."

While Stein was following these instructions during the next few
years, he evolved his own quite individual grasp of the foundations
of spiritual science. At the same time he began to sketch the out
lines of his doctoral thesis, which was eventually entitled " Histori
cal-critical Observations on the Development of Modern Philo
sophy."

*

At first, Walter Johannes did not want to join the Anthroposo-
phical Society. His entry into it, like so much else in his life, turned
out to be unexpected and dramatic. When performances of the
Mystery Plays were to be given again in Munich, he was suddenly
and strongly impelled to go there. But when he asked Countess
Kalckreuth for an admission card, this lady, generally so kindly,
punctiliously refused. " If you are not a member, you cannot see
the plays!" Even the plea that he had already spoken with Rudolf
Steiner and was in fact his pupil, was of no avail. " That may be so,
but these performances are for members only."

In the middle of this altercation, Rudolf Steiner appeared,
stretched out his hand to Stein, and exclaimed: " So here you are!"
Stein described his unfortunate situation, spoke of his deep-felt wish
to see the Plays, but still insisted on his resolve not to become a
member. Rudolf Steiner looked questioningly at the Countess,
reflected for a moment and then said: " I would like a membership
card to be made out for Herr Stein. But it must be valid only from
the moment he enters the theatre until the moment when he comes
out. It will then immediately lose its validity. Could not it be
arranged like that. Countess?" It was.

After the performances, which had impressed him deeply. Stein
met Rudolf Steiner and was asked with a smile: " Well, Herr Stein,
have you had an amusing time" A little startled, Walter Johannes
stammered, " Amusing? ... No, I found it very far from amusing."
And with firm decision he continued: " But I don't want to leave
the Society. I know now what an ass I have been!"

Soon afterwards Stein's mother moved from Vienna to Domach.
She wanted to help, as far as she could, in the building of the
Goetheanum; Stein went with her. His elder brother Friedrich
was at the station in Vienna to see them off. At heart he was
already an anthroposophist. Hence he was sad not to be able to go
to Domach, to hear and see Rudolf Steiner. His farewell wave was
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a farewell for life. Soon afterwards came the great war, in which
h e f e l l .

The vast whirlpool in which the peoples of Europe were now
engulfed was felt even in Domach. Tension mounted from day to
day. News came that the Austrian frontier was closed; Stein knew
that a mobilisation order could no longer reach him—^what ought
he to do? He saw Rudolf Steiner standing in front of the Goethea
num. With his mother he went up: " Herr Doktor, I must go away.
The mobilisation order cannot reach me here. My brother has al
ready been called up—what ought I to do?" Rudolf Steiner took
Stein's hand in both of his and said: "Follow the voice that speaks
in your own heart: Then you will fulfil your destiny."

And his heart called him to the war.
At the station in Basle he had an hour to wait. He wrote a letter

to Rudolf Steiner, expressing his heartfelt gratitude. But he wrote
also, without fully understanding it, about the higher, super-personal
state of being which at that moment had taken hold of him.

In the evening Rudolf Steiner gave a lecture, and during it he
read aloud parts of this letter. What he said can be freely rendered
thus: " What is written in this letter shows how in great historical
moments the human soul is taken hold of by the Folk-spirit, to
which it belongs, and by the Spirit of the Time. Both lay hold of the
human soul and are active in it. Here you see this exemplified in a
human being."

After mobilisation. Stein was stationed first in the region of
Wiener-Neustadt. He was already familiar with this frontier dis
trict, so bountifully blessed by nature, between Austria and the Bur-
genland. Here Rudolf Steiner had spent a large part of his youth.
Walter Johannes was now often able to dr ink out of the mineral
water spring from which Rudolf Steiner as a boy, walking over from
Neudorf, had been used to fetch a pitcher of the delightfully
refreshing water for his family.

While his unit was getting ready for war in this district. Stein
had occasion to take in his surroundings with quickened senses and
a deep feeling of gratitude. Every tree and every stone spoke inti
mately to him. He felt that in this valley the flowers were richer
and more beautiful than elsewhere; the birds sang more sweetly, the
breeze blew differently. And later he insisted that these were not
mere subjective impressions. The Sauerbrunn valley, along the rail
way-line from Wiener-Neustadt to Katzelsdorf and from Neudorfl
to Odenburg, does indeed have a flora and a fauna with distinctive
characterist ics.

The artillery regiment in which Stein was serving was moved
presently to Jaroslav in Galicia; and now an endless series of
marches began. Eighteen months in rain and snow, in swampy
woods; hunger and thirst; marsh-fever and chills; all the privations
and hardships of the world war were there. But young Stein set
himself firmly to make the most of the special opportunities that
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now came his way. He learnt what it means to live in intimate con
tact with nature. Standing in a trench, he followed at eye-level the
growth of herbs and plants; or he observed at close range how hares
hollow out their forms in the sand. A strong inward experience of
nature emerged as a characteristic of his soul; letters he wrote to his
mother bear wi tness to i t . Par ts of h is le t ters came to Rudol f
Steiner's notice, and his pleasure in them led him to speak, during
a lecture at Dornach, of the inner value of such experiences.

Through all these hardships Stein used some of whatever spare
time he had for reading the philosophical works of Berkeley and
Locke, according to the advice of his teacher. With strenuous deter
mination he did all that was possible to prepare for his thesis. And
every day he immersed himself in spiritual-scientific writings:
Theosophy was a favourite book. He was not alone in reading it.
It went the rounds of his whole section of the front. The chapters
on the life after death and the eternal being of man were read par
ticularly often. Every reader wrote his name in the book, and the
list of names lengthened steadily. Finally the book was buried with
a comrade who was killed soon after reading it. And so it remains
s o m e w h e r e i n R u s s i a n e a r t h .

After this comes the story (often related by Dr. Stein) of how during
the later part of the war he was entrusted by Rudolf Steiner with the task
of carrying to Vienna the memorandum on the Threefold Social Order
drawn up by Dr. Steiner for the Emperor Karl of Austria. After the war
Stein set to work on his doctorate thesis; the following passage describes
his presentation of it to one of the examiners.

Stein was told to show how the function of the Ego is expressed
in Fichte's philosophy and in the world-conception of Karl Marx.
On the advice of Rudolf Steiner, Stein had gone very fundamentally
into the meaning of the act of knowledge in Fichte's philosophy.
This part of the question therefore presented no difficulty whatever.
He went on: "As far as Marx is concerned, it is certainly a matter
of perceiving that as a pupil of Hegel he started from the sovereignty
of thought but failed to assess correctly the activity of the individual
Ego. So he described too onesidedly the factors that take actual
effect in life. For Marx, everything was determined by the environ
ment, the milieu; he simply did not see that the personality trans
forms its environment in no less degree than the personality itself
is shaped by the environment. A materialistic conception of history
presents only one side of the problem. Hegel had only the concept
of the soul; he could only think the life of the soul. He failed to
reach the true, essential being of the soul, as Marx failed to reach
the true individuality, the spirit. The influence of Karl Marx's
individual life upon the masses was tremendous. So in his actual
work he made manifest what, in his theories, he disavowed. . ."

This made the Professor uncomfortable, and he began to twist
and turn about in his chair. Stein had quoted Rudolf Steiner
several times. Suddenly the examiner asked him: "Would you
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please answer me this. Why is it that I cannot understand Rudolf
Steiner's books?"—" 1 am prepared to give the answer," said Stein," if you are prepared to receive it."—" Yes, if I ask for it!"—" You
have shaped your thinking too exclusively in the Kantian school,"
Stein said, looking at him calmly. " Kant sought for the reality of
things behind the phenomena, instead of in their mutual relation
ships." The Professor stopped the examination and gave him the
highest mark.

The examinations in mathematics went well from beginning to
end. One of the two examiners. Professor Escherich, was a good
old acquaintance, who knew exactly what and what not to ask. The
examinations very soon turned into a friendly talk about the ideas of
Rudolf Steiner. Escherich had known Rudolf Steiner since those long
past days when the two of them often sat in the Cafe Griinsteidl.
"How could 1 ever have thought then," said the aged Professor," that the quiet Rudolf Steiner, with those dark eyes of him, would
become so famous as to be the subject of your doctorate thesis!"

When at length the successful result of the examination was
made known. Stein immediately sent a telegram to Rudolf Steiner
in Dornach. Stein's young wife was living there as a Eurhythmist
at the Goetheanum, and as she was walking up the hill Rudolf
Steiner came towards her with the telegram in his hand. " Griiss
Gott, Frau Doktor," he called out while still some distance away.
When she looked at him with blank astonishment, he repeated with
emphasis several times: " Griiss Gott, Frau Doktor " Then her
eyes gleamed. "Yes," said Rudolf Steiner joyfully, "he has done
it. To how many others have 1 not given advice, without avail.
But this one actually carries out the advice he has received."

After this. Stein went to live in Stuttgart and played an active part in
the movement for the Threefold Social Order. In August, 1919, Rudolf
Steiner gave his course of lectures for the teachers of the newly founded
Waldorf School. (Published in English as " The Study of Man ").

Nothing had yet been decided about Stein's future profession,
but as if called by a powerful inner voice he stood on the threshold
of the 'Blue Room' in the premises at Landhausstrasse 70, just
before the lectures were to begin. It was here that most of the
Waldorf Teachers of 1919 met each other for the first time. Stein
asked Rudolf Steiner if it was at all possible for him to attend the
course. "Yes, if you pledge yourself to found a school for workers,"
was the reply. Stein did not hesitate, and a few minutes later he
was able to participate in the unforgettably impressive opening of
the course.

Later on he was to fulfil his pledge in a quite different way from
what was originally conceived. Now he sat next to me on the right
at the long table in the Blue Room and 1 had a good opportunity of
getting to know him at close range. He was all eagerness, his whole
being responding to the gifts that were bestowed by Rudolf Steiner
during those days. He listened to the words of the teacher with the
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keenest possible alertness, and while he was listening, his all-
embracing mind seemed to be sifting, amplifying, grouping. What
ever he heard was brought into active relation with all that Rudolf
Steiner had said at other times and places. And so the listening
became for Stein a dramatic experience of knowledge.

As he sat beside me I noticed that, unlike many others, he did
not merely make jottings. He wrote fully, with tremendous energy.
And whatever struck him particularly, he at once heavily under
lined. Later on he did the same when he was ploughing through
the bulky volumes in the Waldorf School library. In his burning
eagerness he underlined freely, wherever he pleased. Many of our
larger volumes, especially those on history, bear marks of the paths
along which Stein's exploring mind forged its way through the
jungle.

After the lectures. Stein was on the point of leaving Stuttgart when he
was told that Dr. Steiner wanted him to join the Waldorf School as a
teacher of history and German literature to children aged thirteen to
fourteen.

He had not studied—or as good as not studied—the subjects he
was to teach. Nevertheless he at once accepted. As with nearly
everyone who attended the course in August, 1919, he had come to
the moment of a spiritual upheaval, prepared through Rudolf
Steiner himself, where creation out of nothingness has to begin.
For in the period called "Educational Practice", which followed
the lectures themselves, Rudolf Steiner had astonished us all by
allotting tasks that did not belong to our particular provinces.

And so now it was a matter of letting that of which one was
actually capable lie dormant, while the first bungling endeavours
were made to build something new. Anyone attempting a full
biography of Walter Johannes Stein would have to recognise this
motif as fundamental in his destiny. For twice again in his life,
work well built up and fully mastered came to a standstill, and an
entirely new beginning was made. But what seems in such cases to
lie dormant, to have been left behind in life, is not lost. It passes
from the sphere of actuality into that of potentiality, of latency.
But there it remains living, ready to re-emerge in a changed form.

And so it was not only Stein's studies in physics and mathema
tics that were transformed into the way he worked as a teacher of
history. It seems to me as though his military service, too, and the
fiery impulses of the period in the Movement for the Threefold
Social Order, came to life anew in his educational activities.

Some of the characteristics of the mathematician—the precision,
the rigour, the clear exposition of relationships—soon took effect
in Stein's presentations of history. His pupils benefited from it, and
those, too, who later on listened to his lectures. Rudolf Steiner said
to him one day; "Your listeners feel that their own thinking is being
worked through in a healthy way when they follow what you are

saying. The impression they have is as though the thoughts which
they are really receiving have been bom in their own heads." His
lessons in history and German literature not only kindled immediate
keen interest in his pupils, but gave them a stimulus that lasted all
through their lives.

One of the characteristics of significant personalities is that they
make their own experiences and sufferings fruitful for many others
besides themselves. This was eminently true of Walter Johannes
Stein. The metamorphoses he was obliged to achieve in himself in
order to become a teacher of history took valuable effect in his
book, World-History in the Light of the Holy Grail. This magnifi
cent work deals primarily with the history of the ninth century a.d.
and further presentations of history on a very wide scale were
intended to follow. Material for these works had already been
collected, and it lies in abundance among Stein's literal̂  remains.
But at a certain point, amid the fateful changes of his life, he was
obliged to abandon the task of getting this material into order. And
so, in spite of the importance of what had already been achieved,
his historical researches still remain in a fragmentary state. They
call for a special assessment which is beyond the scope of the
present article.

In 1920, at the suggestion of Rudolf Steiner, Stein went with Dr. Hahn,
preceded by Fried Geuter as booking agent, on a lecture-tour of some of the
larger towns in Germany, in order to present the social idea underlying the
Waldorf School. Before leaving, the two lecturers had several conversa
t i o n s w i t h D r . S t e i n e r a t D o r n a c h .

He received us with unforgettable kindliness, as guests for
whose outer well-being, too, he was concerned. He treated us as
young friends whom he allowed to share intimately in certain things
he was himself experiencing at that time. He read passages from
his diary and discussed with us points from letters he had just
received. It made a particularly deep impression when he showed
us a donation amounting to many thousand Swiss francs, saying:" This money was acquired as the result of one of those big-scale
speculations which are common practice in business life nowadays.
I shall certainly be careful not to build into the Goetheanum money
that was acquired in this way. I cannot use this money."

It will be readily understood that the eagerness with which Stein
always asked questions became even more intense in conversations
such as this. I remember two questions in particular. The first
came from Stein on his own; we had worked out the other between
u s .

The first was—How is it possible to guard against the many
mental and emotional illnesses by which human beings of the
present age are often so inexplicably attacked? With an unforget
table seriousness in his voice Rudolf Steiner said: "The soul has
three enemies: vanity, ambition and untruthfulness. They have a
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bad effect in everyday life. But in a spiritual Movement they are
devastating. A man who is on his guard against these three need
not be anxious about the health of his soul."

The other question emanated more from a youthful romanti
cism engendered in us by a form of travel-fever. We asked whether
on such a journey we might not well come across all sorts of occult
circles in Middle Europe, and what attitude we should adopt to
thern. "Middle European occultism?" Rudolf Steiner said
smilingly. "The fact of the matter is that in this respect Middle
Europe is at present a vacuum, sucking in all sorts of things from
East and West. This vacuum could be filled in a healthy way only
by culture based upon Spiritual Science." And then, after some
reflection, he added: "Attempts to exercise occult influences are to
be found in their first stages, at most, in the modem Youth Move
ment. Persons who work with mediumistic influences make their
way into this Movement."

I must emphasise that what Rudolf Steiner said on this occasion
is recorded from memory as far as form is concerned. I can vouch
for the accuracy of the content.

One more experience associated with those days of preparation
comes clearly before me. During an evening lecture Rudolf Steiner
spoke of the friendship between Goethe and Schiller, saying that the
meeting of these two great men denoted not merely an addition, butan incalculable multiplication, of their powers. He spoke of this
with such fire that it was obviously there before him as an inspiring
revelat ion.

He referred to this lecture the next day, saying with an expres
sion of concern, even of sadness, on his face: " People sit there and
listen to such a thing with apathy and stolid conventionality, as if it
were all a matter of course. Do you know what people in Goethe's
day would have done if they had heard about such a truth in a
lecture? They would have jumped up with such excitement that
the chairs would all have overturned—row by row! But our con
temporaries sit there as if they were glued to their seats! "

myself much food for bought,
m̂at a conception Rudolf Steiner had of true enthusiasm! In ourfeelings we took in the lecture with warm interest, just as we didWith everything he said to the members. But real inner activity, the

vital spark of will in the feelings—that was lacking.

trJ'sisL'xz i sr
Our small steamship soon began to pitch violently. The two of

us were naturaUy on deck, delighting in every sight and sound and
talking cheerfully together. But after a time there were noticeable
gps in the conversation; the sea appeared to be demanding itstribute. In this situation I had an opportunity of admiring the
scientific, experiment-loving mind of my friend. "Listen!" he said

suddenly. " Now I understand: sea-sickness is due to disharmony
between two different currents of water." I stared at him without
understanding what he meant. "Yes, it is so!" he shouted. "The
waves of the sea are driven upwards and downwards by the wind.
There we have the one rhythm. As you know from many of Dr.
Steiner's lectures, our brain swims in fluid that is driven upwards
and downwards by the breath. There we have the other rhythm.
Sea-sickness comes when the two rhythms clash with each other. We
must regulate our breathing according to the movements of the
ship!"

Whether or not this theory is objectively correct, I must leave an
open question. But at any rate it excited us at the time. We
immediately began to put it into practice and also initiated Herr
Baster, who was with us, into our secret. And it certainly helped.
Neptune remained without his tribute during the whole voyage!

If I am not mistaken, this was Stein's first acquaintance with the
Baltic, my native sea. It was heartening to see how the freshness
of wind and water induced him to discard every disguise enforced
by convention upon the soul through the years. He became a child
once again—so thoroughly a child that I marvelled at him. Laugh
ing, sparkling, relating humorous experiences — indeed I think
that now and then we broke into a sailors' song.

The story of Stein^s subsequent life in Stuttgart, says Dr. Hahn, should
be told from different sides and by other friends.

I hope this will be done. It would be of paramount importance
to speak in detail of his friendships with Eugen Kolisko, Karl Schu
bert and Caroline von Heydebrand, Ernst Lehrs and Maria Roeschl-
Lehrs and o thers . . . . I t was charac te r is t i c o f Wal te r S te in tha t
superficial or conventional relationships meant nothing to him.
Either there was no relationship at all—or he made encounters with
others into events of great human significance.

After the death of his revered teacher, his connection with
Domach took a dramatic, fateful course. Rudolf Steiner had said
on one occasion how easy it was, provided there were good will and
a little humour, to appreciate and value a personality such as Walter
Johannes Stein. But now he found, by no means rarely, that the
innermost and best side of his being was not understood. All the
more he treasured as a priceless gift the warm-hearted, intuitive
friendship which Dr. Ita Wegman extended to him until her death.

After an account of his occasional later meetings with Stein in England,
Dr. Hahn concludes with some further memories from the Stuttgart period.

Unforgettable because of its dramatic and startling effect was an
incident in the circle of co-workers in Stuttgart. Its members, repre
sentatives of different branches of anthroposophical work, research
institutes and other activities, were nominated by Rudolf Steiner



himself. On one occasion Dr. Steiner took the opportunity to criti
cise some of us, Stein among them, sharply and relentlessly. A
growing self-satisfaction became apparent among the others who
were there. Then Rudolf Steiner suddenly turned and addressed
himself to these others, saying with emphasis: " Yes, gentlemen, but
you must also realise this: I rebuke those personalities from whom
I expect something. Those whom I have not rebuked to-day have
httle cause for self-congratulation!"

Every one of the words struck like a flash of lightning. But it
will also be understood that utterances of such a kind which, after
sharp, individual rebukes, expressed high appreciation of the same
personalities, had their repercussions in the realm of the human-all-
too-human. And many of these repercussions did not appear with
out disguise until after the death of Rudolf Steiner.

Still other words of appreciation were spoken by Rudolf Steiner
in circumstances with which the personality of Walter Johannes
Stein may also be associated. But it is perhaps better that such
words should be allowed to sink into the stillness, and given over to
the future as seeds.

An objective appreciation of Walter Johannes Stein is to be
found in an article written by Rudolf Steiner for the periodical
Das Goetheanum, in May, 1922, shortly after the time of the Science
Course at The Hague, when several Waldorf School teachers,
among others, had given lectures. In this article, Rudolf Steiner
w r o t e :

"After a cordial address of welcome from G. Schubert Knobel
for which we were all grateful, the first lecture was given by Dr.
W. J. Stein, his theme being: Goethe's Significance in the Whole
Evolution of Humanity. Out of an inborn affinity with the anthro-
posophical mode of thinking and investigation. Dr. Stein had growninto this quite naturally, from his youth onwards. He is a vigorous
thinker and presents Anthroposophy courageously, as a self-mani
festation of his own personality. His all-embracing survey of the
fruits already produced by Anthroposophy helps him to draw
together, from the most varied sources, illustrations, proofs and
elucidations of the theme on which he is speaking. So there was
something in his lecture which I believe cannot fail to have been astimulus for many serious listeners. They must surely have been
convinced that Anthroposophy is a matter thoroughly substantiated
by knowledge and the realities of life.

"Before He gave his second lecture on The Connection of the
Theory of Knowledge with Organic Science, Dr. Stein and I were
together. He wanted to talk over many things with me before giv
ing this lecture. I said to him: 'As a young man you have growninto Anthroposophy as a matter of course. Just because you have
a mastery of so many things and work on them with such mobile
thinking, you stand before difficult tasks of knowledge in the future.But you can reach the stage of giving to your listeners, as well as so
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much else that you have to give, the most beautiful thing of all—
your own manhood in its fulness.'" (From Das Goetheanum, Vol.
I, no. 39.)

When I look back once again over all the metamorphoses
achieved and experienced by this friend, there stands before me, as
a reality flowing through all the changing forms, the imswerving
steadfastness with which he sought for the Spirit along his paths of
knowledge, and with which he served the word of the Spirit year in
and year out

Translated by C. W. and D. S. O.
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Dr. Stein in England
A l f r e d L e w e r s

r"! the year 1933r, when Hitler took ofl&ce in Germany. Dr. W. J.Stein came to England, arriving on June 29th. Although, as he
later on told us, Rudolf Steiner had advised him many years earlier
to leam English, he had not done so, and on arrival—" I was imable
to write an English letter, unable even to ask my way."

He set about learning English and soon became a friend of
D. N. Dunlop. Mr. Dunlop was a Scotsman and a lifelong friend
of the Irish poet, George Russell (" A.E."). He was also a director
of the British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association,
founde r o f t he Wor ld Power Con fe rence and cha i rman o f t he
Anthroposophical Society in Great Britain.

With Dr. Stein as his assistant, Mr. Dunlop was planning a
monthly journal with the title. The Present Age. Arrangements
for publication were going ahead when suddenly Mr. Dunlop was
overtaken by iUness and passed away on Ascension Day, 1935.
Dr. Stein tells how the last thoughts of the dying man were con
cerned with the new journal, and therefore he felt it his bounden
duty to overcome every difficulty in creating it.

Thus, about two years after landing in England, not knowing
the language, Walter Stein found himself publisher and editor of
an English journal with very high aims.

The two aims of The Present Age were, to quote his own words," to create an economic world-organisation transcending all differ
ences of nations and tackling in a realistic spirit the common tasks
and problems of mankind; and to develop a mentality and a world
outlook which could inspire men to live for such ideals. The task
was one of realistic organisation on the one hand, while on the
other hand it was informative-educational in an all-human sense."

The fi rs t o f these two a ims was to have been the task o f
Mr. Dunlop, from his leading position in an organisation with
representatives in forty-nine countries. After his death this could
not be carried out, and so Dr. Stein had to limit his efforts to the
educational and informative side of the work.

How thoroughly he did this is there for all to read. Seldom,
if ever, has a journal covered such a wide range—^nothing less than
the whole of human culture from a universal point of view. For
him, reality embraced both an extensive view of the macrocosm
from which everything comes, and an intensive view of man, the
being who is both the expression of cosmic progress and who,
because of his connection with the macrocosm, shares in the crea
tion of this progress.

Walter Stein tried to show how economic difficulties are the
result of one-sided scientific thinking, which cannot find a proper

place for man. The nineteenth-century evolutionary view of man
as a higher animal did not work, because it was not possible to live
as higher animals. Towards the end of the century this gave way
to regarding man as a mechanism, but this did not work because,
when life was organised in such a pattern, rationalisation and
mechanisation pushed man aside and created unemployment.

He spoke of a new science in which man would play a real part
in the evolution of the universe through his function of being the
active subject mediating between sense-perceptible phenomena on
the one hand and the thoughts about them on the other. These
two together are reality; and man is that being who has been
inserted by the Gods into nature in an unnatural way, forcing
reality apart, so that in the process of restoration, individuals may,
in the freedom of their own effort, develop the divine part of their
n a t u r e .

To do this requires the artistic touch in bringing about a
harmonious realisation of that which belongs to the world of the
senses and its counterpart in the world of the spirit, and vice-versa.

It is here that science and art find their mutual relationship.
In reality they are partners; there is no antagonism between them.
In this connection Stein would refer to Goethe: "If you have
science and you have art, then you need not seek religion, you
have it; but if you lack science or you lack art, then by all means
hold on to religion."

The Present Age carried on a culturally rich but financially
precarious existence for four years, until the outbreak of war in
1 9 3 9 .

As a young man, after his schooling was finished, Walter Stein
had served as a field artillery officer in the Austrian Army during
the first World War, fighting against the Russians. Like many
other intelligent young men, he had been upset by some of the
doubts and questionings which contribute to the dilemma of the
pacifist point of view, but, unlike many in that uncomfortable
situation, his study of Anthroposophy had enabled him to resolve
his doubts into a definite question. He told us how he had asked
Dr. Steiner, "When, as a soldier in the course of the war, I take
part in shooting and fighting and kill and wound men on tiie other
side, how will it stand with my own destiny?" Dr. Steiner replied,
"So long as you are in the service of your country or of any
organised group, you are not responsible for the results of your
actions in carrying out your duty and obeying orders. The
responsibility lies with those from whom the conunands originate ";
and in telling us this. Dr. Stein added, "But they too are also
serving their country."

He would go on to explain that in the great issues behind
international struggles, one must understand the relationship of the
individual to the Folk Spirit, and how the Folk Spirits strive to
carry out the instructions of the Spirits of the Age, or Time Spirits.



The Individual, the Folk or Nation, and the whole of Mankind, are
living realities; in the first case we are the whole of it, in the second
case we are part of the Group Soul, and in the third we are a yet
smaller part of the Time Spirit

Elsewhere in the same article he writes: "The granting of
spiritual freedom leads, of comrse, to strife and difficulties, for when
contradictory opinions are freely expressed, disputes and quarrels
are sure to arise. But the conflict thus engendered takes place on
spiritual ground and does not lead to a clash of arms. In truth, a
nation whose ideal is spiritual freedom will seek to change conflict
of arms into the spiritual conflict of opinions. Such a nation will
prepare for war by arming or even over-arming, while as a positive
policy it will strive to guide the dispute away from the realm of
armed force."

He also says: " The real problem is that mankind is beginning
to fight no longer for territories, but for the whole earth-planet.
What world-philosophy, what political system shall be the ruling
one on earth? . . . We have only to realise that economics alone
is world-embracing. A system of economy conducted by experts
along true economic lines is capable of embracing the whole
world, but a system of economy conducted by politicians along
political lines can never do so. Hence it is essential to have bodies
for world-wide research and administration, of a quite non-political
c h a r a c t e r . "

*

For a small company of Londoners who, through those thrilling
and eventful years of 1940-41, continued to live in their city, and
fo r a sma l l e r number who were sen t t he re t o l i ve and wo rk .
Dr. Stein was an important part of their war effort. I was one of
the la t te r.

Evacuation of people and valuable records had deprived daily
life of its cultural and spiritual sustenance. At Rudolf Steiner
House there was no programme of daily activities; only the Forces
Canteen on the top floor continued to provide food and warmth
and good fellowship for those fortunate enough to be able to use it.
However, the spiritual work there never quite stopped, for each
week, even during the months of August, September and October,
1940, there was one lecture and one group meeting. The lecture
was Dr. Stein's, on Saturdays at four o'clock. The audience varied
according to circumstances from ten or fifteen to perhaps thirty or
forty. The lecture commenced punctually and preceded almost
regardless of events outside. I remember one occasion when, after
a warning siren, there was the sound of something falling and then
an explosion across the park. Dr. Stein interrupted a sentence
until the noise had cleared, but did not stop the lecture.

Reference to the group meeting should not pass without a tribute
to the brave lady, the late Frances Melland, who acted as its leader,
and who had a great respect for Dr. Stein. Its other members were

Francis Wall and myself, and the meetings were at eight o'clock on
Tuesdays. Frances Melland, at that time Hon. Treasurer of the
Society, was also, along with others, a registered Fire Watcher at
Rudolf Steiner House, and I well remember my adnairation for the
courage of these few ladies who kept watch in the House and in
the Hall next door.

It was in these circumstances that I first met Dr. Stein. Being
myself rather new to Anthroposophy, I was naturally overcome by
his vast knowledge, but I recognised spiritual harmony in his
readiness to deal with life as he found it, without criticism, and in
his realistic approach to economic problems. About a year and a
half later, and quite unexpectedly. I got to know him a little better.
While I was sitting in the audience shortly before one of his Satur
day afternoon lectures, Frances Melland came and whispered that
it was high time that public recognition were made of Dr. Stein's
devoted services, and would I please says a few appropriate words
at the end of the lecture? Being quite unaccustomed to speak in
anthroposophical circles, much less to such a renowned lecturer,
my embarrassment told me that a few words on the formal English
pattern would be quite inadequate, and so, for the first time in my
life, I resolved to speak from the heart.

The exact words are beyond recall, but, after apologising for
English people having hearts, I spoke of how the fearless devotion
to the work and the rich content of the lectures had touched our
hearts, and then expressed the hope that what the words were
intended to convey would appeal to his heart. The audience kindly
and warmly supported the remarks. Dr. Stein's face first assumed
a quizzical look, and then changed into a spontaneous expression
of beaming pleasure which I had never seen before, and finally
broke into good-natured laughter. I felt that our friendship had
taken a real step forward.

*

In the autumn of 19421 left London to join the teaching staff at
Wynstones School. I was delighted to find that Dr. Stein travelled
down each week and gave a lecture there on Fridays. At that time
the audiences were larger than in later years, and for many people
the lecture was one of the main events of the week. People were
attracted from quite long distances, and the school Hostel, in an
atmosphere of evacuation hospitality, provided supper for those
who had attended the lecture. After supper there was a discussion
when, from about nine to eleven o'clock. Dr. Stein would remain
in the stafif common room and people would come and go quite
freely.

There was conversation of the most varied kind, sometimes on
rather simple and commonplace matters and at others rising to
great heights of spiritual wisdom and understanding. Whatever
the topic. Dr. Stein would say something interesting, either about
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its relation to everyday life, or to history, and often giving the
occult background. Almost invariably he was able to find in his
phenomenal memory what Dr. Steiner had said about it.

After the discussion Dr. Stein would be taken home by a member
of the staff (then usually Mr. and Mrs. Askew), and eventually was
driven to Gloucester station about midnight to wait for the one a.m.
train, which reached Paddington at about 4.30 a.m. At night the
railway was crowded with soldiers, sailors and airmen, most of
them weary and some in various stages of intoxication. Dr. Stein
never complained about these weekly journeys; he said that, in
fact, he found them really interesting because all the planets were
represented in the variety of people. He spoke of the blacked-out
windows, and said that sometimes the crowds were so great that
he could not get a seat. After the war the trains were still crowded,
not with soldiers but with football enthusiasts travelling between
South Wales and London. He said that when he looked at them
they reminded him of Red Indians, not yet individuals, still tribal.

One summer evening, three years after the end of the war, a
lady who for some years had worked in Anthroposophy and listened
to his lectures, and who was travelling home to London, accepted
Dr. Stein's invitation to accompany him on the night train. It was
the first time that there had been a personal conversation between
them. Diuing the journey and the wait on arrival until the Under
ground opened at 5.30 a.m., he spoke much about his great friend
Dr. Eugen Kolisko, who eight and a half years before had died
suddenly on that Paddington platform. The two men had known
each other since boyhood, and a very high degree of mutual con
fidence joined them to each other. In Germany, Kolisko had
organised lectures for his friend with the necessary publicity, etc.,
and although Walter Stein was not always advised of details in
advance, he always had complete confidence that the subjects chosen
for him would be those that he liked to speak on.

This travel acquaintanceship soon developed into a friendship
of a very practical kind. For the remaining nine years of his life,
Mrs. Rachel Carr used to drive Dr. Stein to wherever he might be
lecturing in England, with the exception of short breaks during
school holidays. The weekly programme of lectures varied con
siderably, but from time to time it included places in the Home
Counties, and Bristol, Bath, Gloucester, Stroud, Worcester and
Clent, with the need to be back in London for Saturday afternoon.

His lectures at Wynstones School were on the most varied
subjects. Sometimes it was the expounding and elaborating of
Dr. Steiner's lectures; at others two or more of Dr. Steiner's lecture-
cycles would be taken together in relationship over a course of
lectures; and occasionally he would deliver the fruits of his own
research. He liked to be regarded as the School's research lecturer,
and many of his most interesting talks came in answer to questions
from members of the staff, when he would often speak out of his
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own experience as a teacher in the Waldorf School at Stuftgart,
working with Dr. Steiner.

As a result of a boyhood interest in medical books from his
father's library, and through many years of anthroposophical
striving, the therapeutic sense in the education of children which
is an essential part of the art of every true teacher using Dr. Steiner's
educational method had developed in Walter Stein into a capacity
to be of real help to adults in dealing with their ailments. His
thorough knowledge of original alchemical writings, together with
a considerable knowledge of Dr. Steiner's lectures and indications
on the practice of medicine, enabled him to express this capacity
through the use of homoeopathic medicaments, with beneficial
results to many of those who consulted him.

He was imder no illusion about the way such a development was
regarded in certain professional quarters, and he would often enjoy
the ironical joke in referring to himself as a quack—^but, he insisted,
a genuine quack. He was not deterred, because he believed that if
he did not advertise himself but confined these activities to those
who sought his help, then it was a legitimate expression of his life
long task to use the knowledge given by Rudolf Steiner to assist his
feUow-men.

The comse of many people's lives passes through a stage of what
is known as " going into the wilderness ". This happened more than
once for Walter Stein. In England it happened when, owing to
circumstances in his personal life which cannot be recounted here,
he found his lecturing opportunities—and with them his livelihood
—greatly restricted. On arriving at Brookthorpe one Friday even
ing to give his usual lecture, he said, "There is nothing else left,
Wynstones is the only friend I have in England." I do not remem
ber the subject of the lecture, but I clearly recollect that it was
objective, positive, and full of vigoiur. Afterwards he was restless
and asked me to walk with him on the lawn. I have seldom seen
a man so disturbed. The deprivation of an outlet for his energies
seemed to cause him the most anxiety. He questioned the further
usefubess of his life, and at the time could not see in which
direction to turn. I found myself in an unusual position, but could
only reaflBrm the confidence of personal friends, and, knowing the
healing effect of time in such matters, coxmsel him to hold on and
w a i t .

Gradually new lectures were arranged, and those who knew him
noticed a fresh note of original spirituality entering into his lectures
on a higher level than formerly.

Walter Stein loved England and was very content to live in
L o n d o n .

As a historian, he had a wonderful capacity in the use of Rudolf
Steiner's art of weaving myth and legend into history, and in the
pattern thus obtained he would point out a nascent historical
imp^e and proceed to elaborate its development.



One of many occasions will ever remain in my memory. At
this time, besides his fortnightly Friday evening lectures at Wyn-
stones, he used first to lecture at Hawkwood College and at the
new Nursing Home in Stroud. Captain Walter Field, who was
then staying at Hawkwood, came down stimulated with great
enthusiasm for the lectmre he had just heard—^the theme was an
undated lecture by Rudolf Steiner on Das Liebes Mysterium des
Tristran Sagas—and saying he wanted to hear Dr. Stein speak again
on the same subject at Wynstones. Being greatly impressed by his
enthusiasm, but imable to attend the lecture because of administra
tive duties, I asked Walter Field to take notes. After the lecture
he handed me an exercise-book containing an almost complete
report. I cannot summarise the lecture here, but it was Dr. Stein
at his best. One could well understand how it had fired that part
of Walter Field's being which was so sensitive to the highest motives
in chivalry, and made him a true gentle-man.

I woidd like to mention one other subject on which Dr. Stein
wrote and spoke, for it seemed to make a particularly intimate
appeal to him—the mission of Portugal in preparing the way for
Britain's mission to bring about that Fraternity among peoples
which calls for one system of world-economy—not merely an
aggregate of separate national economies—^for its true development.

He would point out how the political separation of the people
of the Iberian Peninsular into Spain and Portugal is one of &e
riddles of history to which an answer can be found in the evolution
of the consciousness of western mankind, which needed the inde
pendence of Portugal, and later of the Netherlands, for its practical
expression and process.

The great Knightly Orders of Chivalry, cosmopolitan in
character and membership, were closely connected with the ocean
voyages undertaken by the Portujguese navigators, who had been
trained in the School of Navigation at Sagr^. This School was
founded by Henry the Navigator, himself half Portuguese and half
English, his modier's mother being of the House of Lancaster.
Thus the Red Rose of Lancaster was linked with these discoveries.

Among those engaged in these strugglies. Dr. Stein spoke of a
Portuguese sailor-knight, Francesco Almeida, who played a leading
part both on land and on sea, eventually becoming the first Viceroy
of India for Emmanuel I of Portugal. Stein would trace the
historical connection of these voyages with those of Nearchus,
admiral to Alexander the Great, pupa of Aristotle, as mentioned
in letters from Almeida to King Emmanuel of Portugal. He would
paint a vivid picture in describing these events as the early foimda-
tions of the ocean path to India, which became so important in the
growth and development of the British Empire.

*

Th is a l l t oo b r ie f accoun t mus t d raw to a c lose . On such
occasions the writer can only try to atone for his inadequacy by

sincerity of purpose. Much of Walter Stein's work has not been
touched upon; his energy as a lecturer was prodigious; there are
many people who remember him with deepest gratitude for help
and inspiration in times of difficulty or illness; and there was also
his work for the School of Spiritual Science founded in London by
his friend. Dr. Eugen Kolisko.

The week before his last illness he was down at Wynstones as
usual. He climbed the fifty odd stairs to the top of the Hostel, and
there were five of us at supper in our small attic flat. His mood
was one of quiet benevolent geniality, and he obviously enjoyed
the meal. The conversation turned to Bernard of Clairvaux, and
he spoke at some length out of his intimate knowledge of the great
man's life. Afterwards he gave his lecture, and the small audience
will ever remember the occasion—^he spoke on St. John.

After being taken ill he was removed to hospital, where he told
a friend that he still thought he would recover, but it was not to be,
and he passed on at 2 a.m. on July 7th, 1957.

Thus ended a life of a great man whose contribution to the
spiritual life of England was occasioned by a European war. He
often spoke of his desire to rejoin his friend and teacher Rudolf
Steiner. and we can think of his contentment now that this has
been achieved, so that preparation may be made for a resumption
of their work.
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Book. Reviews
Educat ion in the Modern Wor ld

The Recovery of Man in Childhood. By A. C. Harwood. (Hodder and
Stoughton, 20/-.)

"l/pi. HARWOOD'S long-awaited book has appeared at a mostiTl opportune time. There is a widespread recognition that
education has somehow fallen short and is failing to check the
perils that beset the world. But, like the legendary critic who wrote
on Hamlet without mentioning the Prince, the would-be reformers
seldom pay much attention to the child himself, and still less to
the manhood into which it is education's proper job to help him to
g r o w .

In England and Sweden comprehensive schools are being called
for because they are said to promote a unified society. Schools in
the Soviet Union are to be " polytechnized ", because more manual
and fewer academic workers are needed. In order to do what is to
some extent the opposite, American secondary schools are to be
made more selective and their standards raised. India needs more
productive workers, and the Government is demanding the corre
sponding changes in the education of women and girls.

But the really important thing, as Mr. Harwood insists, is to
have the right feeling for the child, and this feeling can arise only
out of a true understanding of what happens in childhood. Inspired
by his long study of Dr. Steiner and by his own deep experience,
Mr. Harwood has written a book that suggests answers to innumer
able educational questions — answers which are backed by the
practice of some 60 autonomous Steiner schools in countries
stretching from Mexico, the United States and Argentina through
Europe to Sydney in Australia.

To take only one of these questions, the mutual relation between
science and art, Mr. Harwood shows in detail how a Steiner educa
tion makes "artistic perception" part of the method of natural
science, and scientific objectivity part of artistic perception. His
memorable book comes as a most fitting Christmas gift to the
English-speaking world.

Frank Newe l l .

A n A m e r i c a n i n S e a r c h o f M a n
The Dignity of Man. By Russell W. Davenport. (Harper and Brothers,

New York, 1955. Available from the Rudolf Steiner Bookshop, price
32/6; postage 1/6.)

Russell davenport was for three years managing-editor ofthe sumptuous American business magazine. Fortune; he left in
1940 to manage part of Wendell WUlkie's presidential campaign.

returning afterwards to various forms of high-level journalism.
All his life he was a poet and a man of restless temperament and
searching mind. He died of a heart-attack in 1954, while writing
this book; the last third of it was completed by his widow and other
helpers from his notes and known intentions. The book w^
published in America in 1955; it has not been published in this
coun t ry.

Its central thesis is that the "American way of life", which
claims to offer freedom plus prosperity, has failed to win the
allegiance of the imcommitted peoples of tihe world, including those
struggling out of a colonial or backward status, although one might
think that freedom plus prosperity is just what they would want.
In fact, Marxist Communism makes a stronger appeal, and this
cannot be explained in terms simply of propaganda and the use or
threat of force. What is the reason for it ?

Davenport's answer, briefly, is that Americanism—or Westemism,
for it is obviously not peculiar to America—is based on a materialist
picture of man which is fundamentally akin to the Marxist picture.
Both pictures derive from a shallow scientific " extemalism " which
insists that " external observation and analysis provide us with our
only means of access to truth". And on this basis Marxism will
always outbid Westemism, for in the conclusions it draws from the
materialism which at heart both outlooks share, it is more logical,
more consistent and more ruthless.

Westemism, Davenport contends, wiU not begin to win the cold
war until its vaunted "freedom of the individual" is seen to involve
something quite different from freedom to be selfish: at present
Marxism has an easy task in persuading the uncommitted peoples
that America's "free way of life" is a cloak for capitalist exploita
tion. In order to meet the challenge of Marxism, Westemism must
imperatively recover a spiritual conception of man; only then will" freedom " have inspiring significance.

TTiese chapters are powerfully argued, but I wonder whether
Davenport does not exaggerate llie part actually played by ideas
and philosophies in the cold war? It is not only because of the
defects of Americanism as a philosophy that it fails to win friends.
The imcertainties of American foreign policy—whom to support,
what aid to give to what countries on what terms—we perhaps a
stronger practical source of weakness. Similarly, it is not only—
or perhaps not even chiefly—as a philosophy that Marxism scores.
Its rejection of a colour-bar, the fact that it can pose as the opponent
of "imperialism" and colonialism, the fact simply that it claims
to offer something new, something pointing away from the past
towards the future—^these elements add up to a seductive mirage
which can strongly attract young countries with no experience of
Marxism in action at close range.

Again, would it change the course of the cold war if the West
were to recover a spiritual conception of man? Not quickly, at any
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rate, for this new conception would have to work right into the
structure of society and into daily life (as Marxism has in its own
domain) before it could expect to become convincingly influential
in the wider world. The recovery of a spiritual conception of man
is not, I would say, something we should look to as a decisive
weapon in our generation's cold war; we should look to it in a
wider context as the only way of safeguarding the long-term future
of mankind. '

Davenport goes on to inquire how a spiritual conception of man
is to be regained; how, first of all, some positive, intelligible content
is to be restored to the word "spiritual"; how, eventually, this new
outlook could be applied to the renovation of society. Here we
reach the part of the book which he left unfinished, but the direction
m which he was searching is clear:

A task lies ahead of America of truly overwhelming proportions:
the task, namely of learning how to inquire into the nature and destiny
of man in a new way, of which our current spirit of inquiry has not yet
dreamed. It suggests the possibility of knowledge that we do not yet
have, of vistas that we have not yet opened up. And it intimates, finally,
that in this knowledge and these vistas we might find, not merely the
solution to the American dilemma, but the foundations for an Idea of
Free Man.

Elsewhere he says that we need to explore the inner life of man
with the same resolution that modem science displays in exploring
outer nature, and with the same confidence that reliable knowledge
can be gained:

So long as the concept of the spiritual remains a vacuum, darkness
will prevail in the Western world. What has happened, in effect, is that
this concept has been eliminated from the search for truth. . . . With
regard to the mysteries of man's inner life, it is the assumption of the
present study that they can be known and some day will be known.And however radical this view may seem, we would contend that without
it the entire course of freedom, as the Western world has hitherto
interpreted it, and hopes to interpret it, might as well be abandoned.

But for this exploration we need a method different from that with
which science explores and analyses the inanimate world, and
different also from the method of Eastern mysticism. We must
"learn to think in living terms"; that is, to develop a mode of
contemplative thinking which does not separate the observer fromthe phenomenon but leads him into an experience of its qualitative
essence. As pioneers of this way he recognises, above all, Goethe
and Rudolf Steiner. In the last few pages of his book he writes of
Rudol f Ste iner :

He demonstrated by his enormous works that the Goethean scientific
thesis is true: that whenever we can win our way, in a scientific spirit, to
processes of living thought, it is possible then to enter into and understand mysteries that the natural sciences, as hitherto practised, cannot
reach. Steiner's life and works constitute a refutation of modern
agnosticism. Man's knowledge may not be "absolute": but it has no
observable limits.
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That the academic world has managed to dismiss Steiner's works as
inconsequential and irrelevant is one of the intellectual wonders of the
twentieth century. Anyone who is willing to study those vast works
with an open mind (let us say, a hundred of his titles) will find himself
faced with one of the greatest thinkers of all times, whose grasp of the
modern sciences is equalled only by his profound learning in the ancient
ones. Steiner was no more of a mystic than Albert Einstein; he was a
scientist, rather—but a scientist who dared to enter into the mysteries
of life.

Also towards the end of the book there are some pages on the
threefold ordering of society. Surprisingly, Davenport does not
mention Rudolf Steiner's work in this field, though some of his
remarks show that he knew of it. The particular interest of these
pages is that they bring the threefold social order into suggestive
relationship with aspects of American history, present and past:

In seeking a theoretical foundation for the Middle Way, we are
brought face to face with a truth which in an earlier day was one of the
genuine contributions of American political thought to a free way of
life. Our political ancestors grasped very clearly the need for a separa
tion of political and economic power, and for the independence of the
spiritual and cultural life from both.

It may be that some progress towards a threefold social order could
come about in America, perhaps without conscious intention, more
readily than anywhere else. As Davenport points out, there are
native traditions from which it could grow, and American society
is (or used to be, before so many fears and anxieties laid a con
straining touch upon it) notably fluid, vigorous and open to
experiment. But one cannot see anything like a real threefold
commonwealth emerging unless it were accompanied—or indeed
preceded—^by a newly recovered spiritual conception of man.

Davenport would probably agree. In his insistence on the far-
reaching effects which the prevailing false picture of man has on
personal and social life, even on national and international affairs,
he gets to one of the main roots of the modern malaise—a malaise
of which he was tormentingly aware in himself. He spent himself
and his health recklessly in the time-ridden turmoil of American
journalism and public affairs, especially during his years as
managing-editor of Fortune. A biographical sketch by his friend,
John Knox Jessup, which prefaces the present volume, makes this
painfully clear:

No other managing-editor found it necessary to maintain a per
manent night shift of typists and proof-readers. None went so often on
emergency trips to the printer's in Jersey City on closing nights, or made
so many changes in copy at the eleventh hour. Sometimes he went
there direct from the opera, in full dress, black cape and crushed black
hat from his Paris days; sometimes, if time really pressed, he dictated
direct to the linotypers. When the last proof was read, he and his
exhausted help would roar back through the Holland Tunnel and
sleeping Manhattan in his big Chrysler, and he would reach his apart
ment at East End Avenue at dawn.
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Even at this time he was

haunted by the conviction that he had a special mission on this earth.
This niission was to precipitate in words, from the limitless flux of
American life, the special meaning and mission of his country. After
World War II this conviction took on urgency from the rise of Com
munism; and his iimer conflicts and even occasional despair, which wereserious during this period, arose from his fear of having been faithless
to his assignment.

In 1952,-with the aid of a Ford Foundation grant, he turned to
the studies which led to the present book; the last two years of his
life were the most fruitful, and probably, Mr. Jessup says, the
happiest—^he had found a course to steer. Had he lived, he would
certainly have gone on to write other books; some of the fragments
included in the present volume seem to have been notes for them.
With his vigorous mind, his wide contacts and reputation, his
cotnmand of a clear and pungent writing style, he might have
instilled some new currents into the course of American affairs.
But one may also wonder whether in the present-day world, pre
occupied with so many conflicts and anxieties, the new outlook on
which Davenport set his hopes can make much headway, except
among individuals and small groups. This does not at all imply
that in labouring on his unfinished book he was wasting time, or
that his sense of mission was an illusion. Many people to-day have
to sow in winter, not reckoning to see the harvest.

Char les Waterman.

Marriage and the Church
Marriage was Made for Man. By. A. P. Shepherd, D.D., Canon of

Worcester. (Methuen, 8/6.)

TmS short, thought-provoking book by the author of The Eternityof Time and A Scientist ' of the Invisible has behind it the
inestimable advantage of a wide experience in pastoral work and a
comprehensive knowledge of the present position in the Anglican
Communion regarding the vexed question of divorce and re
marriage. The Act of Convocation of Canterbury wherein the
Regulations concerning this question were passed during the last
two years is printed in the book and discussed very fully. Dr.
Shepherd takes strong exception to the rigorous attitude and dis
cipline he finds in these Regulations; he believes Aem to be re
actionary. He pleads for a more compassionate treatment—such
as that exercised by the Eastern Orthodox Church—of Aose who
fail to attain the Christian ideal of a life-long union.

He believes also that the Church has a great opportunity at the
present moment in the evolution of mankind, when many changes
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are taking place. Through wise spiritual counsel she can, as it
were, "set up a standard for the people" and in the matter of
marriage there is a most imperative need. He advocates as a first
step that the Church should play a more active part in the prepara
tion of her members for marriage. All those, he says, who wish
to be married with the Church's rites and blessing should under
stand that " they have involved the Church in the sanctity of their
vows, and, if their marriage breaks down, the Church is involved
in their tragedy. It is therefore their duty to seek the help of the
Church at the first threat of such a breakdown." Through this
closer and more co-operative relationship, much might be achieved
in stabilizing mamage.

This and other possible reforms are outlined in Dr. Shepherd|s
characteristic vigorous and lucid fashion, and though his book is
intended primarily for the clergy and laity of his own Church, it
will have a much wider appeal. Marriage was ordained by the
Creator for the whole human race, and the individual to-day seeks
to understand the origin of religious doctrine and discipline. Dr.
Shepherd gives a glimpse of the historical background out of which
the lofty ideal of Christian marriage grew and describes the attitude
of the different Churches towards divorce, arrived at by their
particular interpretation of the words of Christ when questioned
on the law of marriage. He himself has made a translation, and
has found an interpretation, of the much-debated verses in the
Gospel of St. Matthew which he is confident carries the original
meaning. He turns to examples drawn from the usages of the
Early Chmch to substantiate his contention.

Many passages in the book may be found to be controversial,
but the Bishop of Worcester concludes his Foreword by saying:
"I commend this book, because it will make us think, and the
more we think, Ae better we can pray. And it is only rational
thought and prayer that will remove the prejudices which surround
these problems on every side, and lead us to find a solution which
we can believe is in accordance with the mind of Him who made
marriage for man."

M i l d r e d K i r k c a l d y.

A Way of Knowledge
Meditation under the Guidanee of Rudolf Steiner. By Araold Freeman.

(Published by the Sheffield Educational Settlement, Shipton Street,
Sheffield 6. Price 6/6, postage lOd.)

fpHERE are books which address themselves impersonally to the1. understanding of the public, and there are others where the
author's words ring as if they were uttered directly to the reader
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with an earnestness and urgency so great that it is clear they will
stop at nothing until they are heard, grasped and held. Of such is
Arnold Freeman's book. Meditation. He tells us in the preface
that it is nothing but the outcome, almost the prolongation, of
what he tried to do throughout the thirty-seven years of his life as
Warden of the Sheffield Educational Settlement, when men and
women of all ages came to him for advice in the various phases of
their inner struggle to find a path leading to the meaning of life—
their own life.

Arnold Freeman believes that the best way of giving guidance
to seeking men and women is to enable them to arrive at a picture
of Rudolf Steiner himself, as we can trace it by reading his auto
biography. Here he describes the phases of his own development,
onwards from his boyhood, which gave him so many intimations
of the spiritual world, to that cardinal experience, arising out of the
study of geometry, which led him to realise the character and the
validity of pure thought. Then follows the momentous passage, mani
festing the decisive maturity of his mind at the age of thirteen or
fourteen: " The spiritual world stood self-evident before me. But
I felt that it was essential for me to enter it through the doorway of
nature. I urged upon myself: 'I must intensify my thinking to
penetrate into the reality within natural phenomena; only in such
a way can I legitimately enter the spiritual world' . . . 'What is
the scope of human thought?'—this question never left me; my
feeling was that if human thinking were sufficiently intensified, it
would be able actually to penetrate into, and make its own, the
things and processes of nature. A 'something' which remains
outside there, which we can only think towards—such notions I
found unendurable. Whatever is in things—so did I again and
again affirm to myself—must be in our thinking."

Further wisely selected passages from Rudolf Steiner's auto
biography, as well as others drawn from the Philosophy of Spiritual
Activity, should make the ground under the feet of the enquirers
thoroughly firm in relation to the question and hesitation: "Is this
the path I have been seeking, which promises to help me to reach
the understanding that I lack and need?"

After a brief sketch of the character of Anthroposophy, there
follows an outline, masterly in its concentration, of the second balf
of Rudolf Steiner's life, giving the enquirer something like a breath
of the inspiration and impulse that radiated from Anthroposophy
into the most varied domains of spiritual activities. The second
part of the book is devoted to the matter proper—"Meditation"—
which impelled the author to write it. Arnold Freeman indicates
at the bê nning of the chapter the sources on which he has drawn:
the sections relevant to spiritual development occurring in
Theosophy, the Outline of Occult Science, How to Attain Know
ledge of Higher Worlds, Stages of Higher Knowledge, and finallythe first Mystery-play, the Portal of Initiation. With greatest care

and stress the nature of moral vigilance, discipline and order is set
forth as a preparation for, and abiding companion of, spiritual
progress and attainment.

I would venture to suggest that the chapter on Imagination
(pp. 54-55) might have greatly benefited by the consideration of an
early lecture given by Rudolf Steiner in October, 1906, on the
Rosicrucian spiritual path—^which is, in effect, the path indicated
in Occult Science at the end of the chapter dealing with spiritual
development. Tlie passage referring to Imagination in this lecture
runs as follows (apart from some inevitable omissions): "The pupil
prepares for Imagination in gradually learning to penetrate into
such pictorial representations {bildliche Vorstelhmgen) which view
the world in the sense of Goethe's words, 'All things transitory are
but symbols.' Man becomes liberated from the sense-perceptible
world only when he learns to consider all things around him as
symbols. The occult teacher will give the pupil various indications,
but the pupil can do a good deal by himself." Suggestions are then
made as to how plants and animals can be regarded as symbols of
characteristic moral qualities. " Having put aside our casual super
ficial manner of looking at things, we teach ourselves step by step
to consider the world in the way indicated. Let us take our speech.
Our entire speech is a speaking in symbols." Examples follow.
"Such symbols the pupil must find for himself. Thereby he
detaches himself from the physical world and rises to the world of
Imagination."

This passage carries great encouragement for the beginner (per
haps for the not-beginner as well?) and belongs to the same " body
of thought" (the Chorus Mysticus of "Faust") as the "Eternal
Feminine", to which Arnold Freeman refers more than once.

The ardour permeating Arnold Freeman's book may do much
to dispel and bum away the doubts and hesitancy of those who
seek for Rudolf Steiner's "credentials", and they will then ex
perience immediately and directly, as they open the book. How to
Attain Knowledge of Higher Worlds, the truth of Rudolf Steiner's
words concerning this book (in the appendix written in 1918):
" L e t t h e r e a d e r t a k e t h i s b o o k a s a c o n v e r s a t i o n b e t w e e n t h e
author and himself. The statement that the student needs personal
instruct ion should be understood to mean that the book i tsel f is
personal instruction."

This has actually been experienced by countless men and
women. Rudolf Steiner told us repeatedly that humanity, as such,
has already crossed the Threshold. In the course of time this fact
can only gain increasing urgency and significance. For us, this
spells a call to awaken. It is this awakening that Arnold Freeman's
b o o k w o u l d s e r v e .

V i o l e t P l i n c k e .
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RUDOLF STEINER
R e c o l l e c t i o n s b y h i s P u p i l s

These personal recollections of Rudolf Steiner appeared first in the
German volume, Wlr Erlebten Rudolf Steiner. A complete transla
tion, edited by Arnold Freeman and Charles Waterman, was published
later under the* auspices of ' The Golden Blade

The Eng l i sh vo l ume , spec ia l l y bound i n s t i f f pape r cove rs and i nc l ud i ng a
p o r t r a i t - e t c h i n g o f D r. S t e i n e r b y t h e l a t e K a r l B a u e r, 1 8 8 p p . P r i c e 1 0 / 6
(11/6 post free) from the Rudolf Steiner Bookshop, 35 Park Road, London,
N . W. I , o r t h e R u d o l f S t e i n e r B o o k C e n t r e , 5 4 B l o o m s b u r y S t r e e t , W. C . I .

Works by Arnold Freeman

SELF-OBSERVATION
A Stimulus and help in the study of Rudolf Steiner's

Philosophy of Spiritual Activity
P r i c e 6 s . 6 d . P o s t a g e l O d .

M E D I T A T I O N
Under the guidance of Rudolf Steiner

P r i c e 6 s . 6 d . P o s t a g e l O d .
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The Journey.
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5,000 Out-of-print Books
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Day and Boarding
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Prospectus from:
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Anthroposophy — Books for Basic Study.
B y R u d o l f S t e i n e r

A N O U T L I N E O F O C C U L T S C I E N C E
The Character oj Occult Science. The Nature oj Man. SleefD and Death.
Evolution of the World and Man. Knowledge of Higher Worlds—
Init iat ion. Present and Future Evolut ion of the World and Mankind.
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T H E O S O P H Y
An inlrodaciion io the supersensible linowledge oj the world and the
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THE REDEMPTION OF THINKING
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FABER BOOKS
M a n o r M a t t e r E R N S T L E H R S
SECOND EDITION. REVISED AND ENLARGED. Dr Lehrs' challenging
book is sub-titled ''Introduction to a Spiritual Understandin}^ of
Nature on the Basis of Goethe's Method of Training Observation
and Thought". For this new edition the text has been fully revised
and enlarged to include much that would have seemed premature
twelve years ago. Dr Lehrs has written a new concluding chapter
dealing with the Creative Powers acting in nature and two new
appendixes, one on the life and spiritual development of Thomas
Traherne; the other on Aristotle and Galileo.

With 4 plates and drawings. 421-
The Hierarchy of Heaven and Earth D. E. Harding
A powerful appeal to the educated man to reconsider the mystery
of his own existence and the world in which he finds himself.

With 56 diagrams. llf-

The Destiny of the Mind: East and West
WILL IAM S . HAAS

LISTENER—"His purposc ... is to achieve a prolegomenon to a
new philosophy of history by disengaging the mental structures of
the eastern and western civilisations. . . . These pages are the
matured conclusions of a lifetime's meditation." 26/-
A t S u n d r y T i m e s R . c . Z A E H N E R
In this book the Spalding Professor of Eastern Religions and Ethics
at Oxford seeks to show how the Christian revelation is prepared not
only m Israel but also in the great religions of Asia. A t Sundry TimesIS a profound and original contribution to the study of comparative
religion, and an important piece of Christian apologetics. 21/-
S a v i n g t h e A p p e a r a n c e s O W E N b a r fi e l d
A Study in Idolatry. "He has tackled the universal problem of what
man can know of the world in which he finds himself ... he makes
the epistemological problem exciting by setting it in the frame of a
comprehensive view of man's relation to spirit and to nature. And
this without losing precision of statement, for he is well versed in
philosophy and theology, has imaginative insight, and above all a
religious vision of life." piiilip mairet, time and tide. 21/-
The Psychic Sense PHOEBE D, PAYNE & L. j. bendit
A new and fully revised edition of this well-known study of psychic
experience by a practising psychiatrist, Dr Bendit, and his wife,who is a clairvoyant. The subject is approached from every angle:
personal, historical, psychological, medical, philosophical. 16/-
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